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An Ultra Short -Wave
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CANADA

NEW WORLD GLOBES
for Short Wave Enthusiasts
at New Low Prices
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THESE remarkable, new globes
printed In
among the many

a variety of popular colors are indispensable to short -wave fans.
Notable
features
Short-wave fans are enabledof these world globes, is that they give I fe -time service.
distances from city to city can heto determine correct time in various centers of the world with the aid of these globes:
eslabllshed.
There Is a graduated "Meridian" accurately
pole -this facilitates determining scale on each globe. Another feature is the movable hour scale found at the north
the hour In any part of the world.
You will be thrilled
hen you put the globe to actual
use -measuring distance: from New York to Moscow; front Pape
Town to Tokio; from Los Angeles
to Itio de Janeiro; ete. A flat map is deceptive for measuring, but take a small
and stretch It across the globe, from
string
city to city. anti you have the correct distances.
Each globe contains
ing
a

list

geographic standards-all

of several thousand

I

it

les

In

nations

all

over
er

the

world -spellings

conform

to

International

globes are of 1935 production. They contain such Important features
as -traces
f
Admiral
Little America- Lindbergh's
Paris flight: the new Japanese Empire: principal r:d iroads;
pal international short -wave radio
stations and call letters: steam stillt rrutc - :uul other equally import wit data. princie
her
fined anti del kale, Neverthhandmade
are
two rtypesgihaveman s
ent Cal
characteristic in common-their
rich olor harmony, in which each
tolor of equal strength bleeds
into a harmonious color unit.
surface
all models
and 11sscratch
finl
which
ith
a damp loth. This finish will an earl lxtlel kept fr'.sh' and
not fade, crack or becomenyet loss with
age. The colors
a sun proof.
These globes add dignity to
are globes that everyone will home, ofllre, studio or laboratory -they
be proud to own.

World Globs
No. R -11

Byrd's recent

voyage to

:

I
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De Luxe World Globe No. R -16
This large, de luxe, 16' library globe Is designed for
those who prefer a globe of real distinction. It is the

most comprehensive globe map published. It contains
over 9.000 place name, ne. countries. geographic information. and other useful data. It is extremely easy
to read-and can be used for accurate reference. Itr
distinctive mounting and beautiful coloring harmonize

World

Globe -

well.

POLrrI/ :AL INFORMATION

Atlas

9.000 name

places- Latest political changes
Manrhukuot -- Railroads -Steamship mutes with(Saar.
dlr
tances-Caravan roues Ancient ruins Maya l'erselr'
Its
Important si les (Boulder Darn. National ['arks,
Little America) -g2 Shortwave radio stations
and call
letters listed -Submarine cable lines- Canals (Suez.
Elelt- Country and state capitals.
PIIY SIC 4.L INFORMATION
Mountain ranges -Mountain peaks. volcanos- Plateaus,
steppes -Glaciers, shelf ice- Swamps-Deserts, oases
-Ocean currents In white-Rivers and river systems
-Important
lakes-Cataracts
( Ni le l -Depressions
(Death Valley)- Unexplored areas In white.

I-

R'orld Globe No. L-7

I

This combination globe -lamp. in addition to its
lerorat ive value can be ustsi as a reading lamp. The
ball, featuring 55 short -wave stations, had a full
meridian, and rotates. The I6' diameter shade
is

r

parchment.
protection.

handsomely s ramped in rel iophane for
Nautical designs in harmonizing colors
add to the atlractivene -, of the hump shade. The
metal parts are nlimte bronze striped with gold.
Complete with plug ne card. Height
-19'. Shipping weight-5% lbs.
6
V

CONSTRUCTION

The ball is strongly made of three plies of composition Ward, reinforced within. The map is hand.
mounted on
special prepared plaster surface which
gives added strength and permits

glass - smooth fin-

Gentlemen:
I received the world Globe and am well
pleased with Its completeness, appearance and

Substantial, completely reversible meridian, antique
plated with riot. numbers and degree marks
brightly burnished. Revolves at a touch on ball bearings in a beautiful, solid walnut floor cradle stand of
authentic Duncan Phyfe design. Heavy brass claw feet,

Short -wave listening has become n hobby
with me. and this \ \'bell Globe is a n
ss ry
curacy m any sh
wave
a e
listener or, for
that
to any home s

a

MOUNTING

matter.

usefulness.

brass

d

P. C. 1-1.1,1S. Supt.
Laboratory, Loh and Campbell Ste.

SCALE OF MILES

Kansas

An inch on this globe's surface Is equivalent to 500
miles on the earth's surface. Because of this convenient sale, the 16' globe is specified equipment in
the schools of many states.
With this beautiful globe is included the 32 -page
illustrated booklet entitled. "The Story of the Globe."
The World Globe No. It -16 is nosierately priced. Height -39X'. Shipping
Weight (ball and globe) 301ós. PRICE

City. Missouri

World Globe-

Atlas No. 11-12

.75

This

globe -atlas combinaIs one of the finest
pieces that could he plated
In any home or ofllce. The

t

tion

ORDER YOUR GLOBE TODAY!
SHORT WAVE CRAFT

-It
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PRICE

ish. Water proof and scratch proof lacquer seals the
map and preserves its fine colors.

s

No. P-8

This combination world globe and atlas holder adds appearance :m l dignity to an y' routn
Is very attractive,
The gloom measures M. in diameter. It has a full, graduated. movable `t meridian, finished in statuary bronze and
gold. Its stand is richly decorated in a walnut finish, with
this world globe is Included at no additional
cost. a new 221 -page world atlas. Height- $
a25
13V.. Shipping weight-5 lbs. PRICE

12' library ball,

with Its
brass-plated meridian. fits
snugly Into the finely construtted solid walnut stad.
Provision is made below for

World

Globe -

Atlas

the 1935
383-page atlas
which accompanies
e
e h
Globe, at no extra charge.
67 Shortwave stations listed

SWC-4.36

99 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of $
for which please ship me
the following World Globe.
(
World
Globe No. P -9 If $4.25
)
(
) World Globe No. R -16 rt $31.75
(
) World Globe No. L -7
$2.60
(
) World Globe No. R -12 tvid $6.95
Name
Address

No. R -12

Height -1654'.
Shinning
weight -12 lbs.
c ssrr
PR I CH........- ..._..._
a

i6 W

f

City
If it

t

State

remittance In check or money order -register letter
contains cash, stamps or currency. GLOBES ARE
SHIPPED FROM OUR WAREHOUSE IN CHICAGO
O. B. FROM THAT CITY.
Send

r.

-

J

All globes are carefully packed in original, corrugated protected, cartons, assuring safe delivery. ORDER BY
NUMBER. Send check or money order, plus sufficient postage for delivery
by parcel post. Globes are shipped from our Chicago warehouse. Register
letter if it contains cash, currency or stamps. Specify if shipment is to be
sent express collect. ALL ORDERS ARE FILLED PROMPTLY.
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Short WaVe Weather Forecasting
An editorial
by HUGO GERNSBACK

WE live on an approximately round ball, which
be compared with an ordinary apple. The earth,may
as
we know, has a diameter of some 8,000
the breathable atmosphere above the earth has a miles;
thickness of only
about six miles; above this region we are
in a zone of
increasingly rarefied air. 50 miles up, the vacuum
is probably better than the ordinary air -pump can produce.
If you compare the 8,000 miles diameter of the solid
earth to the 15 miles of gas which comprises our explorable atmosphere, you will observe that the thickness
of the
atmospheric layer compares roughly,
with the thickness of
the peel of our apple.
In other words, our atmosphere is
insignificant
in quantity, when we compare it withreally
the rest of the
earth's bulk.
Yet, in this exceedingly thin film of air-because
that
is really what it is-all the various atmospheric
ena take place. Rain, snow, tornadoes, all the phenomweather
changes that we know of, take place
very thin film
of air. In addition to that, many inofthis
our radio wave
phenomena occur in this layer.
A little farther up, from 50 to 200 miles, roughly,
we
find several films of ionized particles (the ionosphere).
The so- called ionosphere, far up in the highly rarefied atmosphere, reflects most of our longer waves.
In the micro -wave spectrum, that is below 3 meters, no
reflection back
place.

to the earth

from

this layer,

seems to take

Observation has shown, though, that changes in the
upper atmosphere have an effect upon
strength of
ultra -short wave signals due to varying the
reflection. And
these effects may be linked with our weather conditions,
for our weather is "made" in this atmosphere. Changes
in the upper atmosphere have long been known to affect,
various weather conditions, but it is
recently that
their effects upon the ultra -short waves only
have been learned.
And thus ultra -short waves may be employed
in discerning the conditions in the upper atmosphere which
cause
different types of weather and so forecast future weather
conditions.
From all of this it will be seen that our atmosphere
is intimately linked with radio -wave propagation.
Formerly, while radio was still young, it was thought
that the atmosphere had little or no effect
upon radio
waves. Little by little this idea underwent serious
changes,
till now we begin to realize that it will soon become
possible to actually forecast the weather by close study and observation of the behavior of ultra -short waves.
This is borne out by an etirely new method of weather
forecasting, which utilized the intensity or strength
of
ultra short -wave radio signals to indicate the conditions
in the upper regions of the atmosphere.
This was recently described by Prof. Charles F. Brooks,
director of the Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory
of
Harvard University.

While admitting that
use of this new weather fore casting method is still in the
the experimental stage, Professor
Brooks went on record that
short -wave broadcasting between the Blue Hill and Harvard
meteorological station
on top of Mt. Washington and observation
posts located at
other New England points, had already provided
a good
starting point for rough -weather forecasting.
"It was found a year ago," Prof. Brooks
ultra- high- frequency radio emissions from stated, "that
ceived at Hartford, underwent variationsBlue Hill, rein intensity
which almost matched the changes in
temperature between
the surface and a height
of
6,500
feet."
"Such variations are used by Ross
A. Hull, who operates
the receiving station for roughweather forecasting."
`Rising signal strengths usually
indicate the arrival of
a warmer air mass aloft and presage
rain or snow. Experiments with different wavelengths may
provide us with
more exact information in this indirect
In addition to the above, Prof. Brooks manner."
made the observation that he holds out great hope for immediate
improvement of weather forecasting, thanks
sounding balloons recently developed to the new radio
by Blue Hill Observatory staff.
He also remarked that he does not think
that the mil lennium in weather forecasting is about
to come immediately; but from the experimental
work it would seem
evident that a considerably higher degree
of accuracy can
be obtained, as more information and additional
research
work is made available.
"After all," says Prof. Brooks, "the weather
is largely
made overhead, so that is where we should
observing
it-by clouds, by pilot balloons, by mountain bestations,
by
airplanes, by radio transmission, by radio -meterograph
sounding balloons."
And it is right here that radio
and shortwave fans in particular can help experimenters
It is suggested
that they make observations as toscience.
the intensity of signals
received from the four points of the
these observations can be plotted on a sheet ofcompass;
Then, on
the same sheet of paper, within 24 hours, paper.
weather con ditions are noted. The same thing can be the
repeated within
48 hours. Each day a new chart can be started.
Then, over a period of weeks and months, the
can be plotted; and it will be interesting to note results
exactly
how radio intensity and radio phenomena are
interrelated
with the weather. If many hundreds of radio
menters thus make observations, it will not be long experibefore
they will contribute a good deal of information to weather
forecasting which in the future will be vital.
The interesting part for experimenters is that
no new
equipment is necessary: only their regular
set, a few sheets of paper, and common senseshort-wave
preting the relative intensities of radio signals in intercome in from four different stations, located at fouras they
points
of the compass.
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SHORT WAVE

SNAPSHOTS

Short Waves in the Ethiopian Army -New Parabolic Reflector for short waves -latest S -W Diathermy Apparatus-New Zeppelin S -W Apparatus.
Below -new parabolic reflector for an
$0 centimeter transmitter. A network
of rods serves the same purpose as a
smooth mirror surface and the waves
are radiated in a concentrated beam
Is)

this reflector.

Short waves in the Ethiopian Army. Photo above
shows two of Haile Selassie's radio experts operating
short -wave transmitting and
receiving apparatus in the
field. This picture was taken
near Dessye. Photo at left
shows Ethiopia's short -wave
link with the outside world;
the station at Addis Ababa.
Right -A new electron image tube enabling man to "see through the dark,"
which was recently demonstrated before
the American Association for the Advancement of Science in St. Louis, by
Dr. V. K. Zworykin and Dr. George A.
Morton of the Radio Corporation of
America laboratories. The image tube
(right) is used with an infra -red microscope. By means of this device. sensitive to infra -red rays, the development
of hitherto baffling minute living organisms may he brought within the
range of human vision. Such cells have
been studied in the past by means of intense light or stains, that often kill
them. The assembled scientists witnessed the projection of motion pictures
through a dark glass filter that stopped
all visible light rays. An "Electron
telescope," using the same principle and opening the possibility
of seeing through atmospheric haze, also was
demonstrated.
Three photos, left and below -new radio installation
aboard
German Zeppelin LZ 129. The radio equipment
compris,s
200 watt long -wave transmitter, range 600
to 2.000 meter,
one short -wave transmitter having a miximum
out -put of
150 watts. The wave length range is continuously
variabó
between 15 and 75 meters. and the set is suitable
for code
phone. The same type tubes are used in both the
short and
long wave transmitters, thus simplifying replacement.
all -wave receivers are provided, having variable range Ta.
between 15 and 20.000 meters.

C

Above -latest German method
of giving short -wave diathermy
treatments. A heavy flat insulated cable, which is thoroughly
flexible, is wound around the
part of the body to be treated
and the high frequency current
from the vacuum tube oscillator
is passed through this cable,
heat being produced in the part
under treatment. For some ailments the cable is wound around
the neck, arm, and even around
the trunk.
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recorder. This
which is equipped with a "steel -tape"events.
etc. The
a special designed "sound truck."
about
street"
the
The German Broadcasting Company uses
the
Berlin
n
p og amunde r the heading "The
the streets
evening
i
truck is sent
listeners
the
to
einterviews
presented
means of a magnet,
upon asteel tape and then
a program lasting 11_ hours. By
interiew isrecor
enough tape to record continuouslyand can be used again and again.
Echo of the Day." The truck carries
recordings
previous
the
the wire is "cleaned" of

äd

Steel Tape Now Records Voice
ENGLAND and Germany now record interesting program features on
steel tape. The German Broadcasting
Company, especially the transmitters
at Berlin and Hamburg, and frequently
are
the German short -ware transmitter
inusing steel tape recordings forofantheir
teresting and popular feature
is
respective programs. The feature unwell -known in Germany and abroad
the
der the caption-"The Echo ofCornDay." The British Broadcastingonly to
pay uses steel -tape recordings bulletins
record or "store" the news

For Re- broadcast
doradiated during the day over their
the
over
-back
play
a
for
stations
mestic
Empire short -wave station at a later
hour.
While the British Broadcasting Company applies stationary devices only, the
German stations are furnished with some
"sound- trucks" completely equipped
truck
with a steel recording outfit. ThisBerlin,
is sent through the streets of
Hamburg, etc., each clay and interviews

.....---------

with the "man on the street" about his
profession, his opinion on interesting
daily events, etc., recorded. The car
catches secretly also the talk of bystandand
ers when an accident has happened
inof
be
might
which
features
similar
later. The
terest to the radio audience
interviews are recorded inside the truck
on steel tape and then transmitted in
the evening under the popular title
"The Echo of the Day." As thousands
of letters sent to the German broadcastis
ing stations indicate, this feature750)
on
page
(Continued
liked
best
the

Pilot Explains Maneuvers

Williams, eying high over
head in his -Gulf Hawk."
by means of portable ultrahigh

frequency radio

tele-

phone equipment. Conversable to spectation

maed loudspeakers;
a5tors lsetuc

consists of
watt transmitter (left) and
a receiver (ight) both crystal controlled. The vertical
which
rod aboas
antenna for both
serves
receiving and transmitting
may be seer. It can be tele
seeped into a length conven-

ient for transporting.

how
HOW a flyer maneuvers and being
he feels when he does so is
Al
told to airport crowds by Major
Williams, noted aviator, while actually
in the air by means of a novel arrangement of radio and loudspeaking equipment. The apparatus, employing ultrahigh frequencies, is being used for the
first time in an airplane.

BWaves

the spectator below as he goes along.
He has already given this demonstration at the Miami air races and plans
to repeat it at other airports in the
qetmdee
future. His plane is a Curtis -Hawk
of
both ends
o
announcer.
being
the conversation
equipped with an ultra -high frequency
amplified for the benefit of
radio transmitter and receiver of the
The pla
spectators.
antenna n a wire about
type ordinarily used to equip police
6 feet long. stretched from
cars for two -way communication with
on top totthe
the stub
vertical rudder
headquarters.
insulator above theluselage
lusts
The transmitter has a power of five
Sc
r ftof, thecockpit.
watts and operates on 35.6 megacycles,
compared to the standard aviation band
of 3 to 6 megacycles. Major Williams
has obtained from the Federal Communications Commission a special license
which permits him to operate in this
experimental band for educational purposes.
The ultra -high frequency enables him
to use an extremely short antenna on
his plane, a wire running from the back
of the fuselage to the top of the vertical
fin. It measures only six feet in length
where as the conventional airplane anis
tenna is 35 feet long. His receivertype
mortified from the standard police
so that he can wear headphones as he
twists and turns.
telephone
radio
frequency
Above: Ultrahigh
Al Williams Gulf
On the ground is located a similar
units in the cockpit of Major
Williams car- transmitter, and a receiver of the type
hawk by means of which Major
on
ries on a conversation with an isannouncer
used in police headquarters or precinct
the receiver
the ground. The unit at the left
transmit5-watt
is
a
stations. The antenna is a vertical
right
at
the
one
and the
steel rod about seven feet high, a soter.yb
dynamotora under the forward cowling.
called "fish- pole" antenna.
Once in the air, Major Williams condifficult
demonstrates
Major Williams
with (Contivacd on page 746)
verses
to
them
explains
aerial maneuvers and

with ultra-high
Major Al Williams and his Gulf Hawk equipped
ra-hh
the
which
by means
frequency radio telephone equipment
ch
the
an
with
noted flyer carries on a conversation ground. explaining difficult
aerial maneuvers as he goes
through them and

Announcer carrying on a
conversation with Major Al

t
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"Magic Brain" and "Eye"
Make

S -W

Tuning Easy!

"Magic Brain," now quite familiar to many short wave enthusiasts,
combines several very clever mechanical engineering developments to simplify tuning; the "Magic Eye" tells you when the station is perfectly
tuned in.
The

OUT OF TUNE

A5

r01

PLANETARY
BALL BEARING
DRIVE.

I

IN TUNE

I

EYE TUSE

The appearance of the "Magic Eye" when
the tuning is off resonance (left)
when on the exact resonance point of and
the

HIGHSPEED
CLUTCH

I

MAGIC

How "Magic Brain" Works
MANY thousands of short -wave lis
teners have recently found that tun
ing in those elusive DX stations loca ted "half-way 'round the world," is a
comparatively easy job today -thank s
to the "magic brain" and the "magi c

r

'

station (right).

eye."
Probably the most important advance
B. 10TO1 BALL FRICTION
in the design of a short -wave receiver,
DRIVE.
so far as the general listener is conFINGER ENGAGED WITH
FINGER NOT ENGAGED
cerned, is the "magic brain." One of
TOOTHED WHEEL
4
4
WITH TOOTHED WHEEL
-FASTv
the accompanying drawings shows a
2 /
TUNING
13
Í
/PUSH IN)
sectional view of the "magic brain" dia !G
mechanism.. Other features which this
new tuning device provides, are positive
ÁI) Ff
1ÿ
drive of the tuning dial without any
5
AA
backlash or lost motion, and also dual
matPL ps')
BALLS'FREÉLVIE
N FAKTION CONTACT WITH BALLS
CONE IN FRICTION
ratio tuning, which is made instantly
CONTACT WITH BALLS
The "Magic Brain" method of selecting available to the operator of the set.
high or low speed tun ng, by simply push- All one has to do is to push in on the The "Magic Eye" tube, type 6E5, is mounting a single knob in or out, is made clear tuning knob and the tuning ratio is ed just above the tuning dial on the front
of the chassis as here shown.
changed. The second drawing shows
from the drawing above.
how a number of scales for the different
TUNING
DIODE DET.
frequency bands are cleverly laid out
SPRING
INDICATOR
6 HG)
6E
on a dial, which changes its position in
a progressive, eccentric manner so that
as the band-switch knob is changed to
a new frequency band, for example, the
DIAL
gear segment is simultaneously rotated
PINION
one tooth, and this in turn causes the
dial pinion to rotate one tooth also; the
INDICATOR
result is that a new dial scale jumps
SHAFT
TO
into view behind the opening in the sub R.
LET
5 -BAND
panel each time the band switch is
AF
DIAL
changed. Rotating the band selector
MEG
GEAR
switch knob besides bringing a new dial
SEGIHE NT
into view, also takes care of changing a
Bi, 25DV
group
BAND
switches, all mounted on the
SWITCH -N\
same shaft, which changes the coils in The simplified diagram shown above wil
help to make clear how the "Magic Eye"
the tuning circuit, etc.
the station is tuned to
The speed -change features of the indicates when
exact resonance.
"magic brain" dial are made clear from
DIAL
IN CATOR
the drawing showing the ball- bearing
CENTER
CENTER
The "Magic Eye"
drive. When the tuning knob 1, is
The clever technique used in the "Magic pushed
The
"Magic
Eye" actually permits
Brain" for shifting the new dial scales ger 2, "in," the high -speed clutch fin- you to "see" when the radio set is exengages with the toothed wheel 3, actly tuned.
for the different bands is illustrated
It
above; it is coupled to the band-switch and the mechanical drive to the main cathode -ray tube consists of a special
(center) installed in
dial or drive disk 4, is through the self- the receiver
control shaft and knob.
so that only its dome, which
centering cone race assembly A, spring bears a striking
MICARTA
resemblance to the huINTERMEDIATE
washer assembly 5 and balls B, and
GEAR
eye, is visible. Designed to do by
these balls transmit rotary motion to man
sight what the ear and the sense of
the drive disk 4.
touch cannot do as accurately, it does
MAIN POINTER
When the tuning knob 1, is pushed away with bothersome adjustments
and
ON MAIN
"in," the speed reduction is only 10 to 1. off -center, blurred tone. It also perDRIVE SHAFT
When the tuning knob is pulled "out" mits silent tuning, because the volume
for extra slow speed tuning on the short need not be turned up until the station
waves, for example, the knob shaft, 1A, has been tuned in. When the radio
transmits its motion to the balls, AA receiver is in operation the "Eye" beANTI BACK LASH
SPRINGS
and thence to the hub C. The balls, comes luminous with a greenish fluorAA, are retained in three radial holes escence marked only by a fan -shaped
in the hub C and through this method shadow. As the signal is tuned in,
of driving, the rotation speed of hub C the shadow narrows down to a thin line
VERNIER
MICARTA
is reduced 5 to 1. The assembly A is indicating that the set is tuned precisePOINTER
DRIVE GEAR
ON FREE
prevented from turning by the pin D. ly to the station. To produce this efRIDING COLLAR
The spring washer, 5, pressing against fect, a cathode ray gun within the "Mag6 PINION
the balls B, in contact with the drive ic Eye" tube directs a stream of mildisk 4, cause it to rotate; a further lions of tiny electrons on the photoDRIVE
DISC
speed reduction of 10 to 1 is gained at sensitive, or fluorescent surface of the
Band -spread is effected in the "Magic this point-the total speed reduction "eye." The
incoming signals vary this
Brain" by the simple gear system illus- from tuning knob 1 to the disk 4 is
50 stream of electrons and control the
trated, springs taking up any backlash.
to 1.
movement of (Continued on page 747)
D

D

I

i
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PICK-UP LOOP

PICK-UP

"COURSE" INDICATORS
TUNING KNOB
"BAND" SW.

FREQ. BAND CHART
VOLUME CONTROL
ATTENUATOR.

LOOP

SWITCH

TELEPHONE
JACKS
_r-DYNA-

MOTOR

or beacon signals. The receiver is tuned to
which requires no special radio beam flown
directly to that point.
Appearance of the new Simon " Radioguide,"
be
then
can
plane
the
and
station
"any" broadcast or short -wave

Flying the Broadcast
and the "Short-Wave"
By Henry W. Roberts
Expert

Pilot and Atiation
the
IN THE February issue of how
described
we
Craft
-Wave
Short
A marvelous radio invention indeed
There
inpilots fly the radio range beacons.forming
is the new Simon "radio direction
are ninety -four such beacons, serving dicator" for aircraft. With this instrua coast-to -coast network, and
on a
the air traffic along the principal air- ment the pilot can set his course transor short -wave
broadcast
ways.
certain
n the other hand, there are some mitting station and fly directly to this
the
568 broadcast stations withinrange
point.
United States, and 104 marine
the
beacons along both coastsandand
numer- developed for the purpose. The probshores of the Great Lakes,
these lems of radio navigation of aircraft,
of
Each
ous short -wave stations.
air- however, are
whose
pilot
is a landmark to the
gone by beradio plex,lex, that many years
plane is equipped with a reliable
direction
radio
practical
truly
bearings
a
fore
direction finder. By taking
the finder for aircraft was perfected.
on two or more of these stations,
pilot off the beaten track can find his
What a Pilot Needs to Fly `Blind"
destination,
exact position, or fly to anyairway
Let us consider the radio requirerange
whether it is served by the
of a pilot flying "blind ", often
ments
step
beacon system, or not. The next
than two hundred miles an
more
at
of our
forward in the development direction
invisible destination. First,
his
to
hour,
aviation is the aircraft radio
range of his receiver must embrace
the
the
finder.
the long -wave beacon system; next,
Radio direction finding is not new,
services. Between
airway
-wave
short
been
have
devices
and several types of

eihad

6AT

76

st

WIND

SIMON
RADIOGUIDE

SINGLE
STRAIGHT
ANT.

broadthese two lies the well populated
cast band; and all three are capable of
providing the pilot with vital information as to his position and course. This
information must be always instantly
pilot flying "blind" has
available
not much time to spare for complicated
operations, and his "radio aid" must be
truly an aid and not a burden.
All of the successful radio-direction
on
finders developed to date, are based
vertical
the
of
property
familiar
the
loop antenna, which is most sensitive
to signals emanating from points lying
within its plane, and least sensitive to
Since
those lying at right angles to it. varies
the sensitivity of such antennas
the
as the cosine of the angle between
plane of the loop and the signal source,
is
the most exact directional reading
obtained, theoretically, in the "nil" poat
sition, i.e., with the loop antenna
of signals,
right- angles to the source by
the loop.
when no signal is picked up
is
however,
arrangement,
an
Such
(Continued on page 754)
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FIG.5
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cause
signals picked up on two loops and
milli-volt
showing how two receiving sets amplify
resembles
Above -Wiring diagram of the "Radioguide,"
is flown. Right- Streamlinehousbeo determined, tand lalso how course
show how "6 idinguangle "ecan ing
meter. Theaotherddiaagra
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A 3 -TUBE
S -W
By

Battery Type

Receiver

Keith Free

This Month's $20.00 Prize Winner

The editors have received numerous requests for a simple,
smooth- working, 3 -tube, battery- operated short -wave receiver. Mr. Free has provided the answer to this problem,
we believe, in very fine shape, and this set will work
a
speaker on fairly strong signals.

NO doubt there are many set- builders living in the rural districts, where
the A. C. lines have not been installed,
who are looking for a good battery set
with the battery drain as small as possible. Moreover, a set which does not

Right -Mr. Free's 3tube battery receiver

is here seen "rolling
'em in." Below
top view of the 3 -tube
receiver.
The parts
are well spared so as
to provide smooth op-

-A

eration.

look like a pile of trash. This set should meet
all three of
the above requirements close enough to suit most
anyone,
unless he wants to spend a small fortune.

Features
Before going into details about the construction
of the
receiver, here are some of the features. It has
stage ahead of the detector, which adds quite a tuned R.F.
ume and sensitivity, eliminates all dead -spots a bit in voldue to the
aerial, and cuts borkgromtd noise to a minimum.
This
R. F. stage has a fain- control in the cathode circuit
of the
tube, which will prevent blocking of the detector
on strong
signals. The coupling between the R.F. and Detector
stages
is inductive, which gives us greatest selectivity
and gain.
The detector uses a type 15 pentode, (one of
which is also
used in the R.F.) and as in all such sets of
this type, it is
regenerative.
Regeneration is controlled by varying the screen voltage
with the usual 50,000 ohm resistance. As
in the circuit, the plate voltage is supplied will be noticed
henry audio choke, shunted by a 250,000 ohmthrough a 700
the choke offers very low resistance to the D.C.resistor. As
the
plate voltage will be high enough to get all the current,
gain out of
the tube that is possible, and at the (Continued
on page
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Schematic and picture wiring diagrams for the 3 -tube
battery receiver are given above. Plug -in coils are used, and the tubes
employed, ensure a very small drain on the batteries.
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Daily Weather Maps By Radio

M

to transmit daily
It is now possible through the aid of high -speed facsimile
is here illustrated.
specimen
A
waves.
short
by
weather maps
tests at sea.
RADIO facsimile will reach out to perimental
The development of terminal apparships at sea within the next few
has been completed, and equipment
weeks to transmit weather maps, print- atus
with that being shown at the
ed matter and pictures on a regular, identical Exhibition will be placed on
scheduled basis. That advance was dis- Marine
chosen vessels as they make their
closed recently at the demonstration of four
at the port of New York. The
call
next
at
service
the
for
apparatus
receiving
of American, German, Norare
ships
Exhibition
Marine
the Second Annual
and
Spanish registry, arrangewegian
in New York City.
been previously made by
having
ments
facThe achievement of a regular
President of the
Pannill,
J.
Charles
simile service to ships is a culmination Radiomarine Corporation of America
of several years of development by the
when he was in Brussels last summer.
RCA laboratories, including many exThis step toward
the extension of
,,
the Radiomar i n e Corporation's service to
ti
vessels of other
nations is natural,
k
since the AmerisetHere we have a complete receiving
can company is
in recording weather maps. This
t
first in the world, up used
is a typical marine installation
in this field, to
have developed
radio facsimile for marine service.
''
Short waves will be employed for
transmission, as in the present cpmThis entire mercial transoceanic service of picture
weather map is transmission. That part of the radio
b y spectrum is best suited to long distance
transmitted
short -wave radio. transmission.
OAar rAnsa
Figure A, shows
U. S. Weather Bureau will supu. WEATHER SURCA
that the entire plyThe
radio company daily with weaththe
map is constructed
of vertical lines of er maps of the Atlantic, and these will
(Continued on page 749)
varying length.
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Tube
New Farnsworth Multipactor
Eckhardt
a

fa
been built up

By Geo. H.

because of

has
amthe availability of devices which will variplify feeble and very rapid electrical

essentially
ations. These amplifiers a are
feeble electric
relay devices in which constant
source of
voltage "triggers off" a as to give
a new
power in such a manner
in all respects
electrical variation similar
greater
to the original, except of much
repeated sucmagnitude. This process isthe
final variacessively many times until a million
times
tion may be more than
greater than the original electrical impulse.
The extent to which such amplification
by the
may be carried, however, is limited
charges are not a
fact that electrical but
have a definite
homogeneous fluid
amount of
atomistic structure and as the
we eventually
amplification is increased,
the
reach a point where we are recording
of statistical
effect of single electrons
There
variations in the flow of electrons. variaare two types of such statistical
tions to le considered.
One of these is directly due to the corpuscular nature or grain of the aselectric
it is
fluid. The interference "noise,"
of the
called, produced by such grain size
current is called Schotke effect, andby may
the
be compared to the noise produced
patter of rain on a tin roof.
which
Another source of interference
amplificalimits the amount of electrical
"thermal
tion that may be used, is termed
fact that the
noise," and is due to theshare
the moveelectrons in a substance
material and
ment of the molecules in the
varying electric
thereby produce rapidly of
the amplifier,
currents in the elementsvoltages
being apand results in random
which
amplifier
plied to the input of the
are indistinguishable from signal impulses
of the same order of magnitude.

The new Farnsworth tube can be built
to have tremendous amplification. The
outstanding tube development of the year.
In television both of these small effects
become important and constitute the limit
that may
to the amount of amplification -up
device.
be employed in the image pick
This is true for two reason:
generated
currents
First: The electric
by the transmitting device are extremely
feeble.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Second: The duration of certain components in the picture currents is so short
that as low as 5 or 10 electrons may represent the total quantity of electric charge
involved.
It is a matter of common observation
that the amount of noise produced by rain
increases as the rainfall becomes heavier.
Similarly, the amount of fluctuation noise
generated in an amplifier is proportional
to the intensity of the electric current
which is used in an amplifier.
In the ordinary hot cathode type of amplifier, widely used in radios today, the
total current flowing across the tube may
be a million times larger than the component of that current which represents
the amplifier signal.
This and other considerations led Philo
T. Farnsworth to undertake to develop an
amplifier having a much lower fluctuation
noise level than could be obtained with
the ordinary thermionic relay. After a
great many years of research, there has
evolved the so- called electron multiplication system of amplification, and this electron multiplier not only has achieved the
results of lower fluctuation noise, making
possible approximately two hundred times
more amplification of a television picture
signal, but has also resulted in many quite
unexpected new and valuable applications.
Briefly, the principio of electron multiplication is as follows:
When an electron stream having sufficient velocity is directed against a suit
able metal surface, the primary electrons,
as they are called, "splash out" other socalled secondary electrons from the surface, and the number of secondary electrons so ejected may be several times
greater than the primary electrons which
produce them. If these electrons are then
(Continued on page 743)
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An Ultra Short -Wave
BURGLAR ALARM-Cover Feature

Photo above shows T. S. McCaleb, of Harvard leis t,ity,
inventor of the new "burglar detector" and alarm ehieh
ultra -short waves. In another form it may he adapted utilizes
detection of aircraft which cannot normally he seen nor to the
heard,
such as high -flying aircraft at night or during a
fog.

THE very latest application of ultra -short waves takes
the form of a burglar detector-and this ingenious device
has been worked out by Thomas S. McCaleb, instructor
in
the Institute of Geographical Exploration of Harvard University.
The intruder is caught in the meshes of a veritable network of ultra -short waves, invisible to him, but
which act at
once to sound an alarm either locally or else relay
it through

to police headquarters. Another application
of this interesting radio principle might be the development
for detecting the presence of aircraft at night of a device
or in a fog,
which would be a very important aid for military
purposes.
So sensitive is this ultra -short wave detector
that if a person enters a room every movement of the intruder's
body can
be registered. Similar apparatus was worked
out some time
ago by another inventor, but instead of using
ultra -short
waves, light rays were employed in connection with
a photoelectric cell; the drawback to this system is, of course,
that
the light ray can be seen, and for that reason has a
marked
disadvantage in that the intruder might be clever enough
to
evade it.
The apparatus deWINDOW
UL SW RECEIVE
vised by Mr. McCaleb
comprises an u l t r ashort wave transmitIl
I
ter and receiver which
may be secreted in the
f
/
walls on opposite sides
of the room. High -frequency signals with a
wave length of about
7 /10ths of a meter are
I
1/
Il

radiated

from t h e
before
the waves reach the
receiving set, hidden
in the opposite wall of
the room, they are

transmitter;

caused to reflect back
and forth between the
walls of the room
many times, so that
(Continued on
746)

pugs

F"''

UL SW

TRANSMITTER
IN WALL

DOOR

B.

BODY OF BURGLAR
BOUND TOINTERCEDT UL 5W
BEAM WITH CRISSCROSS BEAMS

low the ultra -short waves are re
fleeted hack and forth across a room.
for example; the body of an intruder
would intercept these waves and result in a reduced strength of signal
being- picked up at the receiver.

Television Ädióuimces
in Italy
thee+

\Cllil.E a great deal is known in this country about
television experiments of other European countries, practically nothing has been published about television progress
in Italy. This is very surprising, since the "Zworykin
of
Italy," M. Arturo Castellani, has since the year 1930,
in which he displayed and operated his television
experiments at the Radio Show of Milan, always kept pace with
the
television developments in other countries.
Mr. Castellani makes his television research in cooperation with a well -known Italian radio manufacturer of Milan,
which provided him with an excellent equipped laboratory
and complete television studio. Even a 500 watts ultra
short -wave transmitter operating on a wavelength of
meters for the image transmission, and a smaller one 7
of
50 watts output for the sound transmission
posal. The latter one operates on a wavelengthis ofat his dis5 meters.
The latest progress of the Castellani -Safar television
sys-

R"

Television reception in a private home in Italy. The
television
receiver at the left side reproduces an image
bright as a
powerful "home- movie" projector. Size of imageas5 by
7 inches.
Complete receiver costs about $500.00.

Television studio of the "CAF
Radio Corporation of \liLuul.
'I'he apparatus in the very front is the television camera
for
direct pickup. The main part of this camera is a new Photo
Electric -Cell, called the Telepantoseope, which has been in-vented by Mr. Arturo Castellani.
tern is a television camera for direct pickup called "T(lépantoscop." The nucleus of this new camera is a very ingenious device, which is actually a combination of a photoelectric-cell and a cathode -ray tube; a combination which has
sonic similarities with the pickup device developed
country by Farnsworth and lately by Dr. Zworykin. in this
As is well known all the experiments intended to apply
the ordinary photo- electric cell for direct pickup have
not
as yet been very successful, because of lack of sensitivity
of the photo- electric cells at present available. However,
Mr. Castellani increased the sensitivity of such
-electric cell by using an electron beam as produced abyphoto
a cathode
ray tube as a "pulling" device. That means in simple
guage the electron beam of a cathode -ray tube touches lansurface of a photo -electric cell, in a manner which may the
be
compared with the effect as if a (Continued on page 747)
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WORLD -WIDE SHORT -WAVE
REVIEW
GstY

in
T has just been introduced c
design
ees
France.
which apAs shown in the sketches (Paris), the

peared in Le Haut Parleurin glass envecoils are entirely enclosed
vacuum
lopes, similar to those used for

from

are

C.

W. PALMER

An All -Wave Converter- Adapter

New Short -Wave Coils

o stu e,
moisture,

-Edited By

wire,
h
oxidationofthe

endeavored to review
The moree important foreigna magazines
developments, for
-wave
short
covering
of readers of
the benefit of the thousands
not have the opdo
who
this magazine
magazines firstportunity of seeing these
for the
hand. The circuits shown are
radio
most part self-explanatory
cont the
student. and wherever
condensers,
various
of
stants or values
write
not
do
coils, etc., are given. Please data, pictureto us asking for further
these forfor
of
parts
lists
or
diagrams
have any
eign circuits. as we do not other than
information
further specific
will remember
that given. If the readercircuit
is shown,
that wherever a tuneduse any short
-wave
for instance, he may
corresponding
coil and the appropriatefor which are
data
tuning condenser.times in each issue of
given dozens of
this magazine, he will have no difficulty
circuits
in reconstructing
them foreign
to

THE latest issue of Practical Television
preand Short -Wave Review (London)
functions
sented a unit which combines the
converter.
of a short-wave adapter andR.F.
amplificaFor sets with sufficient

in the
tion. Note particularly the filtering
C.
permit
detector filament circuit excessive
it A.
filament supply

Novel All -Wave Coils

radical departure in S-W coils; enclosing them in glass bulbs as a protection
A

against moisture.

effects which deterioas dust and other
rate coils after a time. into tube sockets
The coils are plugged -in type.
plug
just like any other
are available
Coils of this constructionwaves
and I.F.
for short waves, broadcast
by a
circuits. They are manufactured
riane
company
firstet me at the "Radio
Show" in Paris.

A German

all -wave coils was
SOMETHING new in-Amateur
(Vienna)
introduced in Radio
idea
recently. It
made.
what
The coil shown here illustrates
It is different
this new coil looks like.
wave
the
from the usual types asin a that
of the coil
part
incorporated
is
switch
three coils are
itself. In other words ifcoupling,
one for
used, one for the aerial for the oscillator,
detector and the third
would
three units such as that shown
conused.

The knob on

the front

which

Ultra-Short -Wave Set

Germany
THE acorn
and is now being used in some ofstateaccording
short wave
recent s issueofRadio s Welt
ment
(Vienna).
of an
Also, in the same issue, a circuit
ultra -short-wave receiver using the same
tube was printed.
it
We are reprinting this circuit because
to be
is one of the first European receivers
the Acorn tube
designed particularly for
might
and also because some experimenters
wish to try it out.
of
consists
An examination shows that it the
a regenerative
resistby
feed-back type, followed
and terce- coupled triode A.F. amplifier
ance-coupled
an
pentode. No
minated with an A.F. power
the filaments
power- supply is included, but
operaof the tubes are arranged for A.C.

inar

switch.
Novel all -wave coil with "built-in"
be "ganged"
trots the wave -switch would
the switching
to the other coils, so that
knob.
can be controlled by a singlekeeps
connecThis method of switching
has another
tions very short, but it also
individual
effect which is valuable. The
are
circuits (antenna, R.F. andasoscillator)
in most other
not brought close together
the
switching methods. This should reduce
tendency toward instability.
the
bands,
The coil shown covers three the broadband;
international short -wave
band used by
cast band and a long -wave stations.
several European broadcast

Appearance and hook -up of "all-wave'
converter.
is contion or superheterodynes, theofunit
the set and
nected to the aerial terminal
type.
acts as a converter of the autodyne
stage of
For small sets, with only one
converter
R.F. or if for other reasons bea connected
cannot be used, the unit can receiver and
to the detector socket of the adapter in
then it acts as a shorta-wave
regenerative dewhich position it acts as
tector and the A.F. amplifier of the receiver is used.
or
The coils may be either plug -in units
be used
a coil and switch assembly may
for covering the various bands.

A New All -Wave Coil Unit
all -wave

A

some crosswise and some diagonally
with reference to the switch.in that switchThe switch, too, is unusual
spring coning is accomplished with flat
however, are short, in order
tacts- these,capacity
low. The contacts are
to keep the
at
made of silver to keep contact resistance
a minimum.

A

An

hook -up.
interesting German ultra short -wave receiver

www.americanradiohistory.com

FRENCH version of the

tuner comprising wave -change switch,
circoils for signal tuning and oscillator
padding
cuits, as well as the necessary
condensers was illustrated recently in
Radio-Vente (Paris).
that
The coils are placed in such a wayshort.
the important ones are extremely
Note that some of the coils are lengthwise,
placed

French unit which combines band switch and coils.
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2-Tube Receiver
for the S -W FAN
By Harry D. Hooton, W8KPX
Two metal tubes, together with a simplified switch arrangement serve to make this little receiver an ideal one
for the short -wave "Fan "
has a range of 16 to 130
meters and the various frequency bands are made
available by simply turning a switch. The 6.3 volt tubes will
work on batteries or A.C., the plate current being
taken
from batteries or from an A.C. power -pack.

-if

(.4
The "Metal Tube -2" Short Wave Receiver
with "hand switch" is here shown in operation. It makes
headphone receiver for the S -W "Fan." an ideal

Photo

14 mc. amateur band and the 19, 25 and
31 meter broadcast bands can be

at left

brought in by a 1$0 degree rotation of
the tuning dial. This coil has been
will be seen, it mounted above the chassis on % inch
is a very simple
supports in order to reduce the inter job to construct.
coupling to the minimum, since it is at
A home - made
switchcan be the high frequencies that most losses
used if no other
from this trouble occur.
is available, and
The two lower frequency coils
the coil winding
mounted below the chassis and are
data is given in
are
the article.
(Continued on. ¡page 740)
shows rear view
of the 2 -tube receiver, and as

Ill the design

of the little metal
tube receiver to be described in this
article, the author has incorporated the
best features of a number
good
short -wave sets he has ownedofduring
the past several years. The result is
that we have a simple short -wave receiver that is truly universal, operating equally well on either a power pack or "A" and "B" batteries, without
bothersome ¡plug -in roils, with a "modified" band -spread over the entire tuning range and last hut by no means
least, using two of the new metal high
efficiency tubes.
Electron- Coupled Detector Used
As shown in Fig. 1, there is nothing
radically different about the circuit.
The detector is of the familiar electron coupled type using a 6J7 tube; the
audio stage is resistance- capacity
coupled to the plate of the detector and
uses a 6C5 as amplifier. The tickler
or feed -back coil is connected in the
cathode circuit of the 6J7, which gives
better stability and freedom from body
capacity effects when operating the detector close to the point of oscillation.
Regeneration is controlled by the usual
50,000 ohm potentiometer in the screen grid circuit. The entire set is built up
on an aluminum panel and chassis
6x11x5x2 inches.

Arrangement of Coils
Three coils are used to cover the entire range between 16 and 130 meters
as follows: Position "one" (on waveband switch) 16 to 32 meters; position
"two" 32 to 60 meters; position "three"
60 to 130 meters. The 16 to 32 meter
coil has been designed so that both the

ANT.

C2

Rl

627

INSULATED
ARM

C61

6C5

(GANGED))

T¡cwt

X

Ii6.3V.

G

Da

Sw.3

Sw2

A.C.-O.C.

60 -150

v

ED GND.

METERS

180 -250V.

O`
63V.,A.0 -D.0

I. INSULATED METAL BuTTON5Gd

ti5W2
I

X

The wiring connections for the 2 -tube receiver, using latest
tubes and a band switching arrangement which eliminates plug -in coils,metal
is shown above.
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SHORT WAVES and
LONG RAVES
Our Readers Forum.
Next is a SW3 stand -by receiver and
this is also used for receiving on ten
meters.
as
Next is the station receiver proper;
is built rack and panel, ten
it
seen
be
can
Some I1am station: tubes in all. It is a real "ham" job and
It is owned by Al works as good as any of them.
reGoodyear. W6ERT
All of the equipment except fhe SW3
of San Pedro. ceiver
is "home- built."
operhe
Calif., and
On "CW" the input to transmitter is 300
ates on practically watts.
alfrequency
every
loted to amateurs.
One Year's Subscription to

W6ERT's Ham Station Wins Prize

final

the

supply

Also contained in
t h e transmitter
rack is the audio

system for radio
telephony, consisting of two stages

resistance

of
coupled speech amof
plifiers; a pair
45's driving a pair
of 210's in pushpull "Class B" modulators.microphone can
A double- button carbon
be seen at lower right. oscillator can be
A five -meter push -pull
station electron seen next, then the
which is used
meter,
frequency
coupled
transmissions and fre-

for monitoring
quency calibration.
a standNext the five -meter receiver,
job using a type
ard super regenerative
a 37 low fre37 high frequency detector, in the out -fat
o <rillator.
quency

George Vesely, W9SKR, Has "Live" Station

FREE

for the "Best" StationdaysPhoto
preceding

of 1500

volts.

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: to congratuIt is with pleasurii I wish
I
late you on your excellent publication.
first came
have been reading it sinceforit itself.
out, which, I think speaksmy station.
Herewith a picture of right consists of
The transmitter at the
-doubler, 210
a 47 Xtal oscillator, 46 buffer
buffer amplifier and a W.E. 242A in the
"final amplifier."
Each stage has its own power supply,
for
and a pair of 866's serve as rectifiers

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

power

.

-75
Closing date for each contestJune
issue. etc. The
date of issue: March 15 for
opinions will
editors will act as judges and their
subscription will
he anal. In the event of a tie tying.
so
contestant
be given to each

used.
On phone an input of 120 watts isincludAll bands are used at this station
meter band.
ing the two and one -half
is not shown in
Equipment for this band
of a pair of
the photograph, but consists
the oscillat27 type tubes in push -pull as 59
type tube.
a single
ors, modulated with on
the several bands
The record "Dx"
as follows:
worked from this station is-four
miles.
Two and one -half meters
of 92 difFive meters 90 miles; a total
ferent stations worked.
Ten meters CW, East Coast and Mexico

City.
Twenty meters CW-England, Germany,
France, Australia. on page 749)
(Continued

All the Way From South Africa

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
W9SKR. The outfit from
Here is a photo of my station
equipment: extreme left
following
the
of
left to right consists
and a 27 detector. Berectifier
27
a
using
is an A.C. monitor,
made up of three
transmitter
phone
meter
160
a
is
hind it
27 -45 speech amplifier and
shelves. On the bottons shelf is the
is a 45 oscillator,
the 2 -250's parallel modulators. Next shelf
amplifier, using
46 buffer. The top shelf is the final modulator
-pull.
2 -210's in push
a 57 detector and 56 -47
The receiver is the A.C. Doerle using
C.W. outfit using u 56 Xtal
audio. On the extreme right is the
buffer and 210 buffer.
oscillator, 35 doubler, 35 doubler
employing a UV203 -A. The
The final stage is on the receiver
table.
supplies are under theS.W.C."
input is 250 watts. All power
1, No. 1
Vol.
is
amplifier
final
the
of
To the right
t,
dobecause
bee

S.W.C.
gazinenc(Coftinu
dio
best radio

on page 749)

by
Amateur radio station Zt lX operated

t

A

t

by George Vesely,
and
dandy little station owned Chicago,
operated
W9SKR.

B. H.

Beukes in South

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:of my Amateur Station fZUIXi for
photo
I sold herewith a
magazine. The transmitter is a
publication in your valuable
and uses a type 47 tube as Xtal
4 -stage rack- and -panel type,
finalsramplithrelefseparatespowee1 supplies for Xtal oscillator',
amplifier.
speech
fier and
is in use. Am also
The Collins system of antenna coupling
a 1 tube and 500 volts on
using a self -excited transmitter with
used being 88 feet and 11 feet
the plate. The length of aerial
harmonic. i have had splendid
counterpoise working on the 7thand
have worked California on
transmitter
results with this
miles from here.
12.000
of
distance
-a
occasions
several
oit page 749)
My receiver is an OV 2 Grebe (Continued

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SHORT WAVE
SCOUTS
Honorable Mention Awards

..

.

TWENTY -FIFTH

W. R. Guenther, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 71 y'eris.
T. Taffee, Jr., Elmsford, New
York, 62 yetis,

"TROPHY CUP"
Presented to
SHORT WAVE SCOUT
ANDREITA O. CLOQUELL

ON this page is illustrated the handsome trophy which was designed
by
one of New York's leading silversmiths.
It is made of metal throughout, except
the base, which is made of handsome
black Bakelite. The metal itself is
quadruple silver- plated, in the usual
manner of all trophies today.
It is a most imposing piece of work,
and stands from tip to base 22%".
diameter of the base is 7%" . The
diameter of the globe is 5%". The
The
work throughout is first- class,
no
money has been spared in its and
tion. It will enhance any home,execuand
will be admired by everyone who sees it.
The trophy will be awarded
month, and the winner will beevery
nounced in the following issue anof
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. The winner's
name will be hand engraved on the

trophy.
The purpose of this contest is to advance the art of radio by "logging"
as
many short -wave phone stations. amateurs excluded, in a period not exceeding 30 days. as possible
one contestant. The trophy willbybeany
to
that SHORT WAVE SCOUTawarded
who has
logged the greatest number of shortwave stations during any 30 -day period.

25th TROPHY WINNER

Arecibo, Porto Rico, W. I.
For her contribution toward the

advancement of the art of Radio
by

Magazine

through. And in the whole thirty -day
period one hundred and fifteen stations
were heard and logged, although they
did not all verify.
The receiver used was a
8 metal
tube receiver operated in G.E.
conjunction
with a G.E. "V" doublet antenna.
Below is the list of verified stations:
List of Short -Wave Program
Broadcasting Stations Logged
Stations
of idays,
30
usg a General Electric nAA87, 8 period
using

tubes set, with a G.E. "V" Doublet
79 Stations -All Foreign!
from North West to South East, about antenna
feet
IT is with great pleasure that we high. All stations
heard and logged 60 Mrs.
O. Cloquell of Santa Rosa St. by
award the twenty -fifth trophy to Andreita
No.
13,
Puerto Rico.
Mrs. Andreita O. Cloquell, Calle Santa Arecibo,
HJ4ABA -11.11 mc. -Vox de la Montafia,
MedelRosa Num, 13, Arecibo, Porto Rico,
lin, Colombia.
HVJ -15.12 mc. -Radio Vaticano, Vatican
W.I.
City.
PRADO
-6.61 mc. -El Prado, Riobamba. EcuaMrs. Cloquell had an excellent total
dor.
of seventy-nine stations, all of which W3XAU-9.59 mc.- Philadelphia, Pa.
came within the rules of our contest. XEOR -7.88 mc.- Gobierno Nacional, Mexico
City.
Some of our readers may be interested COCO
-6.01
Havana, Cuba.
in knowing that sixty-three of these HAT4 -9.12 mc.mc.-Radio Labor, Budapest, Hungary.
veris were obtained within a ten-da y YVQ
-6.67 mc.- Gobierno Nacional, Maracay,
period! In fact, seventy stations were
Venezuela,
received but only sixty -three veils came
(Continued on paye 753)

Trophy Contest Entry Rules

THE rules for entries in the SHORT WAVE
SCOUT Trophy Contest have been amended
and 10 per cent of your list of stations
mitted mu -it be "foreign." The trophy willsubbe
awarded to the SHORT WAVE SCOUT who has
logged the greatest number of short -wave stations during any 30 day period: (he must have
at least 50 per cent "foreign" stations). This
period need not be for the immediate month
preceding the closing date. The complete
of
rules appeared in the September issue oflistthis
magazine.
In the event of a tie between
contestants, each logging the sametwo or more
of
stations (each accompanied by thenumber
minimum of 50 per cent "foreigna") therequired
judges
will award a similar trophy to each contestant
so tying. Each list of stations heard and submitted in the contest must be sworn to before
a Notary Public and testify to the fact that the
list of stations heard were "logged" over a given
30 day period, that reception was verified
and
that the contestant personally
to the
station announcements as given listened
in the list.
Only commercial "phone" stations should be
entered in your list, no "amateur transmitters"

or "commercial code" stations. This contest
will close every month on the 25th day of the
month, by which time all entries must be in
the editors' hands in New York City. Entries
received after this date will be held over for
the next month's contest. The next contest
will close in New York City March 25th; any
entries received after that date will be held over
till the next month.
The winner each month will
the person
sending in the greatest number ofbe verifications.
Unverified stations should not be sent in, as they
will not count in the selection of the winner. At
least 50 percent of the verifications sent in by
each listener most be for stations located outside of the country in which he resides ! In
other words, if the contestant lives in the United
States at least 50 percent of his "genies" must
be from stations outside of the United States.
Letters or cards which do not specifically verify
reception, such as those sent by the Daventry
stations and, also by commercial telephone
stations, will not be accepted as verifications. Only
letters or cards which 'specifically" verify reception of a "given station," on
given
length and on a given day. will be accepted!wave
In
other words it is useless to send in cards from
commercial telephone stations or the Daventry
stations, which state that specific verifications

will not be given. Therefore do not put
such
stations on your list for entry in the trophy

contest!

SHORT WAVE SCOUTS
allowed the use
of any receiving set. from a are
-tuber up to one
of sixteen tubes or upwards,one
if they so desire.
When sending in entries.
the following
few simple instructions: Typenote
your list, or write
in ink. pencilled matter is not allowed.
verification cards, letters and the list all in Send
one
package, either by mail or by express prepaid:
do not split up the package. Verification
cards
and letters will be returned, at the end of the
contest, to their owners; the expense to be borne
by SHORT WAVE CRAFT magazine.
In order to have uniformity of the entries.
when writing or typing your list,
the
following routine: USE A SINGLE observe
FOR
EACH STATION ; type or write the LINE
entries
IN
THE FOLLOWING ORDER: Station call letters; frequency station transmits at; schedule
of transmission, if known (all time should be
reduced to Eastern Standard which is Ave hours
behind Greenwich Meridian Time) name
station, city, country: identification :signal ifof any.
Sign your name at the bottom of the list and
furthermore state the type of set used by you to
receive these stations.
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De Luxe

hW

fawTT

for
3-Tuber
HAM -New

FAN or
Bandspread Dial

Super -

Feature

a

For the "Ham" or "Fan," this 3 -metal tube receiver, featuring the National "band- spread" dial, pre-eminently fills the
bill. The amateur bands, as well as the short -wave broadcast
bands, are unbelievably spread out over the dial, making
this the "ideal" set you have longed for.

Front view of the

De Luxe 3- tuber.

designed and con- be compared with the higher grade
structed of high -grade parts, the superhets having a crystal filter. We
tuned R.F. (radio frequency) receiver have made some comparative tests and
represents a most popular and highly were agreeably surprised at the ressults; the above statements were more
efficient set.
The T.R.F. receiver is not only easy than borne out. When correctly deto "get going" but is really a very signed and using good parts, the T.R.F.
tricky
sensitive arrangement. Of course there receiver is really very stable. No
are many who will say that it is not regeneration adjustment is necessary
selective enough to compete with the and the two circuits may be made to
now very densely populated short -wave "track" excellently.
broadcast and ham bands. This may be
true of a receiver not operated properly, A 3 -tube Set-and What Band -spread!
For one who does not wish to go into
but -in the hands of an experienced
operator -these receivers will do nearly the intricacies (Continued on page 759)
all that the average "superhet" will,
and furthermore they are just as sensitive as the average low -cost super! The
selectivity is even better than a great Top view, showing the shields and how the
parts are laid out.
many supers. Of course they cannot
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Both schematic and physical wiring diagrams of the "Ham" and "Fan"
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3 -tube
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The Mono-Tube
5-Meter Transceiver
By Charles

Alextuinas
have been carried on over a
radius of one mile with this midget
transceiver.
Nei sations

Transceiver was demonstrated to the Editors and proved that
a handy 2 -way phone outfit could be
built into the tiny case shown; weight 3
This 5 -meter

lbs.

Talking to and from car is just one of tht
tasks assigned to a good Transceiver.

AFTER three years of experimenting with ultra short waves, together
with past radio experience, I have designed and constructed an extremely
small, light -weight transmitter- receiver with a self -contained battery power
supply in a single unit. It is hardly
believable what splendid telephone con-

Split -Colpitts Circuit Used
The arrangement of parts is novel
but radio experimenters will recognize
the transmitting unit is of the split -

Colpitts circuit. Using this circuit experimentation has shown suitable inductance values, best spacing, also best
size blocking condenser and radio frequency choke coils. Antennas of a suitable length placed at a point so it will
not upset balance, makes a perfect radio
frequency oscillator for generating frequency in the neighborhood of 56 megacycles or a wave length of 5 meters.
Now by placing in the grid return circuit a grid -leak and condenser of proper
value, it converts the transmitter into a
super-sensitive well -balanced receiver.
Some of its features are extremely
high frequency stability in transmission and receiving, smooth variation in
frequency tuning free from dead -spots
and regenerative howls, excepting the
super -regenerative "rush" sound which
is brought to zero when the signal is
heard. Extremely low battery current
drain from "A" battery for tube filament and microphone is 80 milliamperes; the "B" battery plate current
drain is but 2 milliamperes.
Mike- Receiver-all one unit
Microphone and receiver are fastened
"back -to- back" with bakelite tubing
forming one unit; the head -phone receiver is disconnected from the plate circuit through change -over switch when
transmitting. The reason for this is to

The author with two of his "Transceiver"
units. Each is complete with self-contained batteries. Flip a switch to talk
or receive.

increase the plate circuit voltage to
maximum of 45 volts. The transmitter,
receiver and battery are mounted entirely in an aluminum cabinet; dimensions are 31/2 x 41/1 x 5 inches and
weight 3 pounds complete, including
"mike," receiver and antennas. In handling the transceiver unit, transmission
or receiving is not affected unless the
body comes close to the antennas (within 3 inches).
In constructing the transceiver care
must be taken in assembling and spacing of parts (important) ; substitute no
parts of other values than those given.
Keep the wiring as short as possible
and free from loops and bends.
Inductance (Continued on page 753)
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Side views of the "Transceiver" showing
the "battery side" and also the opposite
end of the compartment filled with the
"innards" of the set.
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cen

-

5 -meter "Tran
sceiver." Switches enable the operator to
"talk" or "receive" in a jiffy. The "mike"
and receiver are built into one unit.

Wiring diagram of the
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Dodging QRN in a Tough Situation
A GLANCE at Fig. (a) will show a
receiver location which any SW listener would be glad to be well away

from!

However, reception experience

Elliott

By Sydney R.

(Allenby, British Columbia)

in the past year or more has shown that
even such a nasty proposition as this
can be very successfully dealt with, by
application of modern practice, so as to
give really satisfactory results at the

PULLEY

ELECTRO
STATIC

R.F
INPUT

SHIELD

OF SET

receiver.
SHIELDED
The never -failing source of interferCABLE
ence in this case is the incoming 60,000
volt line, which is practically the extreme end of a 200 -mile line, on the
other end of which are some of the largest installatons of mercury -arc rectifiers in the world. The R.F. "mush"
generated by these is propagated along
CHASSIS
440x
ONLY GROUND
r-' 36OFT
CONNECTION
the whole length of the power lines, and
FIG 8
radiated very strongly from its end (far
more so than at any point alongside the
FROM
line). The out -going short 60 K.V. line,
ABOUT 10 MILES
5 W AM
TO END
which passes within about 35 ft. of the
TRANS
MISSION
receiver, is more often than not a source
LIGHTNING
LINE FROM
ARRESTERS
of extra R.F. grief, varying with weathFIG A
SW.
AERIAL
er conditions.
OUTGOING
J
The intensity of the noise field at the
60KV LINE
receiver location may perhaps be understood from the fact that, using a short
open antenna, such as would be used in
FT
any normal location, the actual measAPPAOY
ured AF output from the receiver, from
RECEIVER
noise alone, was from about 2.5 to 4
watts, according to the R.F. frequency.
INCONING
The present antenna system used for
UNOSROROUNO
60KV
SYNCHRONOUS
S.W. work
separate system, in a difLINE
CONDENSER
CABLES 2.20OV.
ferent direction, is used for B.C. reception-is, as shown in Fig. (b) a simple
Diagrams showing how Mr. Elliott ar
horizontal doublet, each half 29 ft., sup- ranged
his short -wave aerial to reduce inported from a pair of convenient trees, terference from high- tension power lines.
-

~

135D0

-a

Tuning the

I.F.

Amplifier in

THE satisfaction to be gained from
the use of any receiver on short
waves is governed by the accuracy of
adjusting the various circuits and their
applied voltages. Particularly so, in the
Super-Heterodyne type of receiver in
which we find many circuits where the
adjustments must be accurate and all
tuning controls must be correctly adjusted if we are to obtain maximum results.
In this type of receiver we have several factors which govern the ease of
control and the amount of volume obtained. Most important, and that which
should be adjusted perfectly, is the I.F.
Amplifier. While there are many types
of Super -Heterodynes, differing merely
in their design, the I.F. Amplifier operates the same in all types. The purpose
is that of amplifying the beat frequency
generated by the input circuits. Usually the Amplifier consists of several
transformers and tubes forming a circuit in which is included a number of
adjusting controls and requiring each
of these to be correctly adjusted to properly amplify the signal.
Practically all I.F. circuits are of the
tuned type and in Fig. 1 is shown those
which comprise most transformer designs. Each one should be adjusted in
the same manner.
The use of an Oscillator is of utmost
importance to the correct adjusting of
the I.F. Transformers. The circuit of
the Oscillator in the AC type and in the
battery type is shown in Fig. 2. These
are quite simple in design. The AC
type Is one which supplies its own pow-

S -W

er and operates directly from the 110
volt lines. Any type of tube may be
used in an oscillator of this type. The
heater voltages and the current rating
should, however be the same for each
tube. The test oscillator shown uses
the 37 tube as oscillator and a 37 as the
rectifier. The resistance for the filaments is based on the voltage drop and
the current rating of the tubes. For
instance the two 37 tubes have a rating
P

G

Gl

P

down tranformer.
The line is dropped down vertically
to a short post under the center of the
aerial, then strung on trees where available, and on light poles, away to the
"shack." No insulators were used on
the line, for reasons of economy. The
line was padded with tape at points of

support, for mechanical protection, and
no trouble has occurred due to weather
effects, our climate (British Columbia)

being very dry.
At the receiver end, mounted only a
few inches from the chassis, is a simple
matching transformer, in a copper
shield can. The line side of this transformer has 10 turns, the secondary
about 50, with several taps, so that best
point can be selected, to match any input impedance in the receiver. There
is of course nothing critical about the
windings on this transformer, as it is
not tuned in any way. Between primary
and secondary windings is a grounded
(Continued on page 741)

Super-Heterodynes

By Thos. Ensall, R. E.

G!

and about 350 ft. away from the receiver, in the direction indicated in
Fig. (a). The twisted-pair R.F. transmission line is of the type used for telephone services, known as Style "B ", the
copper conductors being No. 19 S.W.G.
At the upper end, the pair is opened out
for a length of about 3 ft., -tied at the
point of bifurcation, to prevent further
untwisting -and the free ends joined
onto the aerial "halves," either side of
the central pair of strain insulators, as
shown. This spreading of the line end
improves the matching of aerial to line,
acting in similar manner to a step -

of 6.3 volts and draw .3 amperes each.
The total then is 12.6 volts and 3.
amperes. On a 115 volt line our re-

sistance will be figured for the voltage
drop of 12.6 volts from 115 volts and
while the line voltages vary we assume
100 volts as being the correct value on
which to figure our resistance. The
voltage divided by the amperes equals
the required resistance and this we find
is 333 plus. If we use a 340 ohm resistance at R2 the tubes will operate
satisfactory. (Continued on page 757)
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Diagrams of typical i.F. amplifiers and a special oscillator used in lining up super
hets. Complete details are given in the article.
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The short -wave apparatus here shown has been carefully se-

WHAT'S NEW
In Short -Wave Apparatus
lected for description by the editors after
tion of its merits

a

rigid investiga-

New 40 Watt Amateur Transmitter
The latest in

Transmitter

is

Amateur Phone and CW Transmitters. This compact "Ham"
a fine example of compactness, simplicity, and efficient engineer-

ing design.

HERE is a new, compact 40 -watt "Ham"
transmitter which includes everything
from the antenna coil down to the speech
amplifier. It can be used for either phone
or CW, is crystal controlled, and moreover
it employs the very latest in tubes and
circuits.
The complete transmitter consists of
three units and a cabinet rack. Each unit
is built around a standard rack -mounting
panel and may be purchased separately.
The units are:
ACT -40 -A Antenna Unit
ACT -40 -R R -F Unit with Power Supply
ACT -40 -M Modulator Unit with Power
Supply
ACT -40 -C Cabinet Rack

The R -F Unit
The basic unit in this transmitter is the
ACT -40 -R which contains the complete
crystal -controlled oscillator, buffer-doubler. power amplifier :nvl pincer supply.
Left -Front and rear vies of t he new
RCA, ACT 40 Amateur Transmitter.
The oscillator employs an RCA -47 tube
which is excited by a crystal mounted in
any style holder having standard spring
". Plug -in plate coils
contacts spaced
are available for 90, 80 and 160 meter
crystals. The crystal stage plate tuning
is accomplished by a variable air -capacitor
adjustable from the front panel. Plate
current of the crystal oscillator tube
should be read to facilitate adjustment.
The Buffer -Doubler stage consists of an
802 R -F Pentode in a conventional circuit.
A combination of battery and grid -leak
bias is used on this tube to keep the plate
current at a safe value when excitation is
removed. Buffer -doubler plate coils are
also available for the 20, 90, 80 and 160
meter amateur bands. Output adjustments
of this stage can be made by observing
either its plate current or the grid current of the final amplifier tubes. Neutralization in this stage is unnecessary on
any of the four bands.
The Final Amplifier consists of two 801
triode tubes in push -pull, operating Class
(Continued on page 754)

/

(tight -rear view showing the extremely
RCA 40 -watt

neat construction of the
transmitter. (No. 524)

Wiring diagram of R.F., A.F. and power supply units for the ACT

40

upon receipt of
Names and addresses of manufacturers of apparatus described on this and follow ino pages furnished

Transmitter.
3 -cent

stamp; mention

No.

of article.
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New Regen-Super-Regen. Receiver
Covers All Wave Lengths from below 5 to 5 55 Meters!
By A. J. Haynes
Features
Low, high a n d
ultra high frequency reception.
2. Band switching
(5 bands) from
below 5 to 555
meters using R.
F. amplification,
p l u s regenera1.

Top view of the new 5 to 555 meter receiver. (No. 522).
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3. Super- regenera-

tion

meters, using simple pin -jack plug-in coils.

4. No "skips" or "dead- spots" anywhere in its
5. Dual regeneration control; and hiss reduction

regeneration.

6.

i

AN.
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below

15
cc

range.

control on super -

"loud-

Both

t td:
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inaudible

7. Hum
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speaker" a n d
"phone"
reception on all bands
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5.000 O..N
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mr.

-

1+5

-even in ear-

Diagram of Regen. Super -Regeneration set.

REGENERA-

they are properly applied.' The "catch" lies in the matter of
careful circuit design and smooth regeneration control. Nothing
can be much more aggravating than a regenerative receiver that
refuses to slide smoothly into oscillation and produces a conglomeration of squeals and squawks.

phones.

TION

and its
high -powered brother, Super- regenera(ion, are acknowledged to be the
nearest approach
to "something for
nothing" that exists in radio. It is
possible to obtain
remarkably
fine
long- distance reception with both of

these

circuits, if

Uses Metal or Metal -Glass Tubes
The R -S -R ( Regenerative-Super -Regenerative) Receiver was
designed with the idea of using every part and control that would.
in any way, contribute towards combining maximum results with
perfect tuning and regeneration control in a simple, fool -proof

Front panel appearance of new receiver
MI range of below 5 to 555 meters.
55

circuit.
Either the new metal or metal -glass tubes may be used. The
latter are perfectly satisfactory and are considerably less expensive. Two 6K7 triple -grid super -control tubes are used as R.F.
amplifier and detector. A 6C5 serves (Continued on page 755)

40 Watt Transmitter
Becomes

400 Watter

1

As You Add Stages
THE spousurs of the new All -Star Transmitter have designed
it so that it can be built up progressively through a number

of stages.

Starting with a simple 40 -watt CW transmitter, this can be
added to until the amateur has constructed a 500 -watt CW transmitter, and finally, with further additions, it can be converted
into a 400 -watt phone transmitter. As can be seen from the
photos, it is built in unit style on the conventional relay rack.

In the transmitter, as shown, the power supplies and audio equipment are contained within the first five lower shelves, and the
complete R.F. position in the two upper sections. The second
section from the top contains the 40 -watt unit mentioned previously. This starts off with a crystal controlled type 47 oscillator and is then followed by an 802 buffer or frequency doubler,
whichever the requirements may he, and this, in turn, is followed
by two 802's in push -pull. The top compartment contains two
838 tubes in a push -pull neutralized R.F. Power amplifier.
The 838's, incidentally, as high -mu triods are capable of 500 watts output, when operated push -pull class C. These tubes require no external battery bias, and this stage is the only one
requiring neutralization. The low- powered stages using the 802
screen -grid pentode tubes of course, need not be neutralized.
When operating the complete trails- Confirmed oil page 75221
l

This new All -Star transmitter may be built in unit fashion.
Starting with the 40-watt R.F. unit, the amateur has an excellent low -power transmitter to which can be added the
various amplifier units, from time to time, finally completing
a

400 -watt modern transmitter.

Left -Front view of new All -Star transmitter.
view .showing

1

he

Right -Rear
general construction. (No. 527)

Names and addresses of manufacturers of apparatus described on this and following pages furnished upon receipt of

3 -cent

stamp: mention No. of article.
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NEW APPARATUS FOR THE HAM
Bliley LD2 Crystal, 1112
MODERN radio practice demands that
the "Ham's" transmitter be free of fre-

qucney

d1

ift. or

frequency modulation. The

crystals provide an excellent guarantee
against these evils. The LD2 is so ground
as to provide a minimum of frequency
drift during changes in operating temperature of the crystal.
The LD2's are available for the 40, 80,
and 160 -meter bands, and the new HF2
Bliley crystal for the 20 -meter band.
This 20 -meter crystal now makes possible a simple ultra -high frequency crystal
controlled transmitter.
L1)2

Ultra Midget Batteries,

New Bliley Loa -Drift Crystal

;

(tear view of the 2.5 to
meter receiver.

Irving Rosenberg,
W2CQI
WHAT'S the latest in radio?
Well, for the past eight or
nine months it's been the five Throughout the
meter band.
country, and especially in well
the ham (radio
populated
ur) with an experimental
amateur)
turn of mind has been "going
up" to the ultra high frequencies. Every day more and more
operators are digging down into
that "parts box" for the simple
equipment needed for five meter
work. A year ago, only an occasional station was heard on the
fifty -six megacycle band, and then
only in the evening. Today, in
the New York City area, all you
have to do is flip the switch. and

IO-

Ultra -Midget Batteries

111:3

to 10 Meter Receiver

By Leonard Victor,
W2DHN, and
Front view of Eagle Minute
Man receiver.

readily appreciated.

1143

THE National Carbon Company, Inc.,
manufacturers of the famous Eveready
Batteries, have introduced three new units
designed particularly for portable apparatus. One is the X -202 three -volt "A" battery, measuring 2% by 2%, by 1'/a" and
weighing 7% ounces. Another is the
X -203, a 45 -volt "B" battery measuring
33 by 2%, by 1 % ", and weighs 13 ounces.
The X -204 is a 7% -volt "C" battery tapped
at 4'2 volts and measures 1% by 2 %. by
this weighs only three ounces

21/2

All three of these batteries are shown
in the photo. Their small size can be

there are plenty of stations to "rag- chew" with, twenty -four
hours a day!
But don't get the idea that the five meter band is only for the
fellow who lives in or near a big city. Signals have been heard
over a distance of more than eight hundred miles, and two -way
communication over hundred -mile distances are already becoming
commonplace.
Today the five -meter band is the same as the regular shortwave bands were ten years ago; an open field for experimentation, with new records to be set, new circuits to be designed. If
you're tired of commonplace DX (dis- (Continued on page 751)

Diagram of Minute Man Receiver (No. 525)

New Superhet Features 6 Metal Tubes
and Preselection
THIS receiver is available in set form and incorporates a
good many modern improvements to aid in short wave and
long wave reception. Band- switching is accomplished with a 3
unit shielded switch -coil in which 4 bands are incorporated.
One point on the switch covers the broadcast band, while the
remaining three break up the popular short wave bands into three
sections. In the circuit diagram we find that metal tubes are
used; a 6E7 being used as the pre- selector or tuned rf. stage
which is inductively coupled to a 6A8 converter tube, from here

, ®...
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I
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This receiver features pre -selector stage on all bands; range
16 -550 meters. (No. 526)
Names and addresses of

minuted

we go into a 6K7

intermediate amplifier operating on a
frequency of 465
kc. and then into a
6J7 second detector.
The audio amplifier is a 6F6 power
amplifier
pentode
and provides sufficient volume to operute the 8" diameter speaker. This
is an A.C. set and
employs a standard
transformer a n d

Note extremely neat appearance of 6 metal
tube "All -Wave Pathfinder."

rectifier tube; the
rectifier is a 5Z4. The field of the dynamic speaker serves as the
filter choke and is by- passed on either side with an 8 mf. filter
condenser. A tap is taken off this field at 300 ohms in order to
provide grid bias for the pentode audio amplifier.
In the photo we see the general view of the completed receiver.
Note its compactness and convenient lay -out.
This is a single control receiver, there are no trimmers that
require adjustment during operation and there is a jack for the
use of earphones. Owing to the use of the new metal tubes the
performance on the low wavelengths is particularly smooth.
Article prepared from data supplied

by

Thor Radio Corp.

f apparatus described on this and following pages furnished upon receipt of 3.eent stamp: mention No. of article.
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1

8th Lesson-Explaining the be analogous to the voice frequency. In
words, modulation does nothing
Fundamentals of Amplitude other
more or less than vary the output of
the transmitter at voice or audible freModulation in Simple
quencies. The degree of variation is
Language
the percentage of modulation, and the
number

PEAK CARRIER AMPLITUDE
100% MODULATION

OVER
MODULATION

- AUDIO

NORMAL
CARRIER
AMPLITUDE

COMPONENT
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times it makes a complete
AMPLITUDE MODULATION OF change isof the
frequency of the
CONTINUOUS WAVE TRANS- component. In diagram 2 we audio
have
graphically illustrated how modulation
MISSION
affects the transmitted wave. In the
THIS term alone might scare the beginning at "A" we have the normal
uninitiated, but, really, the radio carrier amplitude. Now if we increase

Ill

E

FIG 2

Simple analogy and graphic illustration of
amplitude modulation.

transmission of voice and music is not
in the least complicated if a few of the
basic principles are clearly understood.
An ordinary continuous wave or CW
transmitter emits a wave of constant
power or amplitude when the key is
held down. Theoretically when transmitting code signals, the transmitter is
modulated in the form of dots and dashes. In this case, however, the wave is
cut off abruptly to form the characters.
In the case of radio telephony, the audio
frequency modulation varies the power
output of the transmitter in accordance with the intensity of the audio frequency variation imposed upon the
microphone.
The analogue shown in the drawing
Fig. 1, where we have a person standing on a hose indicates a hydraulic
analogy of modulation. For instance,
if the gentleman in question were to
press his foot down, shutting off half
the water flow, he would then by moving his foot up and down be able to
either increase or decrease the flow of
water. The degree by which he may
increase or decrease the water would be
analogous to the volume of the imposed
voice signal, and the rapidity with
which he may repeat this motion would

this 75%, for example, on one -half of
the audio cycle it would naturally be
followed by a similar decrease below
normal, during the opposite half of the
audio cycle.
Therefore, it can be seen by referring
to the diagram, that we have limits to
the increase and decrease. This limit
is commonly termed 100% modulation.
At point "B" we find the carrier has
been doubled in amplitude, then this is
followed by the reverse of this action
and the carrier is reduced to zero at
point "C." If we only modulated the
carrier slightly or some amount less
than 100 %, it does not cut off completely, and neither does it increase to double the amplitude. This is shown in
points "D" and "E." We may, however,
modulate the transmitter more than
100% as shown in points "F" and "G."
The peaks here are well over twice the
normal carrier and while the transmitter output can be reduced no further
than zero, distortion comes about due
to the fact that the output remains zero
for the same length of time that it was
greater than twice the amplitude. This
causes considerable distortion and interference and should be avoided in all
cases.

Diagrams of the various types of modulators and methods of coupling to the r.f
amplifier. Also, suppressor grid modulator diagram.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Thoroughly studying the hydraulic
analogue, together with the graphic illustration in Fig. 2, should provide
anyone with the necessary knowledge
of how modulation is accomplished.
Modulation of a transmitter may be
accomplished electrically in a number
of ways. The plate voltage to the final
amplifier of a transmitter may be
varied as shown by various methods
shown in Fig. 3 and 4.
In Fig. 3 the modulator merely
changes the plate power input to the
rf. amplifier at voice frequencies. By
connecting the output circuits of the
modulator and rf. amplifier in parallel
and feeding the D.C. voltage to the two
tubes through the audio frequency
choke CH, the audio voltage is developed across the choke and either adds
to the effective plate voltage applied to
the amplifier or cancels it. If we were
to develop 300 volts of audio frequency
across the choke and the voltage applied to the rf. amplifier without modulation was 300 volts, we would find that
on the plus half of the AF cycle we
would have 600 volts applied to the rf.
amplifier. This would be the 300 original

731

tubes, coupled to a 46 connected as a
triode driver for the class B 46's. The
output transformer should be of proper
design to match (Continued on page 752)

Another method of varying the output of the transmitter is shown in Fig.
This is the recently introduced
5.
suppressor modulation, where changes
in suppressor voltage have direct con
trol over the output of the amplifier.
These tubes are pentodes such as the
802, 803, RK20, and many others. In
this case, however, the audio power requirements are not as severe as when
plate modulation is used. For in plate
modulation if we have 50 watts input
to the R.F. amplifier, that is D.C. plate
voltage times D.C. plate current, we
need at least 25 watts of audio power. In
other words, for plate modulation the
audio requirements are just 50% of
the power input to the modulated amplifier for 100% modulation. In figure
5, the audio requirements are, of course,
much less. Usually 5 or 6 watts of
audio is more than sufficient to modulate even the largest of pentodes. The
adjustment of a suppressor modulated
amplifier is quite simple. The suppressor voltage is adjusted until the output
of the amplifiers is reduced 50%. This
is accomplished by running the suppressor negative. The audio voltage is then

endeavored to provide a very clear picture of
accomplished, and what it does. Also, numerous diagrams have been given of various types of modulators and speech amplifiers. Three types of obtaining amplitude modulation are discussed in this
lesson. They are: Plate modulation; Suppressor modulation; Control Grid
modulation. Have you started a "scrapbook" for these "Course" lessons?
You will find them very valuable for reference later. If you haven't a complete set of the lessons, we would strongly suggest that you obtain the
earlier lessons and complete the set to date. Otherwise you may find it
impossible to do so later, as the older copies are frequently out of print
just when you want them most.
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volts and the 300 volts developed by the
modulator. Now on the negative half
of the cycle we have 300 volts minus
which actually nullifies the original 300
volts applied to the rf. amplifier, resulting in zero plate voltage. The rf.
amplifier in this case is operated class
C, as described in the previous lesson,
where the changes in power output is
directly proportional to changes in the
power input. Therefore, when the plate
voltage is doubled the amplitude of the
carrier is doubled and when the plate
voltage is reduced to zero, of course the
output is also zero. In Fig. 4 we have
other methods of accomplishing the
same conditions through the use of
push -pull modulators coupled to the
amplifier through transformers.

CH
coupled to the suppressor through a
suitable transformer, and in this man2
ner will increase and decrease the sup/F
pressor voltage, thus causing an inwa MIO
crease and decrease in the power output of the tube.
MF
In Fig. 6, we have grid modulation.
0.tThis is accomplished by adjusting the
MEG.
R.F. amplifier so that the variation in
output is directly in proportion to the
changes in grid voltage. Here, too,
only a low- powered modulator is required. The output of a grid modulator
may even be less than that required
OB
B+
for suppressor modulation.
AMP.
In Fig. 7, we have a diagram of a
complete modulator with an output of Method of modulating the control -grid,
around 25 watts. We have two stages also diagram of high -power modulator and
power supply.
of speech amplification using type 56

56a
76/

S
MECS

5ó00

76)

0i
MF

56 on
76

E
-2HP.
MIKE

20.000
ONMS

9p0o

04M5
2

20.000

FIG 9

500

OHMS

OHMS

ti

64 50v

Complete 25 -watt modulator and speech amplifier diagram together with a speech amplifier for a `low- level" microphone.
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W2AMN's All -BAND

TRANSMITTER

By

George W. Shuart, W2AMN

-of

We are pleased to present this article -Part I
a
series describing a modern "all- pentode" all -band phone
CW transmitter recently designed and built by W2AMN.
This transmitter has features which should be of vital interest to all amateurs who wish to keep up to date in transmitter design.

Front and top views of the exciter and rear view of the power
supply.

(TOP VIEW/

100
MMF

6C6 oR

57)

100
MMF

606 oa
581

/

CRYSTAL

AFTER Iminy years of building transmitters of all descriptions from 5 to 500 watts, the writer decided to build
a new transmitter which would be modern in every respect.
This transmitter must be efficient and above all simple to
operate. By simple operation we mean that changes can
be made from one band to the other, without tearing the
thing apart and rebuilding it.
The first thought was naturally toward band- switching.
But experiment has shown that the convenience is not
worth the constructional difficulties encountered. The major
difficulty in changing bands was overcome by allowing the
tuned circuits of the exciter or low -power stages to cover
two bands with a single set of coils. For high efficiency
the power amplifier coils should be built to the proper size
anyway so the only inconvenience was in the low -power
stages.
In keeping with modern design the "rig" of course was
built in "rack and panel" style. This takes up less space
in the shack and presents a more pleasing and professional
appearance.
"Believe it or not" choosing the low -power tubes was quite
a problem. The line -up finally decided upon was as follows: A 57 "tritet" crystal controlled oscillator, a 58 first
buffer or frequency doubler, and an RK -23 second buffer.
these are for a 2.5 volt heater supply. For 6.3 volts they
would be 6C6, 6D6 and an RCA -802. The line -up outlined
above allows operation of the last tube on any one of four
amateur bands; a really flexible arrangement. Of course the
final power amplifier to feed the antenna was long ago decided on; we just had to use one of those new high -power
pentodes! The output of the 15 watt pentode in the exciter
is more than sufficient to drive the "big bottles" even though
doubling may be necessary in the last stage of the exciter.
That is the story -four pentodes; in fact the whole doggone
family, starting with the smallest and ending with the largest. We say largest -and hope that the tube makers don't
go us one better before this appears in print!
Standard Relay -Rack Used.
The exciter unit is built on a standard relay -rack panel
19x83 inches and a chassis 17x11x21 inches. All tuning
condensers are grounded to the (Continued on. page 744)
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Short-Wave Stations
of the World
Complete List of Broadcast, Police and Television Stations
We present herewith a revised list of
the short -wave broadcasting, experimental
and commercial radiophone stations of the
world. This is arranged by frequency. but
the wavelength figures are also given for
the benefit of readers who are more accustomed to working with "meters."
All the stations in this list use telephone transmission of one kind or another

learn through announcements over the air
or correspondence with the stations themselves. A post card will be sufficient. We
will safely return to you any verifications
that you send in to us. Communications
of this kind are a big help.
Stations are classified as follows: CCommercial phone. B- Broadcast service.
X- Experimental transmissions.

and can therefore be identified by the
average listener.
Herewith is also presented a very fine
list of police as well as television stations.
Note: Stations marked with a star * are
the most active and easily heard stations
and transmit at fairly regular times.
Please write to us about any new stations or other important data that you

Aro und -the -Clock Listening Guide
its

Although short -wave reception is notorious for

seeming inconsistency
lies its greatest appeal to the sporting
it is a good idea to follow a gen..ral
as far as wavelength in relation to
of the day is concerned. The nhserv.

irregularity

wherein
listener),
i

schedule
the time

and

ductive. To the west of the listener this same
band is generally found best from about 8 p.m.
until 9 a.m. (After dark, results above 35 meters
are usually much better than during daylight.)
These general rules hold for any location in the
Northern Hemisphere.

once of these simple rules will save time.
From daybreak till 3 p.m. and particularly
during bright daylight. listen between 13 and 19
meters (21540 to 15800 kc.).
To the east of the listener. from about 1 p.m:
8 p.m., the 25 -35 meter will be found very pro-

Short-Wave Broadcasting, Experimental and Commercial Radiophone Stations
NOTE: To convert kr. to megacycles (mc.) shift decimal point

W8XK

21540 kc.

B.
15.93 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH. PA.
7.9 a.m.; relays KDKA

kc.

21530
B-

GSJ

13.93 meters

DAVENTRY
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE, LONDON. ENGLAND
6.8:45 a.m. Irregular

21520

kc.

W2XE

13.94 meters
-BATLANTIC BROADCASTING
CORP.
485 Madison Ave.. N.Y.C.
Irregular 8 a.m. -12 n.

kc.

21420
-C.

14.01
A. T. 1

WKK

metan

T. CO.
LAWRENCEVILLE. N.

J.

Calls Argentina. Brazil sad
Peru, swims

kc.

21080
C-

RIO

DE

PSA

14.23 meters

Works

BRAZIL

JANEIRO.
WKK

21060 kc.
14.25

Daytime

instan

WKA

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Cella England
non

21020

kc.

LSN6

14.27 meters
HURLINBHAM, ARS.

C-

Celle N. Y. C.

6 a. m. -5 p.

a.

LSY

20700 kc.

C

14.49 meten
MONTE GRANDE

ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Calls Argentine. mornings

19345
B,C.

15.51 meters
BANDOENG. JAVA
Calls Holland early a.m.
Broadcasts Tues.. Thur.. Sat..
Irregular
10:00 -10:30 a.m.

19220
C-

meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Cells Australia. early a.m.

C

meters
BANDOENG. JAVA
Cells Helland. eerly a.

18620 kc.

-C-

kc.

-C-

15.14 meter.
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. 1.
Calls England. daytime

19650

kc.

-C-

15.27 meters

LSNS

HURLINGHAM,

C

kc.
15.31

ARGENTINA

metan

485 Madison Ave.. N.Y.C.
Irregular II a.m. -I p.m.

N.

Calls England, daytime

18310 kc.

16.89 meters
-BBROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANY
8:05 -II:30 a.m.

J.

CHIEF

.C-

GAS

FTO

kc.

PMC

ARGENTINA
Tests Irregularly

15660
-C-

RE

C.

*HAS3

kc.

DJT

19.53 meters

ICH SPOSTZE NST RA LA MT.

ZEESEN. GERMANY
and broadcasts II p.m. -I a.m.

Works with Africa

15355

WLK

18.44 melon
-C.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.
Phones
Are.. Graz.. Pen, daytime
16.44

kc.

19.52 meten

BUDAPEST. HUNGARY
Broadcasts Sundays. 9 -10 a.m.

GBC

kc.

DIXON. CAL.
Hawaii 2.7 p.m.

Phones

-X.C-

WOG
malen

OCEAN GATE. N. J.

Calls England.

Swains and early eftmnesn

C-

-B.X.

KWU

19.53

kc.
19.56 meters

15270 kc.

*W2XE

kc.

GS!

19.65 'eaten
BATLANTIC BROADCASTING
CORP.
485 Madison Av., N.Y.C.
Relays
WABC daily. 1.6 p.m.

15260

19.86 meters
DAVENTRY.
B.B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE, LONDON. ENGLAND

-B-

12:15 -2:15_ p.m.

{.

19.67 meters
BOSTON. MASS.
Irregular, In mwnias

*

19.68 meters
"RADIO COLONIAL"
PARIS, FRANCE
Service do la Radiodilusion
98. his. Blvd. Haussmann
6.55 -11 a.m.

-B-

*PCJ

15220 kc.
B

19.71 meters
N.V. PHILIPS' RADIO
EINDHOVEN. HOLLAND
Sun. 8 -11 a.m.
Also Tues. 3 -6 .m..

Wed.

15210

7

kc.

-II

a.m.

*W8XK
meters

19.72
-BWESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
a MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
9 a.m. -7 p.m.
Relays _KDKA

DJR 15200 kc.

BROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN. GERMANY
1:30 -3:30 a.m.

DJB

19.74 meten

-0.

BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANY

12:30 -2:15. 3:45 -11:30

a.m.

15330kc.*W2XAD 15180 kc. meten GSO
19.56 maten
-BGENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY. N. Y.
Relays
WGY daily, 2 -3 p.m.
Sun. 10:30 a.m. -4 p.m.

(All Sendslee Eutern Standard Timed

www.americanradiohistory.com

kc.

mete',
DIXON. CAL.
Phones Pacific Isle. and Japan

15340

BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANY

12:30.2:15 a.m., 8:05-11:30 a.m.

KWO 15245 kc.

19.46 meters

15360

"EL MUNDO"
BUENOS AIRES. ARGENTINA. S. A.
Testing 7 -7:45 and 11 -11:45
p.15.
Soon on regular daily

JVF 15250 kc. W1XAL

15415 kc.

B-

LRU

19.62 meters

kc.

19.2 meters
NAZAKI. JAPAN
Phones U.S.. 5 a.m. & 4 p.m.

15370

B-

J VE

-C-

-C

Irregular

15290 kc.

kc.

19.18 meters
NAZAKI, JAPAN
Phones Java 3 -5 a.m.

15620

17.56 meters

16270

CHIBA.

KEN. JAPAN
In late afternoea
and early mernIng

Irregular

RUGBY. ENGLAND

LSY3 16270 kc.

16.56 noten
MONTE GRANDE.

XKEMIKWA -CHO.

Calls Ships

16.54 meters
BANDOENG, JAVA
Phones Holland, early a. m.

-C.

kc.

J YT
kc
19.04 meten

15760

DAVENTRY
B.B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE.
LONDON. ENGLAND

DJ Q
kc.
LSL 15280
19.63 meters
-B-

18.96 meters

HURLINGHAÇ .lis ARGENTINA
Brazil end Eurepe, daytime

W3XL

A. T. Is T. CO..
GATE. N. J.
OCEANaIGA

17080

GAW .c.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N. Y., daytime

LSF 18115 kc.

MONTE GRANDE.
ARGENTINA
Teets Irregularly. daytime

-C.

meters
ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Calls S. America, daytime

18135

kc.

FTK

18.90 meters
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE
Phones Saigon. morning

C

WOO
kc.
!120 17.52
meters

16.43

meten

kc.

17.33 meters
NATIONAL BROAD. CO.
BOUND BROOK. N. J.
Tests Irregularly

ENGINEER

16.48

PISA, ITALY
shies. 8:80 -7:30 a. m.

17310

ETA

Irregularly

-C.

15810

-C

16:89 meters

Cells

P. 0. Box 283. ADDIS ABABA,
ETHIOPIA

-C-

IAC

17760 kc.

16.42 meters

-C-

DJE

kc.

17760

WLA

-

Calls Europe. daytime

19600

kc.

16.36 meters
CLAWRENCEVILLE.

WKN 18200 kc.

kc.

16.89 meters
-BATLANTIC BROADCASTING
CORP.

FZS

LSG 18250 kc.

15.00 meters
MONTE GRANDE.
ARGENTINA
Teets Irregularly. daytime

19820

kc.

kc.

irregularly

kc. *W2XE

17760

GAU

18.38 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N. Y.. daytime

14.72 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Cella Argentina. Brasil.
moraines

19900
C.

Used

a.

16.35 meters
SAIGON. INDO -CHINA
Phones Paris. early morales

1.8340

*W3XAL

16.87 meters

FZR3

SAIGON, INDO -CHINA
Calls Paris and Peelle Isles

15880

GSP

19.6 meters

18.48 meters

-C.

HUIZEN. HOLLAND

16.11 meters
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N. Y.. daytime_

18345
C.

{.

PHI
kc.
PLE 17775
16.88 meters
-B-

kc.
15.93

C-

GSG

NATIONAL BROAD. CO.
BOUND BROOK. N. J.
Relays WJZ. Daily eve. Sun.
9 a.m. -I p.m.

GAQ

GAA 18270 kc.

kc.

.

meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls S. Afrtse, mernlnes

ARGENTINA
Tests Irregularly

20380

kc.

17780 kc

15.81

18830

KOOTWIJK. HOLLAND
Calls lava, 6 -9 a. m.

meters
DAVENTRY.
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE, LONDON. ENGLAND
6 -8:45 a.m.

GAP

19160 kc.
15.68
C.

C

16.84 meters

kc.
WKF 17790
16.88
-e.

kc.

15.60 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Cells England. daytime

18970

PCV 16233 kc.

kc.

-C.

as 21.540 mc.

KTO 15310 kc.

MANILLA, P. I.
Calls Cal.. Tokio and ships
8 -II 30 a.m.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Canada,

17810

Ise.

18.47 meters

.

morn. and early attn.

PMA

kc.

16.63 meters

-C.

15.50 meters

-C-

to left: Thus, read 21540

GAB 16240 kc.

FTM 18040 kc.

19355 kc.

3 places

B

19.76

DAVENTRY
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE.
LONDON. ENGLAND
Irregular

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for APRIL, 1936

734

*GSF

15140 kc.

-C-

DAVENTRY.
B.B.C. BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
6.8:45. 9 a.m. -12 Is.

B-

Phones

-C-

VATICAN CITY
ROME, ITALY

.B.X-

22.08

11855

meters

13390 kc.

4 -6 a.m.

C-

RKI

WMA

22.40 meters

LAWRENCEVILLE,

N.

England
morning and afternoon
Phones

19.88 meters

U.S.S.R.

Phones Tashkent near 7 a.m.
and relays RNE on Sundays

kc.

13345

irregularly

J.

RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL
Calls N.Y
Buenos Aires and
Eurbpe. daytime

13075

kc.

15055 kc.

SUVA, FIJI ISLANDS
Daily exc. Sun. 12:30.130 a.m.

C-

PSD

-C

14980 kc.

C

meten

20.03

MANILA.

P.

14950 kc.
C-

I.

HJB

meten
BOGOTA. COL.
Calls WNC. daytime
20.07

-C-

mI

a.m.
Mon. and Thurs. 4.5 p.m.

-0

WMN

Phones Ensland
morning and afternoon

14535 kc.
HBJ
B20.64 meters
RADIO NATIONS.
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
B
Irregularly

C

LSN

20.65 meten

HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA
Calls N.Y.C. afternoons

14500 kc.
C.

LSM2

Calls Rio and Europe daytime

Phones

Con.

TIR

RICA
& U.S.A.

Amer.

Daytime

14485 kc.

HPF

C PANAMA
20.71 meters
CITY, PAN.
Phones WNC daytime

14485
C-

kc.

TGF

20.71 meters

kc.
20.71 meters

.C20.73 meters
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Phones England
morning and afternoon

DZH

REICHSPOSTZENST RALAMT,
ZEESEN. GERMANY

-C

kc.

.C.

kc.

GBA

meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls
Buenos Aires, late afternoon
21.44

13635
-8-

kc.

22 meten

SPW

WARSAW. POLAND
11:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m.

Sundays

kc.

kc.

DJ S

ZEESEN, GERMANY

Works phone and broadcasts
7 -9 p.m.

12000 kc.
meten
S.

S.

FZS2

Irregular at other times

kc.

KKQ

meters

"RADIO COLONIAL"

PARIS. FRANCE
4-5 a.m., 11:15 a.m. -6:05 p.m.
25.26 meters

& MFG. CO.

PITTSBURGH.

p.m.

Calls

-X-

10260 kc.
B -C
29.74

FRANCE
a. m.

kc.

26.28 meters

kc.

MEXICO CITY.
Irregular

C-

ZLT4

PA.

12 m

ARGENTINA

noon and evening

10220 kc.
-C

RIO

30.74 m

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS
OF AUSTRALIA
SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA
Phones

Java

and N. Zealand
early a.m.

kc.

WOF
CLAWRENCEVILLE.
30.77 meters

9750

N.

J.

Phones England, evening

30.89 meters

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls Arge. & Braril. evrnt
meters

nas

ZEESEN. GERMANY

Works with Africa and
casts 5 -7 p.m.

broad-

*2R0

meters

E.I.A.R.. ROME. ITALY

M.. W..

F..

Tues., Thurs..

6 -7:30

p -m.

Sat. 6 -7:45 p.m.

*CT1AA

7

after

PSH

29.35 meters
DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL

meters

LISBON PORTUGAL

-ß-

Sat. 4:30-7 p.m.

SOE

YDB

31.19 meters
R.O.

AB

A. JAVA
5:30.11 a.m.

*HBL
B LEAGUE
31.27 meters
NATIONS
9595

kc.

OF

GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
Saturdays. 530.6:15 p. m.
Mon. at 1:45 a.m.

9590
-B.

kc.

N. V.

(PCJ

31.28 meters

PHILIPS RADIO

EINDHOVEN. HOLLAND

Sun. 7:30.8:30 a.m.,
p.m.

-2.

1

7 -8

9590 kc. *VK2ME
B
31.29 meters

AMALGAMATED

WIRELESS,
LTD.. 47 YORK ST.
SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA
Sun. 1.3. 5-9. 9:30.11:30 a.m.

9590 kc.
-B

W3XAU

31.28 meten
NEWTOWN SQUARE. PA.
Relays WCAU
12 N -7:50 p.m.

9580

B

kc.
31.32 meters

LRX

"EL MUNDO"

BUENOS AIRES. ARGENTINA
Testing

*

kc.
GSC
kc.
OPM 9580
-B31.32 meters
CLEOPOLDVILLE.
29.59 meters
DAVENTRY.
B.B.C..

10140

CONGO

BELGIAN

Phones around 3 a.m.

10055 kc.
-C.

Phones

-C

ZFB

29.84 meters

HAMILTON. BERMUDA

10042

N.

Y.

daytime

C.

kc.

DZB

29.87 meters

ZEESEN. GERMANY

Works with Central America and
broadcasts

9950

Also broadcasts Irregularly on Sunday, 9 -10 a.m.

(All

meters

Calls Europe and U. S..

early a.m.

KDKA

LSK3

29.27

HURLINGHAM.

CJA4

MEX.

PMN
meters

10250 kc.

XBJQ

26.79 meters
BOX 2825.

A USEN,

BANDOENG. JAVA

VIZ3

27.15 meters
WELLINGTON. N. ZEALAND
Phones Australia and England

p.m.

R

Calls Australia 5 a.m.
Broadcasts Sun. 5:30.10 a.m.

K1O

25.95 meters

kc.

DIQ

29.16 meters

GERMANY

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS
OF AUSTRALASIA
FISKVILLE. AUSTRALIA

-C-

evenings

Broadcasts irregularly

Tests In the evening

-X-

Europe,

KON IGSW USTE

I

LSL2

meten

10290 kc.

KAHUKU. HAWAII

11200

kc.

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA

8 0. m. -12 m.

25.68 meters

11050

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

till

Broadcasts 2:30 -4 p.m.

*CJRX

11680 kc.

kc. *W8XK
5 -9

RUYSSELEDE. BELGIUM

29.13

C-

LSX 9620 kc.

28.98 meters

C.

kc. VLJ -VLZ2

9760

Tues.. Thurs..

MONTE

10300

GCW

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., evening

.B.

evenings

10330 kc. *ORK
B -C- 29.04 meters

PHI

DRUM MOND VILL E.
QUE.. CAN.
Tests with Australia Irregularly
in evening

25.23 meters

meters

GRANDE,
ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly

KES 9625 kc.

meters

GRANDE.
ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly 8 p.m. -12 midnight.

Calls Canada evening and early

11880 kc.

Relays

.C-

25.61 meters

C.

LSE

30.61

MONTE

Daily 1:30.5 P.m.

10350 kc.

DAVENTRY.
BROADCASTING

FTA 11413 kc.

25.13 meters

-C-

kc.
PDK 9635
831.13

kc.
28.80

Tests

"RADIO COLONIAL"

-X-

STE. ASSISE, FRANCE
Phones CNR morning,
Hurlinaham. Arge., nights

Frl.

meters

BOLINAS. CALIF.

25.6 metre
WINNIPEG.

11560

9800 kc.

DZA

SHANGHAI. CHINA

10410
-X

*GSD

11720 kc.

X

18270 ke.

11940 kc.

B

28.79

CHIBA

KEN. JAPAN
Irregular. 4 -7 a. m.

kc.
XGW 9675
-C
31.01

meten
KOOTWIJK. HOLLAND
Calls Java 730.9:40 a. m.

6:15 -9 p.m.

25.02 meters

11870

C-

25.53 meters

11

KEMIKAWA -CHO.

GCA

Calls Manila and England, 6.9
a. m. and California late evening

BOSTON. MASS.
Sun. 5.7 p.m.

PARIS.

BOLINAS. CALIF.
Tests, irregularly, evenings

-B-

10420 kc.

HUIZEN, HOLLAND
Daily exc. Tues. and Wed. 8.10
a.m., Sat. and Sun. 8.11 a.m.
B-

30.49 meters

-X-

p.m.

J YS

YBG 9710 kc
C

28.76 meters

MEDAN, SUMATRA
5:30 -630 a. m., 7:30.8:30 P. m.

DJO

11730 kc.
-B

B

R.

ADDIS ABABA. ETHIOPIA

-C.

-C-

25.45 meters

Daily.

SAIGON, INDO -CHINA
Phones Paris. morning

25.10

10430 kc.

HOUSE. LONDON, ENGLAND
12:15.4 p.m.

-7 a.m.

11950
-X

VLK
meters

28.51

SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA

Calls Rugby. early a.m.

RNE 11715 kc.

Sun. 6 -9. 10 -II a
9 -10 p.m., Wed. 6

See

-C.

kc. CO9WR

25.57 meters

RE ICHSPOSTZENST RALA MT,

-C-

Phones

Argo.. Braes.. Peru. nights

SANCTI SPIRITUS,
CUBA
4.6, 9.11 p.m.
9 a.m.12 n.

B.B.C.,

G BS

U.

N. J.

10520 kc.

25.42 meters
P. O. Box 85

B

24.73 meters

25

E.1.A.R.
Via Mantello 5
ROME. ITALY

TFJ 11750 kc.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., afternoon

GBW
meters

RUGBY.
Calls U.S.A., afternoon

13990

kc.

MOSCOW,

LAWRENCEVILLE

BROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN. GERMANY
12.430 p.m.

24.69 meten

B-

WOK

28.44

C-

kc.
DJD
GBU 11770
B25.49 meters

Phones England mornings.
Broadcasts Sun. 1:40 -2 p.m.

meters

Works on telephony and broad
casts 12 n.2 p.m.

14440

meters

kc.
ETB
WMF 11955
-C25.09 meters

kc.

14460 kc.
C.X
20.75

kc.

-B.C.
24.52 meters
REYKIAVI K. ICELAND

-C.X-

25.4

kc.

10550

*2R0
meters

a.m.12:15 p.m.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C.. afternoon

12130

kc.

8:15-9 a.m. 9:15.11 a.m., 11:30

B

n. -2

12

30.64 meters

Phones Europe 3.8 a.m.
Mon. and Thurs. 4.5 p.m.
Daily 12 m -1 a.m.

p.m.

-X-

5:15.9:30 p.m.

kc.

9840

NAZAKI, JAPAN

MEDELLIN. COLOMBIA
a.m. -I p.m., 6:30-1030

11800

MADRID. SPAIN

Daily

kc.
*JVN 9790 kc.
kc. *H14ABA 10660
-B.C.
28.14 meters
C

25.4 meters
P. 0. BOX 50.

11810

SANTIAGO, CHILE

*EAQ

meter.

30.43

P. 0. Box 951

Broadcasts Thurs.. Sun.
8:30 -9 p.m., Dally 7-7:15 P.M.

BROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN. GERMANY
5.7 a.m.

PAREDE. PORTUGAL
10-11:30
a.m.,
Tues.,
Thur.. Frl. 1:00-2:15 p.m.

12150

28.12 meters

11:30

Sun.

12235

kc.

-C-

J.

England. evening

Saturday also

J.

*CEC

10670

WON
meters

9860 kc.

Calls Bermuda. daytime

kc.
CT1GO 11790 kc. W1XAL 10410
-C
2810

24.2 m

YNA 11991 kc.

MANAGUA. NICARAGUA
Phones WNC daytime

14470

-B

WNB
meters

28.1

LAWRENCEVILLE, N.

GSN

25.43 meters

kc.

24.41

-C-

Phones

*JVM B

kc.

10675

motors

LAWRENCEVILLE. N.

27.93 meters
NAZAK I. JAPAN
Tues. and Fri. 2.3 p.m., Mon.
and Thurs. 4-5 p.m_

LONDON. ENGLAND
Irregular

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls ship

C

-B.C.

LSN

30.33

kc.
GBP 9870
-C.
30.4

meters

kc.

10740

DAVENTRY
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING

11810

C-

HURLINGHAM, ARGENTINA
Calla Ne. Yrk. evenings

RUGBY. ENGLAND

W2XE

25.38 meters

Sundays

irregular

Calls
Sydney. Austral. early a. m.

25.36 meters

kc.
GBC 11795
-B,X.

.C.

12290

kc.

a.m.

27.85

-4 a.m.

11820 kc.

ship. turnings

12780 kc.
12396
B

DJP

ATLANTIC BROADCASTING
COR
485 MADISON AVE.. N. Y. C.
Relays WABC 6.8 p.m.

PISA. ITALY

Phones WNC daytime

-C-

23.39 meters

Calls Italian

GUATEMALA CITY. GUAT.

14485

CNR

DIRECTOR GENERAL

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA

CCARTAGO.
20.71 meten
COSTA

-B

-B-

Telegraph and Telephone
Stations. Rabat, Morocco
Bro adcasts. Sunday. 730 -9 a_N.

20.69 meten

14485 kc.

meters

OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships

20.56 motors

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

14530 kc.

WOO

23.36

B. C

NAZAKI. JAPAN

14590 kc.

22.94 meters

12825 kr..

Phones Europe 4 -8 a.m.
12

11830

kc.
IAC
JVH 12800
-C.
23 .45 meters

14600 kc.
B.C 20.55 meters.
Irregular

VPD

12840 kc.

KAY

Patine Iglu

Phones

-X-

WNC

meten
HIALEAH. FLORIDA
Calls Central America, daytime
19.92

2

MARACAY. VENEZUELA
Calls Hialeah daytime

19.91 meters

-10

10770 kc.

meters

25 -31

-B.

22.48 meters

kc.

PLP 9890 kc.

27.27 meters

BANDOENG. JAVA
Relays NIROM programs 5:30

BROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN. GERMANY

YVC

C-

15070 kc.

B,X-

GCJ

22.36

-B -C.

a.m. -12 n.

9

ENGLAND

kc.

11000 kc.

GSE

25.29 meters

DAVENTRY.
B.B.C.. BC
BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND

GBB

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Japan A China early
morning

BERLIN. GERMANY

MOSCOW.

B

meters

RUGBY.

.C

DJL

meters
BROADCASTING MOUSE.

-C-

kc.

13415

19.85

15090 kc.

11860 kc.

Cells
Egypt & Canada, alternane

1030 to 10.45 a.m., except
Sunday
Sat. 10.10:45 a.m.

15110 kc.

meters

CHIBA
KEN, JAPAN
California till II P. m.

13585

meters

19.83

22.04

KEMII(AWA -CHO

*HVJ

15120 kc.

JYK

13610 kc.

19:82 meters

-8-

Schedules Eastern Standard Time)

.C

2-4

p.m.

kc.
30.15

GCU
meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Celts N.V.C. evening

BROADCASTING

HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
4:15.5:45. 6.8, 10.11 p.m.

9580
-B

kc. *VK3LR

31.32 meters
Research Section.

Postmaster Gen'Is. Dept..
61 Little Collins St.,

MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
3.7:30 a.m. except Sun.
also Fri. 10:30 p.m.2 a.m.

9570 kc.
-B
31.35

*W1XK

meters

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
A MFG. CO.
SPRINGPIELD, MASS.
Relays W8Z. 7 a.m. -I a.m.
Sun. 8

a.m.I

a.m.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for APRIL, 1936
9565 kc.
B

VUB

mers

31 36

a.m. -12:30 p.m.. Wed..

Thurs.. Sat.

BROADCASTING HOUSE,
BERLIN
4:55-10:45 p.m.. 8:05-11:30 cm.

* DJ Ñ

9540 kc.

kc. *W2XAF 8680 kc.
31.48 meters

GBC

HOUSE

BROADCASTING
BERLIN. GERMANY
3:45.11:30 a.m., 4:55 -10:45 p.m.

Relays WGY 4 p.m.12 m.
Sun. 4:15 p.m.-I2 m.
Sat. 12 n.12 m.

LKJ1

9525 kc.
B.

JELOBÑORWAY

It

6-B a.m..

A

31.54 me

Ltd.

WIRELESS.

P. O. Box 1272L.

G.

MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA
Dilly en. Sun. 4.7 a.m.

9510 kc.

B.

31.55

B.B.C.,

*GSB
meters

9501 kc.
-B
31.50

PRF5

meters
RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL
Irregularly 4 35.5:45 p.m.

TG1X
9450 kc.
REdee FOMENTO
-BMINISF
S

GUATEMALA CITY.
GUATEMALA
Irregular 6.11 p.m.

9428 kc.
311
BB

*COCH

meten

ST., VEDADO.
HAVANA. CUBA
Deily 8 a.m. -7 p.m.
m. -12 n..
Sun. II
8:30 -9:30 p.m.

. C.

BANDOENGtJAVA

Phones Holland around 9:45 a.m.

Broadcasts Tues. and Thurs.,

Sat. 10.10:30 a.m. Irregularly

CJA2

9330 kc.
32.15 meters

C.

DRUMMONDVILLE. CANADA
Phones England Irregularly
C.

RUGBY. ENGLAND

Calls Can.

evenings

& Egypt.

Phones England, evening

'

*HAT4

kc.

32.38 meters

RADIOLABOR,"
GYALI -uT, 22
BUDAPEST. HUNGARY
Sunday 6-7 P.M.

9065

kc.

Heard between

9060
C-

kc.

33.11 meters

kc.

GCS

33.3

BOLINAS1eCAL.

Relays NBC & CBS
Programs In evening Irregularly

.B-

HKV

kc.

34.09 meters

BOGOTA. COLOMBIA
Irregular: 6:30 p.m. -12 m.

8775 kc.
C-

6996 kc.

CASSILLA 877
GUAYAQUIL. ECUADOR

C-

kc.
35.5

8220

kc.

8380

.B

p.m.

8.11

ZP10

HCJB

.0

34.19 mates

MAKASSER,

N.1.

PNI

CELEBES,

Phones Java around 4 E.

-X.

-B-

m. -12 m.

-10:30 p. m.

3

kc. HJSABC
48.76 meters

CALI. COLOMBIA
Daily II a.m.-I2 n., Sun. 12

COLOMB

A,,

B-

48.86 meten
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
& MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.

Relays KDKA
9 p.m. -I a.m.

TGXA

kc.

6130
B-

48.94 meters

GIORNAL LIBERAL PRO GRESSISTA. GAUTEMALA
CITY, GUAT.
Heard In the evening.

6130 kc.
.B-

COCD

48.92 meters
Voz del Aire"

"La

CALLE

VEDADO.

AVANA CUBA

Relays CMCD II a.m. -12 n.. 710 pm., Sun. 12 n:4 p.m.

-MOAN

6375 kc.

*JVT

GUAYAQUIL. ECUADOR

12

*TIEP

6710 kc.

*HBP
B LEAGUE38.47OFmeten
NATIONS.
7799 kc.

.B.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

KEE 6672 kc.
44.95

BOLINAS. CAL.

YVQ

m. -1:40 P. m.

6230 kc.
.g

Wed.

6185
BP.

meters

OAX4G

Apart dot 1242
LIMA, PERU
Daily 7 -10:30 p.m.
6

-10:30 p.m.

kc.

H11A

48.5 meters

0. BOX

7:40.9440 p.

6180
-B

e.

XEXA

kc.

48.54 meters
DEPT. OF EDUCATION

MEXICO CITY. MEX.
8 p.m. -12

m.

XEFT

49.02 meters

II

a.m. -4 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. -12 M.
Sat. also 6:30.7:30 p.m.
Sun. II a.m. -4 p.m.. 9 p.m. -12
Relays XETF

HJ1ABE

6115 kc.

CARTAGENA. COL.

B

P. O. Boa 31
Men. 10 p.m. -12 m.

Daily 7:30-9 p.m.

6110
B-

kc. *CHNX
49.1 meters

P.O. E2X 998
HALIFAX. N.B.. CANADA

Daily

6110
.B-

9 a.m. -1230 p.m..

4.10 p.m.

kc.

VUC

6110 kc.
-B.

49.1

meters

CALCUTTA, INDIA
Daily exspt Sat.. 3 -5:30 a. m..

990

a. m. -noon:
11:45 a. m. -3 D. m.

6105
-B

kc. HJ4ABB

6100
-B

kc. *W3XAL

49.14 meters

MANIZALES. COL.. S. A.
P. 0. Box 175
Men. te Fri. 12:15.1 p. m.;
Tues. & Frl. 7:30 -10 p.
Sus. 210-5 p. m.
49.16 maters

NATIONAL BROADCASTING
BOUND BROOK. N. J.
Relays WIZ

Monday Wednesday. Saturday.
5 -6 p.m.. Sun. 12 n1.1 a.m.

ZHJ 6660 kc. *HC2RL 6175 kc. HJ2ABA 6100 kc.
B.
45.05 meters
48.58 meters
BP. 0.

Dally 7.9 a.m.
she Sat. II p.m. -1 A.M. (Bun.)

7620 kc.
C-

Túay.9:15-11:15

ETD

39.37 meten

-B-

Calls

6618

39.74 meters

"ECOS DEL PACIFICO"
P. 0. BOX 75 PUNTA
ARENAS. COSTA RICA

.B-

*JVP

39.95 meters

B

45.33 meters

. B.

B

BOGOTA. COLOMBIA
DIIy 12 -2 p. m 7.11 p. m.
5 -9

p.

m.

I I

6170
-B-

48.62 meters

kc. *YV3RC

48.7 meters
-BCARACAS. VENEZUELA
11

a.m. -2 p.m..

RV72 6155 kc.

kc.

YV5AM

45.45 meters

"ECOS de LLANO"
SAN JUAN de LOS MORROS,

B-

48.74

4 -10:30

VENEZUELA

(All Schedules Eutern Standard Time)

-B-

p.m.

CSL

kc.
48.78 meters

LISBON. PORTUGAL
7

NATL. BROAD. Co.
Relaye WENR. Chiosco

B-

ZTJ

49.2 meters

AFRICAN

BROADCASTING
CO.

JOHANNESBURG. SOUTH
AFRICA.
Sun.

-Fri. II:45

-8:30 a.m..

2

-7 p.m.

p.m.

12:30 a.m. (nest day)
Mon.-Sat. 3:30 -7 a.m.
9 a.m. -4 p.m.
Sun. 8.10:15 a.m.; 12:30 -3 p.m.

-B-

*CRCX

49.26 meter'

TORONTO, CANADA

Daily 5:30.11:30 p.m.
Sun. 11:45 a.m. -I t :45 p.m.

2 a.m.

6150

*W9XF

49.15 meters

COKG 6090 kc.
meten

BOX 137. SANTIAGO, CUBA
9.10 a.m., 11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.,
3.490 p.m.. 10.11 p.m., 12 m.-

Testing In evening

www.americanradiohistory.com

-R.

HJ3ABF 6097 kc.

kc.

BOGOTA. COLOMBIA
6.11 p.m.

6160

:45 a.m.

45.38 meters
MOSCOW, U. S. S. R.
1.6 p. m.

HJ3ABD 6600 kc.

40.54 meten

P. O. Box 509

Sunday.

kc.

RIOBAMBA. ECUADOR

6611

NAZAKI. JAPAN
Tues. and Frl. 2 -3 p.m.

7400 kc.

* PRADO

ships. woolen

Thurs. 9-

6 p.m. -12 in.

B.C.

IAC

TUNDA. COLOMBIA
1.2; 790 -990 p.m.

SÄ.mITÁLY

he.

TI8WS

7510 kc.

P. m.

kc.
6650
. C.

ADDIS ABABA. ETHIOPIA
18270

GUAYAQUIL,
ÉCUADÓßGSA

*GSL

49.10 meters

DAVENTRY.
B.B.C., BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
2:30.4. 10.11 P.M.

Sat.

423. SANTIAGO,
DOMINICAN REP.
11:40 a. m. -I:40 p. m.

MARACAY. VENEZUELA
Broadcasts Sat. 8.9 p.m.

Relays NBC & CBS
Programs In evening Irregularly

except Sat. and Sun.

Sat.. 9:404:40 -5:40 p.
(1:40 p. m.: Sun.. 11:40..

44.71 meters

LA -VOZ DEL TROPICO
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA
APARTADO 257. Dally 7.10
p.m.

GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
5:30.6:15 p. m.. Saturday

H IZ

47.5 meten

DIIy

m. -1 a.m..

a.m.

4 -8

8:15 -11:15 p.m.

kc.

.B

*W2XE

VERA CRUZ. MEX.

490.10:30 p.m.

JAPAN
NA
KOKUSAI -DENWA KAISHA,
LTD., TOKIO
Broadcasts

YV4RC

47.06 meters
BCARACAS
VENEZUELA

WOA

kc.
AKI.

.B.C.

H 13 U

Irregular In evening

4:15-6 p.m.

phones England. evening

-B-

47.02 meters

LEROS. DOM. REP.

.CLAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

6750

kc.

6316

m.

49.02
IC BROADCASTING
CORP.
445 MADISON AVE.. N. Y. C.
Relays WABC, 3.11 p.m.

SANTIAGO de los CABAL-

maten

44.41

45.8 meters

6380
B-

REP.

8:40.8:40

APARTADO 225,

SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA
"LA VOZ DE LA VICTOR"
12 n. -2 p.m.. 6 -10 p.m.

44.03 meten

6755 kc.

TIPG

Frl..

and

Tue..

Sun..

H I1S 6120 kc.

kc.

46.73 meten
BPUERTO PLATA. DOM. REP.
Irregular In evening

HI H

Sun. 3.4 a.m.

HIBA.

meters

CHICAGO. ILL.

DOMINICAN
12:10 -I :40 p.m.. 7:30.9 p.m.,

JYR

meters

NATL. BROAD. CO.

6420

ZGÉ

KUALA LUMPUR
FED. MALAY STATES

kc.
W9XBS 6120
.B

46.7 meters

Relays W MAQ. Irregular

KÉL

SAN

LSL

meten

-X-

n.

Dally except Sat. and
Sun. 7.10 p.m.

2 pm.,

BBARRANQUILLA. COL., S. A.
P. 0. BOX 715.
11:30 a. m. -I p. et.: 5.10 p. m.

49.70 meters

-B

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Calls Brazil. night

KEMIKAW

6150

46.53 meters

BOLINAS. CALIF.
Tats Irregularly
a. m..12 n.: 6 -9 p. m.

11

8 p.m.

:

e.

evening

HC2TC 6814 kc.

kc.
37.97

46.51 meters
de

.B.

RUGBY. ENGLAND

6860 kc.

QUITO.82ECUADOR

C-

-B.
"LA

GDS

kc.

Calls N.Y.C.

CNR

Thus.. Sun. at

7901

43

6905

Sunday. 2:30.5 p. m.

.B

HI4D

kc. HJ4ABC

6450

Thun. till 9:30 p.m.

tern
MOROCCO

7975 kc.

m.. 7.10 p. N.

HCETC 6410 kc.

meten
TEATRO BOLIVAR
QUITO. ECUADOR

B-

PSK

8185 kc.

DUTCH

kc.

6976

QUITO. ECUADOR
7.11 p.m.. except Monday
Sun. 11 a.m. -12 n.: 4 -10 p.m.

RABAT.

p.

kc.

46.28 meten
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Except Sun. 11:55 a.m.-1:40
p.m.; 4:40.7:40 p.m.

MI RABO.A

Sat. 2:36 -4:36 p.m.

ASUNCION. PARAGUAY
7.9 p.m.

8036 kc.

MANIZALES. COL

12 -1:30

PZH 6425 kc.

Sun. 9:36.11:36 a.m.
Mon. and Fri. 5:36.9:36 p.m.
Tues. and Thur. 8:36 -10:36 a.m..
2:36.4:36 p.m.
Wed. 3:36-4:36. 5 :36.9 :36 p.m.

36.4 meten

8214 kc.
.B

42.88 meters
P. 0. BOX 18.

PARA

IAC

meters

Pisa. Italy

B.

MAN.. CANADA

p.

8

Sun.

46.15 meters

MVOOZ

HONDURAS
Ms and other wane
Irregularly In evening

e

7550 kc.

KEJ

9010 kc.

8795

.B

p.m.

-6

Reported on

HC2AT

kc.

3

48.78 meters

WINNIPEG,

7:30 -11 p.m.
HRP1
WOO 7030 kc.
kc.
42.67 meters
B.
HJ1ABB 6130
kc.
6447
.B
J.
SAN PEDRO SULA.

egular
OCallsN ships Irregular

8400

See

RUGBY. ENGLAND
N.Y.C.. ~Inge

Calls

-C.

0

35.05 meters

p.m.

REYKJAVI K. ICELAND
afternoons.
Broadcasts Irregularly.

.C.

8560 kc.

42.69 meters

Sun.

7630 kc.
39.32 meters
TFK B PENANG,
MALAYA

8 and 11:30

Phones London

9020

P.M.

kc.
HJU 7715
38.89
-C

33.09 metes
NATL. RAILWAYS.
BUENAVENTU RA, COLOMBIA

.B-

8 -10:30

B

*CJRO

kc.

6150

kc. *YV6RV 6140 kc. *W8XK

6520

6482
B-

CALLE. BOLIVIA,
PROGROSO- IGUALDAD
BARRANQUILLA, COLOMBIA

WNA 7854 kc. HC2JSB
38.2 meten
B

32.72 meters
-C.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

.B

meters

4.7:00 a. m.

9170 kc.
9125

YNVA

34.92

MANAGUA. NICARAGUA

GCB 7880 kc.
.B.
58.07

kc.

.B.

Irresularly

PLV

kc.

9280

.g.

Sat., 8.10 p.m.

7074 kc. HJ1ABK

except Sat. and Sun.

36.65 meters
C.
RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL

2

9415

CAMAGUEY. CUBA
5:30.6:30. 8 -9 p.m. dally

DAVENTRY.
BROADCASTING

HOUSE, LONDON. ENGLAND
12:15 -4. 4:15.5:45, 6 -8 p.m.

7:45 -10:15 a.m.
3:45.4:45 p.m.
4:45.6:45 p.m.
4:45 -7:45 p.m.
Thur. 5.6:45 p.m.
Sat. 4:45.7:45 p.m.

Sun.
Mon.
Tues
Wed.

CO9JQ

8590 kc.

p.m.

a.15.-11

kc. *VK3ME

9518

GEORGETOWN, BR1. GUIANA. S.A.

34.62 meters

X

45.95 meten

46.01 meters
aThun. 650.7. p .MM. BVALENCIA.
VENEZUELA
12 n..1 p.m.. 8 -10 p.m.
VP3MR 6500 kc. HJ5ABD
7080 kc.
.B42.68 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls 'hips

8665 kc.

HI L

kc.

6528

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D.R.

42.25 meters
B
BOGOTA. COL.. S. A.
Tue.

34.56 meters

.C.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

6-7. 8 -9 p.m.

Bun. 12:45.2:30.

-8-

HKE

7100 kc.

34.36 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls India, 8 a. C.

-C-

HJIABD
meters

CARTAGENA. COLO.
Irregularly. evenings

Sat. 6.11 a.m.

GCI

51.45

RADIOEMISORA CATOLICA
COSTARRICENSE
SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA

FOREIGN OFFICE.
MEXICO CITY, MEX.

7281 kc.
41.04
B-

34.29 meters

HONGKONG, CHINA
Relays ZBW
Daily 11:30 pm.1 :15 a.m.
Mon. and Thurs. 3:7 a.m.
Tues.. Wed.. Fri. 6.10 a.m.

45.77 meters

B-

40.65 meters

Sun. 6 -7 p.m.

ZCK

8730 kc.

.B

-8

B-

TIRCC

XECR 6550 kc.

GCQ 7380 kc.

matera

kc.

8750

meters

31.38

9530

34.25

*DJA B

9560 kc.
.0-

.C.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls S. Ables, alteraee

BOMBAY. N DIA

II

8760 kc.

735

VE9BJ

6090 kc.
B.

49.28 meter.
N. B..

SAINT JOHN.
7 -8:80

p.

m.

CAN.

736

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for APRIL, 1936

6085
B-

kc.

2R0 6050 kc.

49.3 meten

-B-

E.I.A.R.
ROME, ITALY

6083 kc.

VQ7LO

-B49.31 meters
NAIROBI. KENYA. AFRICA

Mon. -Fri. 5:45 -6:15 a.m., 1130
a.m. -230 p.m. Also 8:30 -9:30
a.m. on Tun. and Thurs. Sat.
11:30 a.m. -3:30 p.m.
Sun. II
a.m. -2 p.m.

6080 kc.
-5-

CPS

49.34 meters

B-

49.34 meten
Carlton Hotel

HP5F

COLON. PANAMA

11:45 a.m. -1:15 pm., 7:45 -10
p.m

kc.

6080
B-

W9XAA

49.34 meten
CHICAGO FEDERATION OF
LABOR
CHICAGO. ILL.
Relays WCFL
Sunday 11:30 a. m. -9 p. m. and
Tues.. Thurs., Sat.. 4 p. m. 12 is.

6079 kc.
-B.X-

DJM

49-34 meters

BROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN. GERMANY
Tests

3 -5

OER2
meters

49 41

VIENNA. AUSTRIA
9 a.m. -5 p.S.

6070
-B-

kc.

HJ4ABC
7.8 or

a

kc
49.42

6070
.5.

p.m.

VE9CS
meter

VANCOUVER. B. C.. CANADA

Sun. 1:45 -9 p. m.. 1090 p. m.e. m.: Tua. 6 -7:30 p. m.,
11:30 p. m. -1:30 e. m.
Dally
6 -7:30 p. m.

6065
B-

kc.

HJ4ABL

a.m. -I2 n.. 530.790
p.m. Sat. 5:30 -10:30 p.m.

Daily

6060
B-

11

kc. *W8XAL
49.50 metro

CROSLEY

RADIO

CORP.

CINCINNATI. OHIO
630 a.m. -8 p.m.: 11 p -m. -1 a.m.
Relays WLW

6060 kc.
B49.50

meters

49.50 m

SKAMLEBOAEK.
I

-B-

DENMARK

-6:30 p.m.

kc.

HI9B

49.59 meter.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO.
DOM. REP.

Irregular

6

p.m. -II

HJ3ABI

I

a

W4XB

p.m,

-B.

RADIO CLUB OF
PERNAMBUCO
PERNAMBUCO, BRAZIL
1 -3 p.m., 4.790 p.m. dally

a

B-

VDA

-B-

*HP5B

-B-

PANAMA CITY. PAN.

VE9CA

9

6020

12

on

-B-

n.- 12 m.
other days from

49.83 meters

CQN

MACAO. CHINA
Mon. and Fri. 3-5 am.
B

-B-

49.83 meter.

BROADCASTING HOUSE,
BERLIN
12 n..4:30 p.m., 4:55 -10:45
p.m.

6020
-9-

kc. HJ3ABH
49.83 meters

kc.
50.26 meten
BOGOTA. COL.
6 -11 p.m.

5968 kc.
-5-

50.27

XEUW

5950

B

49.82 meters

AV. INDEPENDENCIA. 98.
VERA CRUZ. MEX.

.1.

Daily

HJN O

kc.
50.42

n..

ZHI

RADIO SERVICE CO..
20 ORCHARD RD..
SINGAPORE. MALAYA
Mon.. Wed. and Thurs 5:40 -8:10
a.m. Sat. 10:40 p m. -I:10 a.m.
(Sun.) Every other Sunday 5:10.

4.6. 9 -II

B-

50.76 meters

Schedules E

TISHH

54.55 meten

SAN

RAMON. COSTA RICA
Irregularly 3:30.4. 8 -11 30 i, m

HH2S 5077 kc.

WC N

-C59.08 meten
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. 1.
Phones England irregularly

7:30.10 p.m.

(All

TGS

-B52.51 meten
GAUTEMALA CITY. GUAT.
Tues.. Thun.- and Sun. 64 p.m.

PORT..- PRINCE. HAITI

6:40 a.m.

Wed., Sat..

4470
-B

9:15.II p.m.

kc.

YDB

67.11 meters

SOERABAJA. JAVA

10:30 p.m.-1:30 a.m.. 5:45-6:15
p.m.

4320 kc.
-C.

GDB

69.44 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Tests,

8

-II

p.

4273 kc.
-a-

70.20 motors

m

RV15

KHABAROVSK, SIBERIA,
U. S. 8. R.
Dally, 3 -9 a.m.

-C

WOO

OCEAN GATE.
Calla ship Irregularly

WND

HIALEAH. FLORIDA
Calls Bahama Isles

4002 kc.
-B-

CT2AJ

74.95 meten
PONTA DELGADA.
SAO MIGUEL. AZORES
Wed. and Sat. 3.7 P. m.

3543

6.11:30 p.m.

8.10:30

HC2ET

65.22 meters

Apartado 249
GUAYAQUIL. ECUADOR

VOZ de TACHIRA."
SAN CRISTOBAL,

p.m.

kc.

-B-

meten

VENEZUELA

WOO

meter

83.1

OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships Irregularly

4600 kc.

"LA

-B50.5 metan
GUATEMALA CITY. GUAT.

5910

C

kc.
OAX4D 4098
-C.
73.21

kc.
TG2X 5500
-B

5940 kc.

4752 kc.

51.9 meters
P.O. Bez S55

kc. YV1ORSC
HVJ 5720
B52.45 meten

GDW

62.24 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C.. late at night

math

HJ4ABE 5713 kc.
meters

a.m. -12

-C-

JVU 4272 kc.

LIMA. PERU
Men., Wed. & Sat. 0-1130 p.m.

MEDELLIN. COLO.
11

kc.

GBC

60.30 meters

70.22

51.81 meten

NAZAKI, JAPAN
Breaderte 2 -725 a.m,

5780

pm.

p.m. -12:30 a.m.
49.9 motors

-C.

kc.

4820 kc.

p.m.

5790 kc.

a. M.

7.11 p.m.

8

HIX

TFL

60 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Ships. lata at night

kc. *YV2RC

51.72 meten
BROADCASTING CARACAS
CARACAS. VENEZUELA
Sun. 8:30 a.m. -10:30 p.m.
Daily II a.m.-1 :30 p.m., 4.9:30

VATICAN CITY (ROME)

APARTADO 565

6018 kc.

-B-

2.2:15 a. m., daily. Sun.. 5.5:30

BOGOTA. COLO.

kc.

5800

p.m.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO.
DOMINICAN REP.

5970

*DJC

6020 kc.

50.17 meter.

TIGPH

m.

7:40 -10: Tues. and
nd Frl.
11:40 a.m. -12:40 p.m..
4:40.
5:40 and 8:10.10:10 p.m., Mon..
Wed.. Thurs- and Sat. 11:40
a.m..12:40 p.m. and 4:40 -5:40

a.m. -12 m.

kc.

2 -3

kc.

51.5 meten
SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA
6:15 -II

MEXICO CITY. MEX.

.

Sun.

5825

XEVI

5980 kc.

-B49.75 meters
CALGARY. ALBERTA, CAN.
Thun. 9 a.m. -2
(Fri.):

Irregularly

RES 214

MARACAIBO. VENEZUELA
II a.m. -I p.m.. 590.10 p.m.

50:13 meters

Fri..

J.

*

kc. HJ2ABC

Wed..

N.

CALLE REGISTRO. LAS DELICIAS APARTADO de COR-

CUCUTA. COLOMBIA
6-9:30 pm.

Men.,

-C.

5850 kc. YV5RMO
B51.28 meters

MEXICO CITY, MEX.
P. 0. Box 79 -44

50.17 meten

51.26 meters

Calls Bermuda, nights

U.S.A., nights

REYKJAVIK. ICELAND

4975

WOB

LAWRENCEVILLE.

Tues. 7.8. Thurs. 7-9. Sat. 8 -9
p.m.. Sun. 12 m -I p.m.

1p.m., 7-10:30 p.m.

6030 kc.

-C

*XEBT

5980 kc.

49.75 meters
P. 0. BOX 919

n.-

RV59

50.08 meters

5985

a.m.

B

5853 kc.

8 a.m. -1 a.m.

N.I. R.O.M.
TANDJONGPRIOK, JAVA
6:45.6A5 p.m., 1090 p.m. -I:30

meters

HI1J

SAN PEDRO de MACORIB.
DOM. REP.
6 -8:40 p.m.

50 meters
MOSCOW. U. S. 5. R.
Daily 12:30.6 p.m.

5990 kc.

4917 maters
BOSTON. MARE.
Tees.. Thun. 7:15 -9:15 p.m.
Sun 5-7 p.m.
49.67 meters

50 meters

11-1

-B.

-9:30 p.m.

kc.
TG WA 5860
-B
51.19

6000 kc.

kc. *W1XAL

6040 kc.

5

p.m., 6:30 -7:30 p.m.
10.11 p.m. Sat. also from 12 m.6 a.m. (Sun.)

PRA8

-C-

51.06 meten
TEGUCIGALPA, HONDURAS

GUATEMALA CITY. GUAT.

12

HRN

B.

11:30 p.m.

kc.

6000

49.67

6040

VE9DN 5875 kc.

ZFA
meten

Calle London at night.
Also broadcasts irregularly

8.10 p.m.

49.96 meters

Saturdays at

Cells

LARA"

de

59.7

HAMILTON. BERMUDA

5000 kc.

BARQUISIMETO,
VENEZUELA

CANADIAN MARCONI CO..
MONTREAL. QUE.. CANADA

-8 p.m.

kc.

kc.

.5.

YV8RB

51.02 meten

"LA VOZ

p.m. except Wed.

6005

MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
Relays WIOD 12 n. -2 pm.,
530 p.m. -12 m.

6040

-B.

HJ1ABJ

B SANTA49.96
meters
MARTA. COLO.
8.11

-C-

8.11 p.m.

5880 kc.

11

kc.

6005

kc. HJ1ABG
kc.

50.98 meten
QUITO. ECUADOR, S. A.

4 -7 p.m..
8.10 p.m.
p.m.-12 B.

Sun.
Sat. also

HCK 5025 kc.

-B-

Daily 9:30 a.m. I p.m..

49.67 meten

6020
B-

OXY

6060 kc.
6050

-8-

W3XAU

NEWTOWN SQUARE. PA.
Relay. WCAU, Philadelphia
0 p.m..11 p.m.

B-

6040

5885 kc.

49.92 meten
P.O. BOX 98

HAVANA. CUBA

-B.
49.65 meters
BARRANQUILLA. COLO.
12 n. -I p.m.. 6.10 p.m.

49.46 meters

MANIZALES. COL.

-B-

49.63 meters

6042

12
9

kc.

*COCO

6010 kc.

BOGOTA. COLO.
Irregular in evening

6030 kc.

49.42 metas
PERIERA. COL.

9:30 -11:30

8-

-8

p.m.

6072 kc.

6045

Sun.

LAPAZ. BOLIVIA
7 -1030 P. m.

6080 kc.

*GSA

49.59 meters

DAVE NTR Y.
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
6.8 p.m.

B

kc.
P.

CR7AA

54.67 meters
0. BOX 594

LOURENCO

MARQUES.

MO-

ZAMBIQUE. E. AFRICA

190.330 p.m.. Men.. Thun -.
and Sat.

3490 kc.

-8

65.96

YDH3

metre

BANDOENG, JAVA
Dally except Fri.. 4:30.5:30 a.m.

3040 kc.
B-

98.68 meten

YDA

TANDJONIGPRIOK. JAVA
5:30

-II

a.m.

Standard Time)

Police Radio Alarm Stations
CGZ

CJ W

CJZ

KGHA
KGHB
KGHC
KGHG
KGHK
KGHM
KGHN
KGHO
KGHP
KGHQ
KGHR
KGHS
KGHT
KGHU
KGHV
KGHW
KGHX
KGH Y
KGHZ
KGJX
KGLX
KGOZ
KGPA

Va, Boyer,
St. Johns, N.B.
Verdeen, Que.

2:442

Portable-Mobile
In State of Wash.

Lae Vegas, Nev.

Palo Alto. Cal.
Reno, Nev.
Hutchinson, Kane.
Des Moines, Iowa
Lawton, Okla.
Chinook Pass, W.
(Mobile) in Wash.
Spokane. Wash
Brownville, Tex.
Austin, Tex.
Corpus! Christi, Tex.
Centralia, Wash.
Santa Ana, Cal.
Whittier, Cal.

Little Rork, Ark.

Pasadena, Cal.
Albuq sentue, N.M.

Cedar Rapide, Iowa
Seattle, Wash.

ke.

"390 kc.
2390 kc.

2490 ke.
2474 kc.
18174

kr.

2474 kc.

2450 kc.
1682 kc.
2466 kc.
2490 kc.
2490 kc.
2414 kr.
2382 kc.
2442 kc.
2382 kc.
2414 kc.
2490 kc.
1712 kc.
2406
1712
2414
2460
2414

ke.

kr.
Ito.
kc.

kr.

KGPB
KGPC
KGPD
KGPE
KGPF
KGPG
KGPH
KGPI
KGPJ
KGPK
KGPL
KGPM
KGPN
KGPO
KGPP
KGPQ
KGPR
KGPS
KGPW
KGPX
KGPZ
KGZA
KGZB
KGZC
KGZD
KGZE

"WHEN TO LISTEN IN"

\l inueupolit', Minn

i. Lou te, Mo.
San Francisco, Cal.

Kansan City, Mo.
Sauta Fe, N.Mex.

Vallejo, Cal.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Neb.
Beaumont, Tex.
Sioux City, Iowa
Los Angeles, Cal.
San Jose, Cal.
Davenport, Iowa
Tulsa, Okla.
Portland, Ore.
Honolulu, T.H.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Bakersfield, Cal.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Denver, Colo
Wichita, Kane.
Fresno, Cal.
Houston, Tex.
Topeka, Kane.
San Diego, Cal.
San Antonio, Tex.

2430 kr.
1708 kc.
kc.

2466
2422
2414
2422
2450
2486
1712
2466

kr.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kr.

1712 kc.

2466
2466
2450
2442

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kr.
2430 kr.
1712

2414
2406
2442
2450
2414
1712
2422
2490
2482

Appears on page 742

kc.
kc.

kr.

kc.

kr.
kr.
kc.
kc.

kr.

KGZF
KGZG
KGZH
KGZI
KGZJ
KGZM
KGZN

KGZO
KGZP
KGZQ
KGZR
KGZT
KGZU
KGZV
KGZW
KGZX

KGZY
KIUK
KNFA
KNFB
KNFC
KNFD
KNFE
KNFF
KNFG
KNFH

Chanute, Dans.
Des Moines, Iowa
Klamath Falls, Ore.
Wichita Falls, Tex.
Phoenix. Ariz.
I:1 Paso, Tex.
Tacoma, Wash.
Santa Barbara. Cal.
Coffeyville. Kane.

Waco, Tex.
Salent, Ore.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Lincoln, Neb.
Aberdeen, Wash.
Lubbock, Tex.
Albuquerque, N.Mex.
San Bernardino, Cal.

Jefennn City, Mo.

Clovis, N.Mex.
Idaho Falls, Idaho
SS Goy. Stevens, (Wash.)
SS Coy. J Roger,. (Wash.)

Duluth, Minn.

Leavenworth. Kans.
Olympia, Wash.
Garden City, Kans.

(Continued on Page 7631
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2450
24(i6
2442
2458
2430
2414
2414
2414
2450
1712
2442

ke.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kr.
kr.
kc.

kr.

1674 kc.

2490
2414
2458
2414
1712
1674
2414
2458
2490
2490
2382
2422
2490
2474

kc.
kc..

kr.
kr.
kr.
kc.
kc.

kc..
Ice.

kc.
kc.
kr.,
kc.
kc.
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HONORARY MEMBERS

SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE

Dr. Lee de Forest

John

Reinartz

L.

D. E. Replogle
Hollis Baird
E. T. Somerset
Baron Manfred von Ardenne
Hugo Gernsback
Executive Secretary

SHORT WAVE SCOUT NEWS
heard irregular on 10.17 mc. any time
from 10:00 P.M. to 3:00 A.M., E.S.T.
EHY- Madrid, Spain, Heard irregular
around 3:00 a.m., E.S.T., phone.
DJI (now DZA)- Zeesen, Germany, a new
German station, heard on 9.67 mc. irregular, testing about 5:00 P.M. -7:00

Report from Chester, Vt.

IN a verification from Reichspostzen-

tralamt, Berlin, confirming reception

of DJI, DJJ, and DJM, they advise me of
the following new stations:

Eastern Standard Time

1:30
2:00
4:00
5:00
12:00
kc.
DZH 14,460
DZB 10,042 kc. 2:00

DJR 15,340 kc.
DJP 11,855 kc.
DJL 15,110 kc.
DJO 11,795 kc.

to
to
to
to
to
to

3:30
4:00
6:00
7:00
2:00
4:00

(formerly DJJ)
6,079 kc. 3:00 to 5:00
9,675 kc. 5:00 to 7:00
DZA
(formerly DJI)
DJS 12,130 kc. 7:00 to 9:00
DJT 15,360 kc. 11P.M. to 1:00

DJM

Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
P.M., Daily
P.M., Daily

A.M.,
A.M.,
A.M.,
A.M.,

P.M., Daily
P.M., Daily
P.M., Daily
A.M., Daily

Of these the following have been heard:
DZH, DJS, DJP, DJO, DZA, DZB, DJM.
The three others, on 19 meters, will be
hard to hear, due to the time of the day
they are on the air.

Here's Your Button
The illustration herewith shows the beautiful
design of the "Official'
butShort Wave L
ton, which is available to
everyone who becomes a
member of the Short
.
Wave L
The requirement for
joining the League are
explained in a booklet, copies of which will
be mailed upon request. The button measure. V. inch in diameter and is inlaid in
colors -red, white, and blue.
enamel

P.M., E.S.T.
DIQ -10.29 mc.. Koenigawusterhausen, Ger-

many, used for relay, heard irregular,

afternoons.

DJJ (now DZB) -Zeesen, Germany, irregular, afternoons.

Africa

-3

OPM- Belgian Congo, 10.14 mc., 2:15 A.M.,
E.S.T.
EHZ-Canary Islands, 10.43 mc., early

Please note that you can order your button AT ONCE -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
supplies it at cost, the price, including the
mailing. being 35 cents. A solid gold button is furnished for $2.00 prepaid. Address
all communications to SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE, 99 -101 Hudson St., New York.

A.M., E.S.T.

E.S.T., music.
JVN -N a z a k i, Japan, 10.66 mc.,
10:50 P.M., E.S.T., broadcast.
PLE- Bandoeng, Java, 18.83 mc.,
7:00 P.M., E.S.T., phone.
South and Central America
HKV- Bogota, Colombia, 8.79 mc.,
2:00 P.M., E.S.T.
YVQ- Maracay, Venezuela, 13.35
mc., 2 :40 P.M., E.S.T., phone.
CEC-Santiago, Chile, 10.67 mc.,
7:00 P.M. -8:00 P.M., E.S.T.
Buenaventure, Colombia,
HJU
9.06 mc., 9:10 P.M., 10:00 P.M.,
E.S.T.
LSX- Buenos Aires, Argentine,
10.36 mc., irregular evenings
7:00 P.M., E.S.T.
HRW- Honduras, 11.05 mc., phone
6:40 P.M., E.S.T.

New stations heard:
HI -1 -S. Puerto Plata. HI -3 -U,
Santiago de los Caballeros. HI9-B, "Ciudad Trujillo," on 6,420,
6,380, and 6,050 respectively.
LRU, on 15,290 kc. of Radio "El
Mundo," Buenos Aires at 11 P.M..
one night. Distorted signal, due to
frequency and time of day.
ZSR, 9,180 kc., Cape Town, South

Africa, working Rugby, for the
speech of British Prime Minister,
on death of King George V. Signal was good, and very intelligible,
with slight qrm on low frequency
side from WNA, Lawrenceville.
Time 4:30 to 5 P.M.
OER -2, 6,072 kc., Vienna, was
afheard with a good signal onesignternoon from 4:45 to 5 P.M.,
in
German,
follows
ing off as
callFrench and English "Vienna meting, short wave OER -2, 49.4
ers, between 3 and 11 P.M., isCen9 -5
tral European Time" (that
E.S.T.).
Verifications received:
S.S. Monarch of Bermuda, S.S.
Col um b u s, S.S. Deutschland.
JVN.
XEVI, XEXA,
ALAN E. SMITH, M.D.

Listening Post Report from
Tulsa, Okla.

-

$hortauL rape
at
Ìlaw

o11l4etin9 CufJ án

`ltnitea

claiÌt Cily

81d1e.
fae ofactea

uca.IA, Short

Tlüller

.3ohn
rnarnúec
t1

.ra,o

pn itneaa

Many other stations received
from these parts.
Oceania
ZLT-Wellington, N.Z., 11.05 mc.,
3:24 A.M., E.S.T., phone VLK.
VLK-Sydney, Australia, 10.52 mc.,
2:50 A.M., F..S.T., phone GCP.
Melbourne, Australia,
VK3LR
9.58 mc., any time after 1:00

raut (taw

of

Iñpie

-

Paa9"e.

A.M., E.S.T.

p

VK2ME- Sydney, Australia,

wfuuo tg. ustificafe itae

mc., on schedule time.
KKH- Hawaii, 7.52 mc.

Cu. ofraaffy.>ignaJ ana yueentsJtotfu
Ws

9.59

heard

irregular 2:20 A.M.,
A number of stations heard this
month, but could not be identified.
Verifications received this month
testing

a.Cioue.

E.S.T.

MOST of the "foreign locals"

received here during the month.
want to mention several European stations that are not classed
as "locals," as follows:
HAT -4-Budapest, Hungary, 9.12
mc., Sun. 6 -7 P.M. This station
cannot be heard sometimes on
account of heavy code QRM.
RIO -Bakou, U.S.S.R. A phone

Asia

KTO- Manila, P.I., 16.23 mc., 7:00 P.M.,8:00 P.M., E.S.T.
JVM-Nazaki, Japan, 10.74 me., 2:35 A.M.,

are GAA, GCB, KZRM, OPM, OPL,
WADE CHAMBERS,
DJJ, EHZ.
Tulsa. Oklahoma.

I

This is the handsome certificate that is presented
WAVE
FREE to all members of the SHORT
LEAGUE. The full size is 7 %" x 9 %
See page 762 how- to obtain certificate.

"
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Report from Richmond, Va.
CONDITIONS at this post have
not been very good for the last
(Continued on page 765)
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1 -TUBE

5 -METER
RECEIVER

Short Wave

James

Heffernan. Staten Island.
N.Y.
(Q) Please publish a diagram of

a 1 -tube 5 -meter receiver using a
type 56 tube. This should he a
regenerator. I would like to experiment with the 5-meter amateur band
and "get in on some of the fun."

you

should have excellent results
it. Remember, though, that

with

COIL DATA

Lawrence Martin, Milwaukee. Wisconsin.
when it comes
hum. Some experimentation in the
(Q) While finishing up the A.C.
Super -Wasp four tube short -wave
lay -out may be necessary.
set which was built by Robert
ONE TUBE BATTERY SET Hertzberg and published in the
Short Bare Manual of 1930, I disJohn Brand, Jr., Lincoln, Nebr.
(Q) Please print a diagram in covered that there is no Plug -In
your Question Box of a one-tube re- data for it and I don't know how to
ceiver using a 30 tube, a .0005 mf. figure them out. I would appreciate
it very much if you would send me
condenser, and a .00025 mf. conall information about it that you
denser, both variable.
can and let me know how to figure
(A) We give herewith the necessary diagram; however, standard them out for any set.
(A) In the January, 1936 Qurscondensers are shown. These match
the various coils, data for which can tion Box. we printed complete data
on both two and three winding
be found in the Question Bos of the
January issue. With the larger con- plug -in coils. We suggest that you
densers the tuning adjustment of the refer to this issue. More technical
receiver will be quite intricate, and, data regarding the construction of
for instance, the entire 49 -meter
band may only occupy two or three
scale divisions on the dial. Therefore, we recommend the smaller condensers as specified, inasmuch as a
greater spread will be obtained.
A.C.-D.C. sets are

little "fussy"
to filtering out the

1

-Tube

5 -Meter Super- Regenerative Receiver

(A) The diagram is printed
herewith. Super- regeneration is obtained automatically, as the detector
is a self-quencher. Regeneration is
controlled by the 100,000 ohm resistor in the plate lead. This should
be adjusted until a hissing sound is
heard. A slight adjustment after
the station is tuned in will usually
increase the sensitivity and improve
the quality of the signal.

A.C.-D.C. RECEIVER

Winsaw Verner, Winsaw. Ont.
(Q) I would appreciate it very
much if you would print a diagram

a

THE "UDAR" SET

Byron Bray, Scottsbluff. Nebr.
(Q) Would you kindly publish
a diagram of a 12/17 and the 6F7.
This is to be operated from either
A.C. or D.C. power lines.
(A) In the May, 1935 issue on

12A7

I

006-

-Tube Battery Operated

Receiver

MF

S -W

plug in coils and the calculation of
size can be obtained from the
",Short Ware Coil Book" which is
obtainable at this office for $0.25.

100.

HUF

35
MMF

BAND- SPREAD
REGENERATION
.1

SW

Warren W. Huffstutter, Kearney,
Nebraska.
(Q) I am interested in obtaining
a license which would permit me to
operate a five meter transceiver.

The Duo -Amplidyne Diagram
(A) It will be necessary for you

to obtain a regular amateur license.
You must be able to pass the code
test of ten words per minute.

DUO -AMPLIDYNE

page 12, you will find the "UDAR'
described. This set is identical.
R.FC., 2.5-M14
0.1 MF

LICENSE NEEDED FOR
TRANSCEIVER

Frank Cerny, Cleveland, Ohio
(Q) Would you kindly tell me

Charles Dunnel, Brainerd. Minn.
(Q) Please print the diagram of
the Duo- Amplidyne which was described in the June 1934 issue of
Short Wave Craft. Also. I would
like to know why the type 99 tube
is never used in midget portables.
(A) The Duo- Amplidyne has
proven a very popular receiver. and
we are very pleased to reprint the
diagram for you. Regarding the
99's, the type 30 tube -besides being
more economical than the type 99is nowhere near as microphonic
and is generally considered quite
an improvement over the type 99.

POWER SUPPLY

DIAGRAM
I could use the hand -spread regeneration shown in the February Frank Zerwekh, Peoria, Ill.
(Q) I have a power transformer
Short Ware Kinks on the "police with
alarm" short -wave receiver shown ondarya 650 -volt center-tapped secand several filament windin the October issue, instead of the
ings. Would you print a diagram
one originally designed for this set.
of a complete power supply.
(A) In the diagram of Mr.
(A) In the diagram which we
Doerle's "police alarm" receiver, have printed.
the voltage divider
fixed voltage is applied to the screen should have
number of taps. The
of the 24A. The band -spread idea number and asize
will depend upon
can be connected to this very simply the
various voltages needed. For
by running the lead marked "to
best regulation a 1 mf. condenser
screen" to the 45 volt terminal or should
be connected between each
s reen grid lead of the receiver.
tap and the "B" negative.

if

MF

50.000

OMM$

0.1 -MF.

600V.

f,
50,000

i

OHMS

10.000
OHMS

r
110Y,

ÓC.

A.C.-D.C. Receiver Using 6C6 Detector and
12M Amplifier
and Rectifier
in one of your coming Question DeI.F. AMPLIFIER FOR 2partments. I have an A.C. -D.C. reTUBE SUPERHET
ceiver using the following tubes:
A 6C6 as a regenerative detector C. Barr, Buffalo, N.Y.
and a 12A7 as the pentode audio
(Q) Will you please print in the
amplifier and rectifier.
Question Box a diagram of an I.F.
(A) We are printing the dia- amplifier which can be added to the
gram you request, and believe that two tube Victor superhet.? I would
like to use a type 78 tube. Also
show a diagram circuit for a 2A5
or a

in place of the 41.
The I.F. amplifier diagram
is shown and should considerably increase the gain of the Victor 2 -tube
set. Regarding the audio tube, the
circuit diagram shown of the 2/1,7,
42, and 41 is identical. The 42 can
be used in place of the 41 with no
changes, while the heater voltage
should be reduced from 6.3 volta
2.5 for the 2A5; the connections
of course, will remain the same.
42

(A)

t

values likewise.

In
1

Stage I.F. Amplifier
2

-Tube Super

for the

the

cathode

circuit of this

amplifier we have shown a variable resistor for volume control and
it is absolutely necessary.

A Power- Supply Which Can Be Used With Any Short
Wave Receiver
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QUESTION BOX
Because the amount of work involved in the
drawing of diagrams and the compilation of
data. we are forced to charge 25c each for letters that are answered directly through the mail.
This fee includes only hand -drawn schematic
drawings. We cannot furnish "picture- layouts"
or "full- sized" working drawings. Letters not accompanied by 25c will be answered in turn on
this page. The 25c remittance may he made in

EDITED BY GEORGE
W. SHUART, W2AMN

4 -TUBE A.C.
Stuart

interested and who may not have
seen it before. This is a super regenerative receiver and should be
adjusted much the same as the onetube, 5 -meter receiver described
elsewhere on this page.

SET

Patterson, Philadelphia,

G.

Pa.

(Q) I intend constructing a receiver using two 58's, one 56 and
one 2A5. Would you be kind enough
to print the necessary diagram
showing the various parts, as well
as a voltage control and a regeneration control?
(A) In this diagram a 58 is used
as the tuned R.F. amplifier, another
58 as a regenerative detector with a
screen -grid potentiometer for controlling regeneration, a 66 resistance coupled audio amplifier, and a 2A5
out -put pentode. This should work
the speaker very satisfactorily.
If you wish to use a doublet on
this receiver, merely break the connection beside the lower side of the
primary and "B" negative. The
ground connection remains intact.
50

s'

large for a one -tube set, we see no
reason why it should not work well.
The ground should aid in reducing
body -capacity effects.

or C.W. The lack of selectivity in
this receiver. together with the
crowding in these bands, make its

SET SQUEALS

5- AND 10 -METER

SHORT -WAVE ADAPTER
George Butschky, Bronx, N.Y.
(Q) I would like to make an
adapter for my Philco model 511

receiver, in order to tune in the
short -wave stations.
(A) We hesitate to print the
diagram of an adapter because generally our readers have had very
little success with them. We suggest that you refer to the January
Question Box in which you will find
a diagram of a 2 -tube converter.
This is shown on page 547.

i

act

/2 snit
ÑG

5a

a4

ALI.

56

OU

Pee-Wee" and after
adding an audio stage have experienced body capacity effects and
squealing when the regeneration
control is advanced. The amplifier
added was a 2A5.
(A) Undoubtedly the trouble is
due to R.P. getting into the pentode
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One Stage o
-Tube Receiver Diagram Using A.C. Tubes, Audio
T.R.F. Detector, and Two Stages of

1 -TUBE

OSCILLODYNE
AGAIN!

Vernon Vale, Oak Park, Ill.
(Q) I hear so much about the

Oacillodyne receiver that I have
finally decided to build one. I would
appreciate it very much if you
would print the diagram.
(A) The Oscillodyne is, no
doubt, one of our most popular receiver designs, and we are re- printing the diagram for those who are

Ig-

27,

56,

yl oa )6

100

35

MMC

M MF

201A RECEIVER

Walter Karasek. Woonsocket, R.I.
(Q) I would like to have you
show the receiver for the "amateur"

bands. using 201A tubes. assuming
that it would work a loud-speaker with fair satisfaction. "Band spread," of course, would be neces-

use

utterly unsatisfactory.

RECEIVER

R. Leakey, Syracuse, N.Y.
(Q) Is it best to use an A.C. D.C, circuit consisting of 6F7 and a
1V rectifier on 5 and 10 meters? If
so, please print the diagram.
(A) We do not recommend that
you use the 6F7 on the shorter wave

J,

circuit. We suggest that you try

a
.006 mf. condenser between the plate
and B negative and if this does not

help or if you have already tried
it, it will be necessary for you to
change the lay -out of parts- You
also might try reducing the value
of grid resistance for the 2A5.

SET BREAKS INTO HOWL
Paul Makow, Georgetown. Pa.
(Q) I built a receiver using a
57 detector, 56 first audio, and a
2A6 out -put tube. When regeneration is advanced, the set develops a
considerable squeal. I would like to
know if there is any remedy for

this?

MF

the

"Ham -Band

too

0.1-

mercial instruments.
Correspondents are requested to write or print
their names and addresses clearly- Hundreds of
letters remain unanswered because of incomplete
or illegible addresses.

Roy McHale. Philadelphia, Pa.
(Q) I have constructed

V
Ss

the form of stamps, coin Or money order.
Special problems involving considerable research will be quoted upon request. We cannot
offer opinions as to the relative merits of Com-

(A) In most cases this squeal
you mention is due to R.F. getting
into the audio stages. We suggest
that you use a 2.5 mh. R.F. choke
in series with the plate lead feeling
the first audio stage with a .0001 -mf.
by -pass condenser on each side of
the choke- If you are using transformer coupling you should try connecting a 200,000 ohm resistor
across the secondary of the first and
second audio stages.

Audio Amplifier for Any
Battery Type Receiver
lengths : it is best to use a separate

tube for each function. In the past
issues of Short Wave Craft you will
find many articles on 5 -meter receivers.
1

-TUBE AMPLIFIER FOR
BATTERY SET

Paul Chamberlain, Gaston, Ore.
(Q) I have built a battery operated receiver and now would
like to add an audio amplifier to it.
to print
COILS FOR POCKET SET Would you be kind enough amplifier
a diagram of a 1 -stage
Harold Walchli, Clarendon, Pa.
tube?
(Q) I would like to use the using a type 30 one -tube diagram
(A) For the
1 -tube "pocket set" on the amateur
necessary to connect
bands. Would you please publish shown it is only
the two "in -put" terminals of the
the necessary coil data?
to
(A) The 1 -tube "pocket set" is primary of the audio transformer
terminals of
"output"
phone
the
on
for
use
suitable
not
absolutely
receiver.
the amateur bands, either for phone your present

sary.

(A) It surely seems like "old
times," drawing diagrams for 201A
tubes! However, a very nice re-

ceiver can be constructed around
these tubes, and the diagram gives
complete details. Regeneration is
controlled with a "throttle" condenser in the plate circuit, and
band- spread is obtained by connecting a 35 mmf. condenser across the
main tuning condenser. The small
condenser, of course, is used for

tuning."

WILL A METAL CABINET
WORK?

8'
The

1

Ów

00

5rea6lv

(..13+

-Tube Oscillodyne
Diagram

Richard Kunan, Holbrook. Mass.
(Q) I intend using a 12x6x7
inch metal box for the 1 -tube pocket
set. Will this give satisfactory results if the case is grounded?
(A) Aside from being a trifle

Detector and Two Stages of Audio Using OlA Tubes

www.americanradiohistory.com
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2 -Tube Receiver for the
S -W

is used the "B" switch is not needed and
the heater switch would be placed in the
110 volt a.-c. lead.
A power -pack would probably be more
economical and satisfactory in the long
run. Any small power unit capable of
supplying 6.3 volts for the heaters and 180
to 250 volts for the plates and screen
should be satisfactory if the output is well
filtered. A number of good power -packs
have been described in past issues of Short
Ware Craft and we feel sure that, if the
reader will look through his back numbers,
he will find one to his liking.

Fan

(Continued fron) page Str

Results With This Set
Having progressed thus far the reader
will undoubtedly be interested in knowing
just what results he can expect from the
set and as to how it compares with receivers using the regular plug -in type of
coils. During the past two months or so
we have used the set mostly for 20 meter
amateur work and for listening on the
19, 25, 31 and 99 meter broadcast bands.
All of the usual foreign and DX stations
have been received with good volume. The
extreme quietness of the 6J7 detector
makes even the very weak signals readable
and this is especially true on the higher
frequencies where most regenerative sets

Bottom View of Receiver.
placed at right angles to each other. That
we have succeeded in eliminating coupling
effects is proved by the fact that there are
no "dead spots" in any part of the tuning
scale, due to absorption, even though no

provision has been made for short- circuiting the unused coils. A complete set of
coil specifications will be found at the end
of this article.
The tuning condenser used in this receiver is a Hammarlund Midline midget
of 80 mmf. maximum capacity. The author
has found this size most satisfactory for
general short-wave use as it gives "modified" band -spread on the DX region between 16 and 50 meters. However, a 140
mmf. tuning condenser and standard size
coils may be substituted for those shown
with equally as good results except for the
sharper tuning.

Position of Controls in Front Panel
In laying out the front panel the author
has placed the most used controls (regeneration and antenna) at the bottom and
low enough to allow the operator's hand
to rest upon the table while tuning. Large
round knobs on these controls make fine
adjustments easy. These are important
considerations when one is tuning for extremely weak or rapidly fading signals.
Metal Tube Data
The actual construction of the receiver is
not at all difficult but, unless the reader has
had some experience with the new metal
tubes, he will do well to familiarize himself
with the following data before attempting
to build the set. The new standard basing
arrangement of the 6.17 tube is as follows:
Pin No. 1, shell; pin No. 2, heater; pin No.
3, plate; pin No. 4, screen -grid; pin No. 5,
suppressor grid; pin No. 6, open; pin No. 7,
heater; pin No. 8, cathode. The control grid connection is at the top. The pin arrangement of the 6C5 is as follows: Pin
No. 1, shell; pin No. 2, heater; pin No. 3,
plate; pin No. 4, open; pin No. 5, control
grid; pin No. 6, open; pin No. 7, heater;
pin No. 8, cathode. Readings are in a clockwise direction on bottom of socket using
slot as reference point. A complete data
chart on the metal tubes was published
on page 508, December, 1935, Short Ware

Craft.
All wiring, especially the leads between

the coils and the wave -band switch and
from the switch to the tuning condenser
and the tube socket should be kept as
short and direct as possible. Most of the
wiring in the radio frequency portion of
the set has been done with No. 19 tinned
bus (copper) wire; the paper condensers,

carbon resistors, etc., are mounted directly
on the tube sockets, their tinned leads being of sufficient stiffness to support them.
The use of the new insulated resistors
would eliminate the possibility of a "short circuit" to chassis.

How to Solder Neatly
All connections should be well soldered
with a hot and clean iron and rosin core
solder. Use just enough solder to make a

electrical connection. One must be
extremely careful when soldering connections to the terminals of the wave -band
switch to keep melted rosin or solder from
running over or down between the switch
contacts. Rosin, even though it is an insulator of direct or low frequency alternating currents, will cause severe losses when
placed across radio frequency circuits. All
excess flux should be removed from the
joints by wiping with a clean cloth dipped
in alcohol. Most of the losses attributed
to switch coil arrangements can be traced
to poor or high loss connections in the R.F.
circuit of the set.
good

Bias for 6C5 Tube

Coil Data
Range

Turns

1n -:I32 -60

Tap

iIlamet er

meters
7 rin
3
IIrmo bottom i
platers
13 rhr.
3
i trwn
hot pan l
60 -130 meters
31 rlo.
Pe from Bottom
These roils have
eatholle windings
IN
anion
from rest of turns; there Is no swing

Nor:

11"
11¡"
l

I

ly"

spared
"I the

60a3o meter colt.
rh, =eh'., mono].

List of Parts
C1- Hammarlund midget condenser, Su mmf.
( .00008 m f.
C2- Midget condenser. 35 mmf. (.000035 mf.)
Hammarlund.
C3 -Mica condenser, 100 mmf. (.0001 mf.)
)

Aerovox.

Bias for the 6C5 tube is provided by
means of the voltage drop across the 2,000
ohm resistor in its cathode lead. This re
sistor is by- passed by a lmf. 200 volt paper
condenser. The tone is very good. However, if more "lows" are desired, an electrolytic condenser of about 20 mf. 50 volt
rating my be substituted for the paper
type. In this case the "positive" terminal
of the condenser should be connected to the
cathode of the tube since it is at positive
potential with regard to the chassis (the
term "chassis" as used here does not mean
an actual connection to the chassis at that
point. In this receiver all negative connections are soldered to a single length of
copper bus wire and the bus wire is
grounded to the chassis at one point only.
This method of construction helps to prevent the circulation of eddy currents in
the metal chassis and panel).
The choice of a power supply depends
somewhat upon the desires and conveniences of the constructor. The author uses
135 volts of heavy duty "B" batteries and
a 6 volt storage battery with excellent
results. With this arrangement the small
"off -on" switch at the upper right corner
of the front panel is connected in the
heater circuit and the off -on" switch just
below the tuning dial is in the "B" negative lead to prevent the batteries discharging through the 50,000 ohm potentiometer
when the set is not in use. If a power pack

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

are noisy.
On the 20 meter amateur band we have
heard phone and C.W. stations in all parts
of the world. In fact the set has a better
"pickup" in this region than a well -known
7 tube all -wave superheterodyne receiver
owned by the author. So far as a comparison with regular plug -in coils are concerned, we can find no perceptible difference in sensitivity, selectivity or noise
level. It is sufficient to say that the author
will never willingly use plug -in coils again.
The author would be very much interested in hearing from readers who build
the little receiver and to learn of the results obtained with .it. All letters will be
answered if a stamped self -addressed envelope is enclosed. Letters may be addressed
in care of Short Wave Craft.
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WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTORY RESULTS ON
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RX -14

BIGGER, BETTER,
AND MORE POWT H A N
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6A SHORT WAVE

4 -TUBE

The new. sensational. 19:11; Eilen 6.1
receiver is Only a masterpiece. See
article P. 604 -628 Dee. issue of S.W.C.
Its unusual design. conforming to the
best in modem engineering theory, has
all the latest up-to-the-minute features.

-

FULL 6 TUBE PERFORMANCE.
POWERFUL 3 STAGE AUDIO AMPLIFIER which takes the guesswork out
of so- called "loudspeaker reception."
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Beautiful cabinet
Arcturus tubes
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SPECIAL: Complete kit, speaker, cabinet.
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Eisen HF -35 3 -Tube SWtransmitter

powerful

well engineered
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LEN RADIO LABORATORIES
condenser. 1000 mmf. (.001 mf.)
Aerovox.
paper condenser, .1 mf. 400 w.v.
C5- Tubular Dubilier.
Cornell
paper condenser, .01 mf. 400 w.v.
C6- TubularDubilier.
Cornellw.v. (may be
C7 -Paper condenser, 1 mf. 300 to 20 mf. if
an electrolytic condenser up
desired) Cornell- Dubilier.
R1- Carbon resistor 3 megohms, ?i watt
I.R.C.
potentiometer. 50,000 ohms
R2- Wire -wound
(may be with or without switch) ElecC4 -Mica

trad.

R3-Carbon
I.R.C.
R4- Carbon
I.R.C.
R5- Carbon
R6- Carbon

resistor 500,000 ohms,

2

watts

resistor 250,000 ohms. 1 watt
watt I.R.C.
resistor 1 megohm,
resistor 2,000 ohms, 2 watts
I.R.C.
data" above.
Ll, L2, La -Se" "coil
switch (see text)
SW1- Wave -band
(see text)
switch
-on
off
Rotary
SW2be on
SW3 -Snap switch off-on type fmay
rear of potentiometer. See text for instructions).
Two sockets for new metal tubes. (isolantite.)
One Aluminum panel 6 by 11 inches. (7 "x14"
One Aluminum chassis 5 by 10 inches

i

panel)
coil forms, knobs, supply of No.
D.C.C. magnet wire. solder,
RCA 6J7 and 6C5 tubes, etc.
Dial,
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SI 50
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25
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Ellen MID- Battery model of 511 using 32Same price. Less Batteries.
Inbea.

EILEN
.-
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sniffling rar.

RC.\r30!I -150 MA filter chokes

at e

19 -30 -33

condensers
-80.45
.39

FREE: Large. Illustrated catalogue of SW recelvin
rad tt anaudtting apparatus. kits, parts, and accessories
lend for YOUR im.

Dept. SC 4, 136 LIBERTY STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Dodging QRN in a Tough
Situation

(Conti It ucd from page 724)
electrostatic shield, of copper foil. This is
essential, to prevent capacity coupling.
It will be noticed that no ground whatever is used in the actual input circuit,
the input primary in the receiver being
of the low -impedance type, and isolated
from ground. Grounding one side of the
input (in receiver), or even grounding a
center -tap on the line primary, as often

recommended, proved worse than useless,
introducing a great deal of QRN (noise).
Preliminary tests around the antenna
site with a small portable receiver, had
shown that even so far out from the power lines, etc., there is a considerable
amount of pick -up of interference. When
connecting the line to aerial, it was found
that by trying out both ways, it can be
so phased with the aerial that whatever
QRN voltage is picked up by the transmission line, which actually passes under
a power-line, as shown in Fig, (a) will actually buck out to a considerable extent

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

that which is picked up by the antenna
array. This is shown by a very noticeable

difference in noise -level at the receiver,
when reversing the line -to- aerial connections. Provision is made for easily reversing the line connections at the line receiver transformer, this being found
necessary as conditions change from day
to day and on different frequency bands.
While the residual noise -level is still
considerably higher than in any normal
location, it is now so low that there is no
difficulty in getting thoroughly satisfactory entertainment from all the usual European, Australian, and Asiatic SW broadcast stations, here about 200 miles from
the Pacific.
The receiver used is a high -gain super het, having one T.R.F. stage, and two I.F.
stages, with efficient A.V.C., and of course
is very carefully designed with adequate
shielding to prevent pick -up of the local
QRN direct to any part of the set.
The antenna is oriented so as to have
maximum pick -up of signals from Europe
in general, and Daventry in particular.

writing advertisers
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When to Listen In
By M. Harvey Gernsback
(All Schedules in Eastern Standard Time

THREE different transmitters are now
being employed simultaneously by the
English station in Trans.4 and Trans.5. The
other transmissions still employ only 2
transmitters, although it is likely that
Trans. 2 and 3 will soon make use of an
extra transmitter. Each transmitter has a
power of approximately 12 -15 kw. at present. The schedule for March is as follows: Trans. 1 on GSB and either GSD or
GSF from 2:15 -4:15 a.m. (after Mar. 14
this will be 1:15 -3:15 a.m.) Trans. 2. on
GSG and either GSF, GSH or GSJ front
6:00 -8:45 a.m. Trans. 3. on GSF and
either GSG or GSE from 9:00 -10:30 a.m.;
on GSF and either GSE or GSG from 10:30
a.m.-12 n. Trans. 4, 12:15 -2:15 p.m. on
GSI, GSD and GSB, 2:15 -4:00 p.m. on GSD,
GSB and GSL; 4:15 -5:45 p.m. on GSC,
and either GSL or GSF. Trans. 5,
The Short Wave Receiver GSB
catalog that will mean real 6:00 -8:00 p.m. on GSB, GSC and either
GSA
or GSD. Trans 6, 10:00 -11:00 p.m.
money in your pocket when you
buy your next set! Short Wave
on GSL and GSC.
Fan, or Amateur -your receiver
is here.
GERMANY
All the well known makes
The
following
new stations are now
from the new Hammaclund
"Super -Pro" down to the $3.45 heard testing daily:
DJR, 15,340 kc., 1:30-3:30 a.m.; DJP,
Harrison "Multi- Kit" -are illustrated and fully described in 11.855 kc., 2:00 -4:00 a.m.; DJL, 15,110 kc.,
this NEW Harrison Catalog.
4:00 -6:00 a.m.; DJO, 11,795 kc., 5:00 -7:00
Send for your copy today! a.m. All these waves are assigned to the
It's valuable. -But to you-a Berlin short -wave station for broadcast
prospective set purchaser -we purposes. The following waves are used
send it ABSOLUTELY FREE!!
by the German post office department for
sssssw _
_ rwsw commercial telephone service overseas.
They are testing with broadcasts at presAMATEURS!
ent as follows; DZA (formerly DJI), 9,675
SEE our advertisement
ke., 5:00 -7:00 p.m.; DZB (formerly DJJ),
10,042 kc., 2:00 -4:00 p.m.; DZH, 14,460 kc.,
on page 761!
12 n. -2:00 p.m.; DJS, 12,130 kc., 7:00 -9:00
p.m.; DJT, 15.360 kc., 11 p.m. -1 a.m.

HERE IT IS!

-

FREE!
r

CLIP COUPON NOW
Gentlemen:

Kindly

C -4

without any cost or obligation. your new Short Wave

send me.

Receiver Catalog.

I

am

particularly Interested in the
receiver

NAME

rIL-:.

I.

ADDRESS
TOWN

STATE

HARRISON

14 WEST
NEW YORK

BROADWAY
-

-

-

N. Y.

,e ,g1teakeit S
ATÍÍIANTIC CITY.
JERSEY
NEW

"

"

On

the /3oardwaCfi

SITUATED DIRECTLY ON THE
OCEANFRONT AND CONVENIENT
TO ALL PIERS AND AMUSEMENTS

$5

WITH MEALS
PRIVATE BATH

Daily

Per Person

WITHOUT MEALS
PRIVATE BATH

Hot and Cold Sea Water in all Baths
EXCELLENT FOOD

GARAGE ATTACHED

POLAND
SPW, the station at Warsaw on 13,635
kc., which was heard testing on Sundays
front 11:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m. several months
:Igo, has been silent pending the construction of a new aerial beamed at North
America. The old aerial was directional
to S. America. When completed the station will broadcast programs for Poles in
the U.S.A. The station should be back on

the air before this notice appears.

BUENOS AIRES
The new stations LRX and LRU mentioned last month have been reported by
many- listeners as testing on LRU, 15,290
he., from 7:00 -7:45 and also around 11:00
1,111.
LRX has not been reported. By the
time this is printed these stations will undoubtedly be on a regular schedule. Address in care of LRI, "El Mundo," Buenos
Aires, Argentina. They welcome requests
for "veris."
COLOMBIA
A new station is HJU at Buenaventura,
Col., operated by the Natl. Railways. They
are on 9,065 kc. and can be heard in the
evening front 8:00 -11:00 p.m. irregular.

VENEZUELA
YV12RM at Maracay on 6,300 is now being heard in the evening hours. Another
newcomer who will be on soon is YV9RC
at Caracas on 6.400 kc.

TAHITI

amateur station at Papeete on the
French isle of Tahiti in the South Seas is
now broadcasting on 7.100 kc. each Tuesday and Friday from 11:00 p.m. -12 m. The
station is known as "Radio Oceanic."
An

WATCH FOR THE NEXT "HAM" NUMBER. THE. MAY ISSUE. OUT APRIL I.

VEST POCKET
SOLDERING IRON

HOLLAND

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS CO..
17 West 60th St.. N. Y. City

Just off the Press!
The greatest

the 16th of February the Dutch
stations commenced a special world -wide
Radio Bar.
short -wave broadcast service on Sundays.
gain Sheet ever issued.
These programs take place from 7:30 to
Send for your free copy
5:30 a.m. for Asia; from 1:00 to 2:00
r today.
p.m. for Africa and from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m.
American Sales Co.
for America. The station used is PCJ opWholesale Radio Distributors
erating on 9,590 kc. (31.28 meters). These
44 W. 18th St.. Dept. SW, New York City
programs are in addition to the normal
Oldest Amateur Supply House.
Est. 1919
program of station PI11.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers

Smallest good iron now on
tho market. will do the
work of Irons twins Its
size. Only 10 I n c h es
long, ,' Inch in diameter.
By using the highest
grade elements, It heats up in half the time of ordinary irons. Guaranteed to give satisfaction
money back. We
catalog on thi. ite m. Endow:
41.2u and iron well b.bent
,..0 i btp.md in c.0. lee ea". in Crnda :

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Tube
Multipactor
ru,n page 715)
(Continued

j

S U ThE R'- PRO

target
bombarded against a similar metal
will initiate
at a sufficient velocity, theseagain
several
a second set of electrons
The process may
times greater in number. and
the resultant
be repeated many times,
may be
electronic flow finally collected
many times greater than the original initiating beam.
elecIn the practical construction of thecalled
been
tron multipliers they have
the
multipactors, because the process is Mulimpacts.
result of multiple electronic varying
THE new Hammarlund "Super -Pro" Receiver
forms
tipactor tubes take widely
more than fulfills the exacting demands of the
they
depending upon the use for which
Farns- seasoned professional and amateur operator. It
are designed, but in general, the
two types. fairly bristles with distinctive features. Among
worth laboratories have evolvedmethod
that these are: Electrostatically shielded input; two
The two types differ in the
of tuned R.F. on all bands; four air -tuned
is used to transfer energy to the electrons
elec- stages
between impacts. In type No. 1, the
continuously variable selectivtransformers;
I.F.
and it is
tronic imparts progress spatially,
silver -plated five-band
stages;
audio
three
ity;
imof
arranged that each successive area
separate power supmeter;
tuning
visible
switch;
pact is kept at a higher d.c. ispotential.
send -receive
supply;
bias
grid
ply
separate
unit;
transferred
In type No. 2, the energy
switch; speaker -phone switch; A.V.C. -Manual
to electrons between impacts by making
use of a suitable radio frequency field switch; C.W. -Modulation s w i t c h;
CONTROL
rack type panacross the tube.
ac- standard and
Many surprising results have been1fost
heavy
PANEL
and
els
multipliers
comps h a d wi th aelectron
onThe
of gauge cadmiumof these results are achieved because
trols inc uoo: accurmultipli- plated steel chassis.
the possibility of extremely high
multiplication
ately calibrated tuncation ratios. The electron
a few hun- TUNING UNIT
ing dial in kilocycles
factor may be anywhere from billion.
For The tuning unit,
megacycles;
a n d
dred times to over a thousand constructed
illustrated at the
example, in a certain tube
band spread tuning
engirlg!is
elecof
with nickel elements, the numbercould not neering ïnu
uóh
dial (both illuminatlight
-<
trons emitted under visible
ed); five -band
l
could
It
and
methods.
be measured by ordinary
switch; audio frenot have been greater than one hundred
ir:,
was
quency gain; radio
it
probably
and
second,
electrons per
then
when
frequency gain; inas low as ten electrons per second.
re
alai
tia
was
watt bulb
Mies. the ` ha:,
termediate frequenlight from an ordinary 100
snitch.
tube,
change
allowed to fall on the multipactor
cy gain; selectivity;
ail antenna
and
this
which
F.
and yet the current change acting as an coupling. It.llabeat frequency and
oar
tube
II.i
the
and
light produced with
tone control. The
six
tor coil assemof
order
the
of
was
EXCLUSIVE
S
electron multiplier
Only
blies.
main tuning dial is
be
could
and
second
this
per
(rum
leads
electrons
million
BAND- CHANGING SWITCH
mil - unit to chassis
accurately calibrated
measured on an ordinary laboratory
the assembly.
The band -changing switch is a radical de- in megacycles
liamnieter, but this does not represent
careparture from switches commonly used for in ranges of 2.5 to
limit of amplification. If the light isnickel
this purpose. Its design incorporates the 5; 5 to 10; and 10
fully excluded from this particular
variatype multiplier an erratic current
well -known knife switch principle.ac- to 20. and toin kilocycles
1160 and
which may be
540
tion Is obtained in the type,
tuated by eccentric cams. Specially from
to 2500. This dial
the
stopped or decreased by screening
with sil- is1160equipped with an
sections
bakelite
designed
indication
tube with lead, giving a strong
ver- plated phosphor bronze knife ingeniouswhichmechanical
operates
that the initial electrons are ejected by
blades, gradually slide into silver - shutter
in conjunction with the
cosmic rays.
clips
spring
multiplibronze
switch,
high
plated
phosphor
change
extremely
band
Because of the
only the
the
forming a 6 -point positive contact. making visible
cations obtained in multipactoroftubes,
in acband
frequency
electrons
tubes may be used as a source
This switch operates backward or for - tual use. The high freFor
tuning
the
controls
not
only
ea
for purposes other than amplification.
ngo
werd and
qee cy
silver oxide
ne
a twao
example, composite caesium
20 mc. to 540 kc. range in
the
of
coverage
in
making
which
used
quency range.
surfaces, similar to those
five bends, but also automatically connects puts the three amateur
emission of COMPLETE
photoelectric cells, have an
condensers to each bands at the same setspread
amband
10
-1e
proper
and
CHASSIS
the
111-1'
between
anywhere
of the main tunof the three high frequency circuits and short ting
peres per square centimeter at ordinary
ing 'dial.
are
circuits all coils not actually in use.
room temperature. If these currents
times, an ammultiplied a million million
Write Dent. Sl1--3 for Complete Details
pere electronic output from cold metal
surfaces is obtained.
HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.
and
Currents initiated by this process,
use in
424 -438 W. 33rd Street, New York
of this order, are now in constant
many
the Farnsworth laboratories forof direct
purposes, particularly conversion
C
current voltage to oscillating voltages of
You cannot make a better inO
from 100,000 cycles to several hundred miloscillators
vestmentthantohave in your
N
lion cycles per second. Such
start merely by closing a switch in the
D
home a GOLD SHIELD
battery circuit.
are their
E
PROFESSIONAL MODEL
Their practical advantages conversion
simplicity and their very high
N
95
%.
as
high
efficiency which may be as
Carbon Sun Lamp
s
by
be
gained
to
The very great advantage
for a given
SAVES DOCTOR'S BILLS
E
this high efficiency is thatmay
be much
i-::..r.-nr in ..nr «.iI. n.1. I
power output the tubes
R
health giving VIOLET NAYS.
smaller than corresponding thermionic
R
k1
Large r'tlm,
This i.
tubes.
emit,.n,.
romp n.in. rnn,nr.l .
and
Philo T. Farnsworth states:
ting raya (Of isst,a violet
Infra rad.
"Electron multipliers have been made
na.urd
i..rd.'
b
SUN
If
TAN
to perform every function now performed
ndr.
by the thermionic relay. While it is improbable that all functions now performed
$1.50
e`: ";',>'",°,l ¢ `é'ido
Descriptive material supplied upon request
by the thermionic tube will be replaced
Si,. as hied. p.
multipactor,
i
-cathode
cold
WONDERFUL
new
deep
by the
VALUE!
DUB_IL
Weight 12 pounaf.
nevertheless, it is fully evident to all of
A
O
O
C
us who have worked with secondary elecCO.,
GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS
4376 BRONX BOULEVARD
tron multiplication that this new art will
N. Y. City
17 W. 60th St.
NEW YORK
have a very revolutionary effect on the
science of radio communications."
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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RINE.

W2AMN's All-Band
Transmitter

N

(Continued joot,, poly, 732)
chassis and the "B" plus is fed through
R.F. chokes to the plates, thus eliminating
much constructional detail.
Starting with the first tube, we have
a "tritet" crystal controlled
which
allows doubling in the plateoscillator
In step with progress in the amateur field- Marine
circuit.
engineers have,
The cathode coil and tuning
from time to time, designed their transmitters
is
to incorporate the
all one unit. The 100 mmf. condenser
latest developments of the field.
midget condenser is mounted inside the
At this time Marine Radio is particularly proud
to introduce two
tuned to provide maximum outputcoilof and
new models. Close adherence to the Marine
standard of "Quality
the
First" and maximum value for the "Ham's" dollar
crystal. When the crystal is changed
is
the
keynote
of these new models.
from one band to another, the entire
tuning unit is changed for one to match
MARINE 140 C
MARINE la A
the
other crystal.
An ultra- modern 175 watt Phone and The average
"Hain"
has
always
felt
that
Changing
C.W. transmitter. Utilizing visual Os. thew- was a need for
crystals
from
one end of a
a "X)rrlt" of low
eilloseop!e Modulation Control and a hun- tonsur. reliability
band to the other or to any
low operating as
dred and one other new wrinkles make well as hnv originalandcost.
within the band for which thefrequency
engithis unit the outstanding development of neers knit this thought InMarine
mind when
coil is adjusted requires no changecathode
this period. Here are a few of the salient designing the Model 18t5. From
the
in the
features incorporated in this rig.
Run
arehliln
coil or adjustment of the condenser.
your finer down the line! How many of
tlhis model II seems
is sufficiently broad so as to require It
them did you "wish" were yours before! that \larinr engineers hate been
quite
no
They can be yours at no large invest- smrrssful in filling the needa
adjusting. The oscillator tube is shielded
of ever)'
ment.
Marine -deferred payment
one concerned.
with
a
regular
tube
shield,
will deliver them and permit you toplan"
although
Noe, son lWt can enjoy this rig. Forget
the
ennext tube required no shield. The coil
joy your hobby while paying for the apOne coat -you run gel It at Marine for
paratus.
your own price. The Marine "deterred
in this stage as in all others of
the
low
plan" brings the me51 popular
power unit, is of the plug -in type. The
Power Output: Conservatively rated at payment
units within your reach. Cheek
InEllie
..rnrio
nr im i. r.
175 watts Phone and C.W.
cathode, oscillator plate
Frequency tetewtlnc features-lack of spate these
hroÌun°Yphone
prevents
the first bufRange: 30.000 to 1500 Kes,
ModulaIllustrating more. They
fer plate coils are woundand
uprise
n..pp.
tion Control: Built in Cathode Ray Os- only a few of those
Hammarlund
1ennd
w.
Incorporated
n
in
this
3311P.cilloscope, giving 100°. visual modula- joli,
XP -53 four -prong forms. on
ur.phar.eund
W.
The
last coil of
sl..n.rh.ne.nd 1'
tion control.
Permanent Neutralization:
Output: no watts Phone-125 watts
this
unit
is
. .. vlralt. ph..n..mFlo.1- W.
wound
on
W.
large
All
"XMTR's"
Bud transare permanently neuIMO . aU..n.phone und 21111'w'.
OW,
Frequency Range: 30.000 to
mitting
form
also
+r11 ,ïa5wntt. phone.nd
having
High Fidelity 1500 Kee,
four
prongs.
t'.w'. tralized at factory.
Control:
.tutmnal
le relays
Audio Channel: Frequency response -30 afford ample protection
phone and
to both the oper]Ua --'1lwnnn.phoneopd
to 10.000 cycles
C W
1.5 db.. with gala of ator
:NOB --Tánunn.pha.n.und
Rugged
1'w'
Coils for Different Bands.
125 db.
Antenna Matching Network:
Ñidb
ta
ttle
hipnsuctio,
Capable of efficiently matching any type with
neri
t und nneah1
axbnittn portability makes this
For 80 meter operation with a crystal
p.rhnuo- nno"f.inab+
antenna in general
Dimensions: cie ihah'I for hnnl....
. ut.,JL. ;col in that band, we have a complete
60' long x 1St z wide x 15- deep.
of
coils for that band only. For 40 set
Il illsnateil descriptive catalogs and photographs wl
meter
operation with the same crystal we change
gladly be furnished upon request.
the plate coils of all three tubes. Then to
You are assured f satisfaction and uninterrupted
opchange to 20 meters it is only necessary
eration with all Marine apparatus. The
Marini. Radio
guarantee absolutely pros erta you.
to change the plate coil of the output
The
lefet red payment »lulu" has met with wide acclaim.
stage the 23 or 802.
among amateurs In this eountry. Sn, that their enjoyment may he furthered. Marine extended this plan
The layout of parts for the three stages
to
GENERAL OFFICES AND PLANT
all of their uualets. Take advantage of this offer now'
can be seen in the photo. Starting
Marine is ready to supply your every need.
124-11 101st Ave., Richmond HiIl,N. Y.
left to right the layout is the samefrom
as
of the diagram -Crystal,
coil, ocdilator tube. oscillator cathode
plate
coil,
first
WE AMATEUR SUPPLY BUYERS TRY TO GET
buffer, its plate coil, the 15 watt pentode
and finally its plate coil. On the panel
»Lye-w6YYIgRYOU:
s_
ONLYT"LBESTr1tt»
we
.((
have on the left the oscillator plate confCryt _r6LL\ .__
denser, next the buffer condenser and the
WtáiANO WIND tYLRY RADIO
last buffer condenser on the right.
rvOPERATOR
guR
The meter on the left reads
GONDITONAL
mills,
(M.A.), and it measures the 0 -25
COMM!. SHIP &VIRYWHtitt-24 MOOR SERVICE
plate
current in the first jack (JIoscillator
WE /WV- sill
..
) on the
left and the last buffer grid current in the
HAM RADIS SUPPLIESU.S.A.
BROADWA
next jack (J3) to the right. The 0 -100
mesawnrabor
J
mill (M.A.) meter on the right measures
the first buffer plate current in the left HERE IT IS! The Amplifier Buy of the Year! ONLY
hand jack (J -2) under
and the last
100
OF
..,Si
THESE
LEFT!
peak ..
watts output, s watts
,w Dit gain.
Field supply for 2.A0 oliu speaker
buffer plate current in theitright
highs impedance input.
.o tubes.'
Uses 57, 2Ai and
hand jack
(J4).
On
the
extreme
left
PEERLESS all- purpose 3 -tube amplifier, less tubes,
the panel,
microphone and speaker
we have the oscillator andoffirst
SPEAK 17t n ¡tu rich ing transformer
$3.20
MICROPHONE. high quality, double button type
i r.
plate voltage switch (Sw 1) and thebuffer
last
it of 3 matched tubes
buffer plate switch (Sw 2) on the extreme
t
right. In the center of the panel on the
lower edge we have the pilot light which
tells us the heaters are on.
Smooth Operation and Stability
Achieved
Plenty of good mica by -pass condensers
are used in the exciter and their use is rewarded with stability in operation. There
is no sign of interlocking of stages
and
operation is absolutely smooth.
This
smooth operation of course is in a large
part due to the use of screen -grid tubes.
In the low -power stages
battery
bias is used. We may still befixed
old fashioned but there is nothinga trifle
that
can
quite take the place of battery bias with

ar orking
overtime
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Screen Voltage -How Provided

Screen voltage for the tubes
obtained
with series resistors in the "B"is plus
I't ERLESS 2 -tube SHORT WAVE CONVERTER
lead
rakes any tiroadeasl u
ceo
and
.hrl rrub ur
these
pmlellul
.load
resistors
u.ne
o, pille -in voit,.
are
.
mounted in the
to ITa pwI1 rs
allaite' In n
eel t,
tir alterna and ;.Ynl :ltd
oai
.,lbl sri
sub
-base.
present
To
and
plus
the
plates
into
of
y
Volt
the
.V'
or
De' blot. I'se. 6A7 11intagrd
nor and 17%:3
nalcrI r-'roui
t win o and tested
and first buffer we apply around oscillator
a foreign bnmdraxting.
got hie \hmrir :n' paingt r:dinet
ll Ilousrd in rmhlh
volts
COMPLETE
.
Nothing est to buy.
and to the last buffer around 500 400
$7.91
volts.
ERLESS 3 -tube 10 -meter converter
Self
postera
(nun
This
110
volt
voltage.
.5C'
-let
lines.
is obtained from a power
l'an In. 'Mashed to nt shunt oat e TILE ,r
'ara 01.6. 76 and 19 %3
superheterodyne receiver. t\'ired and tested
I, IADY TO GO_.
supply mounted on the hack
milli 3 tubes.
of another
19x8%
inch
panel.
Mounting the unit on
:osti Address "Uncledave."
Long Distante Phone 4 -5746.
a small chassis and fastening
Include 20°;, Deposit with C.O.D. Orders.
Foreign Trade Solicited.
it flat
Send for New Ham Catalog -lust out!
Prices F.O.B. Albany
against the back of the panel is a simpler
arrangement and saves much space. In the
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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SHORT WAVE CRAFT for APRIL,
photo of the power supply we have cons
plete details of its construction.
In the diagram we find a 500 volt trans
windformer with the necessary filament
of a single
ings. The filtering consists
and two
30 henry, 150 milliampere choke For the
2 mf. 1000 volt filter condensers.
type
RV/
the
rectifier we have selected
horizontally
tube, which may be mounted
filament sagging.
without danger of thefilter
there
At the output of the
hiseconnected a 25,000 ohm resistor,
not only as a bleeder, buttheas 400'voltage
volts
divider in order to provide buffer tubes.
first
for the oscillator and have
the A.C. "onOn this panel we also
which
and -off" switch and another toswitch
exciter
cuts off the entire voltage on the
the exciter
stages. The two switches
and -off" durpanel allow switching "on-"B"
switch on
ing adjustment, while the
the whole
allows
panel
-supply
power
the
single
R.F. unit to be operated with a
motion.
wilt
Next month the entire transmitter
number
be described and illustrated in a
of photos.

Parts List for W2AMN's Transmitter.
10-.001
11000 ovoltst mica condense se Aerovox.

-volts filter condensers Aerovox-2 mf. 1000
Ham100 mmf. midget condensers,
2- A.F.C.
marlund.
2

Ham mmf. midget variable condenses, Hammarlund.
spaced,
double
1 -50 mmf. midget condensers
Hammarlund.
-ohm 10 -watt resistor. I.R.C.
1- 10.000
-ohm. 20 -watt resistors, I.R.C.
2- 50.000
1- 25.000 -ohm 50.watt resistors with slider.
2

-200

I.R.C.

6
6
3

Hammarlund.
-2.1 mh. rf. chokes.
XP53 forms. Hammarlund.
-4 -prong 4 -prong
Bud.
forms,
coil
-jumbo
jacks, Bud.

4-- single close circuit
4-"on"-"off" toggle switches, Bud.
I- -iewel light.
Hammarlund.
4 -4 -prong isolantite sockets.
isolantite socket. Hammarlund.
1 -5 -prong
Hammerind.
2 --6 -prong isolantite sockets,
socket. Hammarlund.
1 -large 7 -prong isolantite
Triplett.
1 -0 -25 ma. meter (small).
l -0 -100 ma. meter (small). Triplett.
I.C.A.
knobs.
and
dials
silver
3 -3t
filament
power transformer with
1 -500 -volt
Thordarson.
windings
Thordarson.
choke.
1 -30 -henry 110 ma. filter
finish,
"x8M" steel panel, blackCo.crackel
2- 19 Wholesale
Radio Service
ServRadio
chassis, Wholesale
1- 17 "x11x21'2"
ire Co.
Whole"x10"
7
chassis approximately
1 -small
sale Radio Service Co.
crystal.
1-Bliley LD2
Optional Tube Line -up
6.3 volts. For 2.5 volts -57,
for
602,
6D6.
Reg.
't, and RK2-1.

ALLIED RADIO CORP.
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Send me your FREE NEW
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SUMMER 1936 RADIO

Dept.

E

SPRING AND

CATALOG.

Name
Address

-.
A

AT LAST!

Thedreamof millions has been

bottom view of the 3 -tube exciter.

REALIZED

This unit alone will take the
place of all the necessary coils
required to cover all amateur
bands.

Coil Data
CATHODE COIL
meter xtnl 20 T. No. 24 D.C. close wound
on 1)4" form.
40 meter xtal 10 T. No. 24 D.C. close wound
form.
on 1t
OSCILLATOR AND FIRST BUFFER PLATE
80

meters 28 T. No. 24 close wound 1%" form.
and 20 meters 9 T. No. 16 spaced to 1%
inches on 1y.: inch form.
LAST BUFFER PLATE
80 meters 33 T. No. 14 tinned on 21/2" form.
length of winding 3 ".
40 meters 16 T. No. 14 tinned on 2%" form,
length of winding 3".
20 meters 8 T. No. 14 tinned on 21,42" form,
length of winding 1 % ".

80
40

ARROW POINTS TO

No switches, no soldering and no
alteration to your present receiver
UNO ALL -WAVE COIL. is required to make use of this unit.

- EFFICIENT - ATTRACTIVE$rj,

ECONOMICAL
OOQ
or your money will be refunded
We guarantee satisfactory performance
use it and how it works."
by your dealer. Write for our circular, "How to
Disasants
1.1

Mollineaux Place

Please mention

CO.
UNO ALL -WAVE COIL
Rooswalt, N. Y.,
Dept. S -4
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An Ultra Short -Wave
Burglar Alarm
(Go,rf iund
j cons

/Aaye

71(;)

literally millions of electric waves
till
practically every bit of space in the room.

Now you can get an S mfd. Sprague
for only 57c netin the Tiny -Mikes or standard size either
units.
Or, if you want the finest, most
universal replacement money can buy,
try an S mfd. EC "600 Line" unit
the Rolls Royce of Condensers.
Remember: YOU DON'T HAVE
CHECK SURGE VOLTAGES IN TOA
RECEIVER WHEN USING EC'S AS
450 V. Condenser

-

REPLACEMENTS..,,

You owe it to your reputation to use
the best-ON EVERY JOB.

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO.
North Adams, Mass.

&941mECONDENSERS
SPRAGUE
AMERICAS FINEST LINE OF QUALITY UNITS

ROLAND

9 -tube Super
Three
Bands
to
Meters

1S
SSe
*OPERATES ON 110.
AND 220 VOLTS. A.C.

135
60

CYCLES

*9 ALL -METAL
*SENSITIVE
CIRCUIT

Licensed

under R.C.A.
Hazeltine Patents

*EFFICIENT BANDSWITCHING-NO

and

A remarkably outstanding receiver,
prisingly different from the usual runsurof
all -wave superheterodynes.

$49915
Tubes

9

L

cabinet

P.S.

TUBES
SUPERHET

Add $5.00 for cabinet

Automatic volume control. duodiode detector,
noise -suppression circuit,
phase inversion for distortionless, resistancecoupled, push -pull output stage
-all these features
plus many new circuit innovations make this exeellcnt
all -wave Oct the most outstanding receiver
value on the market.

PLUG -

IN COILS
*AUTOMATIC

VOLUME

CONTROL

*N OISE

SUPPRESSION
CIRCUIT
O L O R BANDSPREAD

*3 -C

DIAL
*RANGE. 15 to 550 METERS
IN THREE BANDS
*TONE CONTROL

Tubes employed: one GET as R.I'. amplifier:
one GAS as combination
Only standard parts of highest caloscillator and first detector: one
GEî as an 1.1%, stage: one 01I01
as a triple ibre are used.
'Ou chassis and
purpose second detector. automatic volume control
re encased ln
and noise -suppression speaker
beautiful,
tub
,ne 01'S as first audio: one 01'S
a phase - Inverter tuia: two GPO's
hand tubbed. piano -finished cabinet
as resistance-coupled stage of
-pulls
puh
anlpluiration
st
lth
the
and.
finest
finally. a o.1
matched walnut
rectifier--NINE TUBES IN ALL-the newlyperfected, latest type all - neon. Measures 20' high x I,i' wide
metal tubes.
x lint
deep. Shipping wt.. chassis
and speaker. 25 lbs. Cabinet. 4 lbs.
A large, fouir-Ineh handspread dial having
a dual tuning ratio of 1225 to
extra.
1 and 25 to I makes tuning for
foreign
and I)N stations a real pleasure. SCHEMATIC
The calibrated dial lights up automatically
DIAGRAM
AND
with a different color each COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS FURtime nvv tier is switched to a new used.
NISHED WITH EACH "ROLAND
Complete coverage front 15
r mete
meters Is obtained through
efficient
roll-switching arrangement. to
Our only terms are net, cash with
No 'dead slats.' Sold etmnlet' art
with large
10' auditorium-type Jensen matcher)
or 20,3 depeft --ba laure C.O.
dynastic speaker. ami :r It, VII non order.
It
all -moral tone;.
Err, rlc 1nß
i-:.hinf
this whet$ 1.00 additional.

The accompanying
shows the
basic principle of howdiagram
the waves zig -zag
back and forth across the
room
between
the opposite walls, until they finally
reach
the receiver. Under normal conditions
with no intruder present, the signals
of
constant intensity are picked up
at th1'
receiver, but if a person's body intercepts
the waves in any part of the room,
it acts
the same as a mirror would in connection
with a light beam, and the radio
waives
are
reflected in such a manner
that the
strength of the signal
up at the
receiver is changed or picked
This
change in the strength of weakened.
the
signal
intercepted nt the receiver can be caused
to
switch on a warning or signal
light in
another part of the building
such
as
a
watchman's office, or the alarm may
the form of a bell, or again it may be take
sent
through directly to police headquarters.
By using two or more of these
mitters and receiver systems, a criss trans-cross
wave pattern may be employed,
so that
..very part of the room is surely protected
the ultra short waves and even though
person stood in a certain
"safe" spot,
found by experiment,
where the alarm
as not sounded --the movement
of an
:rein or a leg would intercept
one of the
"aves and cause the device to function.
By settin g up a veritable barrage
of
ultra short waves
av
in
maner to
the burglar detector, ait would be
to devise a very good aircraft possible
In this case the aircraft would detector.
act in a
similar manner to the person's
body entering the room equipped with the
detector and the plane, for example,burglar
would
act the same as a mirror and reflect
waves back to earth. Sensitive ultra the
-short
wave receivers located on the ground,
would intercept the reflected waves,
and
knowing the distance between the
mitting and receiving stations, andtransthe angle of the waves as they were also
radiated from the transmitter,
the exact position or location of the airplane
could
be calculated at once.
:1

Pilot Explains Maneuvers by Short Waves
(Continued from page 711)

-

s

9

1
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ROLAND RADIO CO.,

1340 East

MYSTIC EYE TUNING SNIT

9th St.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.C.

Two Tube SW Receiver Only $3.00
. -.

-

!

- "-

-

COMMONWEALTH PRODUCTS COMPANY
Chicago, 111,

919 N. Michigan Ave.

tubes

unwirtu,
2

tub

short
set that brine
In foreign
hott
calls,
broad
east stations under gnnod
eonditiois. The world a
your fingertips, 1ttexpn

Modernize Your Radio!
You can install in a few
minutes' time the latest
development of modern
science
cathode ray
visual tuning. Secure

the hair l i n e tuning
now being featured in
only the highest priced
receivers.
Operation guaranteed
with any A.V.C. Circuit.
Price complete
$3.00
Specify A Voltage

lern

REAL, gel that

-

sire.

operate.

:Ind easy I
bat

Requires

no
toles. \\orks eil l rely
Iron
110

voll house current
Large. easy to follow m

lug diagram and Endure
t ions.
IVE CI'.\It.

-a

CENTRALUON ENGINEERING CO,. 136A

bled,
.1.

vaival,l

\NTEß

RESULTS.
2 Tubes, extra
wired, extra

$1.0

,7

New Tick Cil

er.mn1N full of

-

"AERIALS AND HOW TO USE THEM"

Contains
rt'ae

Matt

line lit,,

.,ahan
um idem

and complete information

ntul,n h'rh I',rvq
i
islia
ry"" 1,,
bml,k in..

non

sttSent postpaid
Arülr N. Lywon, lut., Dept.

Please mention

for

for

elimin.,iu,

,d
a

and m

mane

unl,n.

elu,nnnem huM1,,, n,,

a dime

S, 227 Fulton SL, N.Y.C.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

the announcer on the ground and both
ends of the conversation are amplified
over the field by means of loudspeakers.out
For example, the announcer asks: "Al,
will you please do a dive ending
with a
vertical loop ?"
Williams replies: "I am now 5,000 feet
up. I push the stick forward and we go into
a dive. I gain speed rapidly. I am now
ing at a rate of 260 miles an hour andfallat
'tbout 500 feet above the field I pull back
the stick slowly. We climb quickly then
slower and finally by returning the stick
to a neutral position we are now flying
upside down."
Few, if any, channels are available in
the longer wave bands, already
crowded
by a wide variety of uses. Ultra-high
frequency radio waves travel in a straight
path like light and are particularly efficient for the short -range operation required in Major Williams' demonstrations,
during which he will always be within
sight of the air field. Use of the ultrahigh frequency channel demands
ly sharp tuning and all the unitsextremein this
radio equipment are crystal- controlled
for
this purpose.
Our Information Bureau will gladly sup-

ply manufacturers' names and addresses of
any items mentioned in Short Wave Craft,
Please enclose stamped return envelope.

Don't miss W2AMN's Transmitter
description in next "HAM' issue!

when writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com
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"Magic Brain" and "Eye"

Make S -W Tuning Easy
(Continued from page 712)
electronic imthe electrical shadow. The
an accurate
age thus produced is not only
also tells
visual tuning indicator, but
the station's signal
at a glance how stronginterference,
if any,
is and the amount of
registers every
that is present, because it antenna.
radioactive impulse in the
In the schematic of Figure 1 we seetothat
the
is applied
the detected signal voltage of
the 6E5 from
grid of the triode section
In
point A of the diode- detector circuit.
turns the dial
tuning in a station, as one more
negative
slowly, grid GI, becomes
with respect to the Cathode, C. This someans
that
is decreased
that the plate current
the 1
a decreased voltage will exist across staMegohm plate resistor R. When the
the detion is tuned exactly to resonance
of the 6E5,
tected signal fed to the grid 61,current
pracis such as to reduce the plate
ray- control
tically to zero. Note that the
the
to
electrode, G2, is connected directly
posiplate of the triode and varies withasthe
the sigtive voltage on the plate so that
denal is tuned in and the drop across Rbeing
creases, the voltage on G2 increases,
off
a maximum at resonance. As one tunes
voltage
of resonance the decreased negativebias
and
at A causes a decreasing grid plate curtherefore an increasing triode
rent. This increasing plate current ininturn
R,
causes an increasing voltage drop of
the
thus lowering the positive potential
ray- control electrode G2.
It is the variation of the voltage thus obtained on the ray- control electrode which
and
controls the displacement of electrons
is
causes the "Eye" to close as the station
tuned -in and open as the station is tuned out.

Television Advances
In Italy

RSR

HAYNES

5-tu6e Receiver

2V2
TO

555
METERS

NO SKI PS

- NO

REGENERATION

PLUS

DEAD SPOTS

SUPER-REGENERATION!!!

Combined for the first time ih..
gle receiver having the greatest tuainu
range ever incorporated in one set.
A. J. Haynes, who designed the first
first
regenerative kit set (1922) and thechose
superheterodyne kit set (1924) of his
RACO to build the final model
new R -S -R receiver -another first AND
DOES IT PERFORM!
The R -S -R is not only a remarkably
fine DX receiver for all of the short
wave and broadcast bands but it is the
smoothest super -regenerator we have
ever seen, giving exceptionally efficient
reception on the 5 and 10 meter bands.
Come in and see us; operate the
R -S -R yourself and look over our special U.H.F. equipment- transceivers,la-5
meter M.O.P.A.'s, etc., all at direct
boratory built prices.

Self contained power supply.
* Multi -band switching (no plug -in
coils) down to 15 meters.
coils below
* High efficiency plug-in
15 meters with super -regeneration.
* Electrical plus mechanical bandspread.
* Dual regeneration control.
regeneration.
* Hiss control on super* Perfect logging and absolute stability on super -regeneration.
* Dynamic speaker and earphone re-

*

ception.

* Tubes used -2
1

1IG43, and

1

MG6K7's,

1

MG25Z5,

I

76.

ORDER DIRECT FROM

THIS AD
5/t A65

Complete R -S -It .set: s Red. rested. with
Read,
5 tubes. speaker, and cabinet.
to hi se to and 'Pee,"

Lft

Complete kit: unit Rea, Including dsnamir51495
potter
cabinet'and11u1çltrhrI test ra
t.e
rsneaker.

716)
from p
(Co' lr
(stranded)
litz
fine
very
of
brush made
wire would touch the photo- sensitive surSTREET
136 LIBERTY
RADIO CONSTRUCTORS
face of the photo- electric cell. that this
NEW
DEPT. H
ST.
EXPORT DEPT. -105
It is easy to understand
the
"touching" electron beam decreases
against
"resistance" of the cell vacuumtrick
also
r
the radiation of electrons. This
increases the speed of the electrons which
layer
are radiated by the photo -sensitive
TO BUILD A NEW "RIG "?
of the cell, and since electron beam of the
of
a
kind
as
WE STOCK ALL
cathode -ray tube is used
photo -elec"bridge or conductor" for the new
photothe
of
sensitivity
trons the
EQUIPMENT
cell increases tremendously.
e.eréiiiis
FOR TRANSMITTER
Contrary to the similar devices of
sy*
,ata'aTO
Zworykin and Farnsworth, a mechanically
REQUIREMENTS
forni
operated scanning instrument in the
LICENSED RADIO
ú;tl'sy:s7;eitiiiif
scan
to
is
applied
drum
of a tiny mirror
:'ss.,ian9.er.e.a:es!ráe?i
Al BOTH OF OUR STOR SS
_er;
the image.
Our catalog on request only to those
xe:e.r.r.:_. --""
obtained
impulses
-electrical
photo
Virginia
The
Ohio. W.
Pennsylvania,
in
living
as
by the Telepantoscop" which consists
of a
explained above, of a combination
are
r a factory built prophoto cell and a cathode -ray tube,
Git e Mutt :r nri
-amplifier of norfessional appearance by building it on
then transmitted to a presurprisingly
ST.
TWELFTH
30
small 501-3 GRANT
one of these units
'4 WHEELING, W.VA.
mal design but having
to PITTSBURGH, SPA.
high. Cane deUndrilled chassis -2 t shield
dimensions. It might be ofofinterest
1919
Established
cover.
size
small
sign perforated metal
notice that this pre- amplifier
curve,
in black wrinkle enamel.
Finished
has an absolutely flat response
-List $3.00
GOOD RESULTS Permand
No. 1125 -13''2' x 5" x 81:ó" high
starting with 25 cycles up to 1,000,000
-List $3.75
has
No. 1126-17 " x 7' x 81/4' high
cycles! Since the "Télépantoscop"
x la' x 8sa' high -List $4.25
"
-17
II27
No.
-amppre
INSTRUMENTS
the
also
GOOD
(and
dimensions,
small
4000 Discount to Radio Dealers and Amateurs
possible to
lifier is of small size) it wassome
New Catalog Sent Free Upon Request
optical
TRIPLETT manufactures
install both parts including instrument
elecof
line
complete
a
BUD RADIO INC. Ohio
devices and a synchronization film camCleveland,
trical instruments for ra1937 E. 55th St.
into a box as large as a normal
dio, electrical and genera.
by the
eral industrial purposes
The television receivers made
an image 8 by
"HAM"SPECIAL T;lêo;;
both standard and cusItalian Company reproduce
cathode
of
A highly efficient
tom b u i l t -For better
10 inches in size, by means
a.'
v Pteacher
180
of
definition
short wave work, write
ray tubes. An image
sell paper tape, having two
second,
per
frames
25
with
ro, s of perforation, Write for
catalogue.
for
or 240 lines,
Milliammeter
ray Fees f.rlderr, W, 4 DEA
may be recreated upon thea cathode
h deal
Model 321
.1,ï
-.i,rr
tube screen. The price of complete reo(
We re the
ceiver is about $640.00.
RI pCiT
this type in st
Triplett Dierks!
I.r.,rrrmen...;th taPÌ.r. r' .red
TELEPLEIt CO.
Instrument Co.
Nteuvoa
York C,ts
,....r... xII l," 311.98 X72 COrtiandt St.. New
1M Harmon Drive
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
Watch for Details of Good A.F. Amplifier
Bluffton, Ohio
in Next Issue!
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Please mention Snowy WAVE CRAFT when writing
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TUBE

PRICES

REDUCED!

First Grade Tubes- Licensed by

R. C. A.

-All

prices F. O. B. Newark, N.J. Orders for less
than $3.00 not accepted. 20% deposit required
on all orders.

A

3 -Tube Battery Type

S -W

(Continued from page 714)

Receiver

same time this choke offers very high im- resistor
pedance to the audio frequency. The 250,- ate at to the 33, all the tubes will opertwo volts. Although
000 ohm resistance is used to eliminate any
difference
Your
can be noticed by ear, if the no
Your fringe -howl
resistance is
which
might
be
present.
Cost
By
left
Cost using impedance
out,
no
doubt
the
tube
manufacturer
coupling instead of
9c
59e
knows best when he
that these tubes
ance, we get almost double the gain resistin the should be run at two said
volts! The total "A"
Type Type Type Type Type Type detector tube.
current drain is .26 amp.
6 volts and the
27
01A 24A 19
1V
83V
"B" drain at 135 volts isat about
Audio Stage Uses a 33 Tube
20 mills.
45
12A
35 -51 20
22
106
The audio stage uses a high -gain pentode,
26
36
33
32
6F7
type 33. This gives enough loud-speaker
30
38
42
34
PZH volume for all but the weakest stations.
43
31
39
53
182B Notice should be taken of the type of output circuit used. By this means, all of the
37
41
46
59
183
plate current is kept out of the speaker,
40
44
49
79
484
which should be a sensitive magnetic type.
84
56
47
55
485
Provision is made for earphones, which,
1A6
71A 57
75
686
when used, cuts out the speaker automati2A3
58
10
76
77
cally. A tone- control is also used
in this
2A7
set and helps get rid of the background
80
82
78
81
2B7 12A5 noise on some of the weaker stations.
83
85
OOA
When building this set, or any set, be
6A40a) 12A7
5Z3
89
sure to use the best of parts.
That old
6D6 99V 6A6 50
saying
that "A chain is no stronger
6A7 586
than
99X
its weakest link," is still very
true in the
2A5 6B7
radio field. All the tube sockets
are iso2A6 6Z4(84)
lantite; the condensers,
the ganged
tuning condensers and theboth
6C6 99Std
35 mint. R.F.
padding condenser are Hammarlund and
12Z3 WD11
have isolantite insulation, and the coils
25Z5 WD12
used in this set are the new H animarlund
A bottom view of the receiver.
wound on XP -53 fours. These were
B. H. Rectifier Tube
S .89 coils
already wound, but may be
Photo Electric Cells
1.25 purchased
If
wound by hand if the constructor
above
de- low d, notrouble should rbet
Supersensitive Relays for Photosires. All fixed condensers should sohave
had in r buildcell
2.95 a voltage rating of 400 volts to insure a ing this set and getting it to work.
large
safety
factor
Friction Tape, 2 oz
.05
and should be of any
Results on Test
type. The resistors should also
Supersensitive Galena Crystal
.12 approved
by the author
be of a standard make and should have
for
t
s
hepast
a several monthswi
a
.69 rating of Si: of 1 watt. No provision
Bakelite Panels 7 "x12"
with "swell"
results. On the Police, Amateur
was
Cadmium Plated Chassis 5 "x9 "
.15 made in the set for a doublet aerial be- wave broadcast bands, almost and shortstations
4 -5 -6 Prongs Wafer Sockets, ea
.03 cause there is very little noise in the open come in on the loud-speaker. all
Some "for" country" anyway. An inverted L
eign"
stations,
such
4 -5 -6 Prongs Isolantite Sockets,
type
as
the
South
American,
about
feet long is being used by the English, German, French, Spanish,
.24 author 75with
ea.
very good results.
can, and Canadian stations, come in MexiS.W. Coils, set of four, 15 to 200
more volume that you will need in the with
Arrangement of Parts on Chassis
avermeters, 4 prong
.39
age room. Twenty meter phone stations
This set is built on a steel sub -base 11 have been received regularly
Pie Wound R.F. Chokes 2.5 M.H .24
from
South
inches x 71/2 inches x 21/2 inches and the America and Europe. Police
4 -5 -6 Prong Plug -in Coil Forms,
80 meter
is 12 inches x 7 inches. The follow- and 160 meter phones, etc., calls,
have
ea.
.08 panel
been
reing layout was used,
be used ceived from all over the country! And as
.32 by anyone making thisandset.should
Line Cord Resistors, any size
for C.W. -the set's "alive" with it!
In
the
back
Metal End Resistors, any ohms
.05 left -hand corner is the detector tube and
Regular broadcast
may be used in
in the front of this is the three -winding this set, making it acoils
.22 detector
Test Prods
all -wave job.
coil. In the middle of the set in If broadcast coils are swell
bought, about ha'f
Aluminum Panels, 7x12
.48 the front is the two -gang
140 mmf. tun- of the interwound coil or primary on the
2.95 ing condenser. Back of this is the 700 detector coil should be taken off
Double Button Microphones
the
Heavy Filament Wire, 15 ft
.10 henry choke and to the rear of this is the set will not be very selective and or
almost
33 power tube. On the right of the all stations will block the
Spaghetti Tubing 30 in. length
.03 type
detector.
set at
back is the R.F. coil
in setI have had very fine success with this
Mike Spring, 8 for
.15 front ofthe
this is the R.F. tube. Noticeand
and I am sure that you Hams or Funs
that,
Rola F4 Speaker, Dynamic, 3,000
by placing the R.F. and detector coils in who construct it, will
agree with nie.
this
position, they are as far apart as posohms, 5"
2.15
and the R.F. plate lead to the detecParts
List
Best Grade Push Back Wire, 25 ft .13 sible
tor coil is as short as possible. Two wing Cl -2 gang 140 mmf. condenser.
5 tube AC -DC Dynamic sets, com-35 mmf. variable.
type shields are used and these prevent C2
C3-4 -.1 mf. 400 volts.
plete with 5 tubes, Dynamic
inter -coupling of the two circuits.
C4 -.0001
mica condenser.
Speaker, wired
6.95
On the panel to the extreme left is the C5- .00025 mf.
mf. mica
Indoor Ribbon Aerial
.26 regeneration control and one of the battery C6-.25 mf.
Next is the tone control. Next C7 -.02 -400 volt.
Tip Jacks
.05 switches.
C8 -1 mf. -400 volt condenser; Cornellis the dial, which gives a high ratio and
Dubilier.
is
Bakelite Knife Switches
.19 easy to mount;
-800 ohms resistor.
below this is the earphone R1
25,000 ohm var. and SW1 (switch).
Polymet Single 8 Mfd. Condenser,
jack. The next knob is the R.F. padder R2R3 -100 ohm resistor.
500 Volts
.39 and on the extreme right is the R.F. gain R4- 100,000 ohms
resistor.
control and the other switch. Two switches R5-5 meghom resistor.
Polymet Dual 8 Mfd. Condenser,
have
to
R6be
50,000
used,
ohm
one for the A battery and
var. resistor and SW2 (switch).
500 Volts
.69 the second for the
R7 -40 000 ohm resistor.
B batteries. The entire
Neutralizing Tool
R8250.000 ohm resistor.
.32 set is enclosed in a black crackle
R9- 250,000 ohm resistor.
Midget Condenser, 140 Mmf., 1
box with a hinged cover. All wiring,enamel
espe- RIO- 50,000 ohm resistor.
gang
.55 cially the grid and plate leads, should be CHI -2 -2.1 millihenry
R.F. choke.
as short as possible. Perhaps many of you CH2-700 henry A.F. choke.
Midget Condenser, 150 Mmf., 1
"Hams" and "Fans" interested in this
-30 henry A.F. choke.
set CH3
gang
.55 wonder why
the 100 ohm resistor is used 1-Closed- circuit jack.
Midget Condenser, 140 Mmf., 2
in the filament circuit. As the tubes are 1-Aerial and ground posts.
-wire cable.
gang
1.05 all two volt type, they are wired in series 11 -4
-twin tip jack.
thus 4 No. 6 (11/2 volts each) dry cells 1-Head Phones
1.29 and
aubpanel 7 t,6 "x 11 "x2? _."
may be used as the "A" supply. Two of 1- panel -7 "x12 ".
Rola F5B 6" Dynamic Speaker,
tubes, the type 15, draw .22
cabinet- 7 "x8"x 12 ".
each 12,500 Ohm
2.70 these
1-set 4 -prong coils;
while the 33 needs .26 amp. If theamp.
Hammarlund (See Jan.
resistor
Desk Mike Stands
Q. Box for data.l
1.25 was not used the two 15's would operate
1-set
6
-prong
coils;
Hammarlund.
at a voltage a little in excess of two volts, 1 -type 33
RCA Radiotron.
while the 33 would run a little under two 2 -type 15 tube.
No Catalogue
Lowest Prices
RCA Radiotran.
volts. But by using Ohm's law, we find 1 -4 -prong tubes.
isolant;te socket.
that
100
ohms
1
-6
-prong
at
4
volts
olantite
will pass
rocket.
37 Lock Street
amp.
which is the difference in current .04
5-prong isolantite socket.
between 2Newark, N. J. the
1 -5 -prong wafer socket.
15 and the 33. By shunting the two
15's (as shown in the diagram) with the Nuts, bolts. hookup wire, etc.
2 -tube shields.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing
adv ertisers
REGULAR TUBES
Your
Your
Your
Your
Cost
Cost
Cost
Cost
19c
29c
29c
49c
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i
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Short Waves and
Long Raves

HERE

(Continued from page 719)

-

Canada, Cuba, Chile, South America,
Alaska.
waii, Guam Australia, Mexico, phone,
all
One hundred and sixty meter
Districts of U. S.A.
Several antennas are used, five of them
to be exact. They are as follows:
Five meter Picard vertical for five
meters only.
Eighty meter Zepp., for ten, twenty,
forty and eighty meters.
Two twenty meter half -wave doublets,
transone vertical, one horizontal, used in
mitting or receiving.
Hertz,
Forty meter half -wave end -fed
type (with
can be used also as Marconi
the
including
ground) on several bands, band.
one hundred and sixty meter
in
Many thanks for all the fine articles
hope
Short Wave Craft
tinue to further the nart of short-wave
radio.
W6ERT

Model 10
Sargent
5 Tube Receiver

LOOK AT THESE FEATURES -All -Wave
Dials.
Band Spread. Illuminated Airplane Switch
Built -in 5-inch Jensen Speaker. Coil COILS
-IN
PLUG
Changing
-NO
for Wave
-- Built -in Hum -free Power Supply. Large
Tuning Knobs, Headphone Jack.

AMATEUR NET PRICES

Ampl(announcing Sargent Regenerative Preinput does the trick.
tu
tube
itt Only
substitute
There
l'
used
needed-only one is used. Ifae we
couldn't
cough to light a Christmas treeInto
the
noise
down
digs
improve it. Actually
It on
level and pulls out the weak ones. Use
any super -the better the super the better it
many

ill work.

lrelgn

l

Included
Tubes and S
547.50
Model 10 -CA. 15 -3750 deters. Complete
$39.50
Model 10 -MA, 15 -1hh00 Meters. Complete
134.50
Complete
Meters.
-550
15
10
-SA.
Model
We Use and Recommend RCA Tubes
D.C. and Battery Prices on Request.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

stations

E. M. SARGENT CO.

Write for full description.
212

AL GOODYEAR,
1917 So. Mesa St.,

San Pedro, Calif.

and we hope you
coming 12
enjoy SHORT WAVE CRAFT thestation,
one
You have a tip -top
issues.
bacon.
that "steps out" and brings homeofthe
some of
Why not write a description
and reyour apparatus, both transmitters
and send
ceivers; tell how they are built
apparatus.
a clear photo or two of the
Editor.)
We're waiting "Al

(Congratulotions "Al"

Westinghouse
Power Generator
Manufactured for

U. S.

AMPERITEHIGH

...

ENOUGH (ONLY 2000 OHMS)
TO INTRODUCE SERIOUS
LOSSES IN UNE UP TO 205.

Per:acer condenser ,ni cry:
elites No changes nee

one 31.
(3 -tube) using two type 30's
and
Am operating on 20 and 40 meters,
and 34
so far have worked 6 continents
countries on 20 meters!
is 30 to 35
The output of my transmitter
the right -hand
watts. The instrument onand
has been in
top shelf is a recorder,

trsnslorner

input

MODEL

and its losses. Eliminates hnba
trouble and feedbemk

'SMOOTH-RCTIen

STAIlDS

A. C.
ELECTRICAL POWER

never require adjustment.

WILL NOT "CREEP ". Tightens
with only 14 turn of clutch. Mike

a

can be rotated without loosening

I

1

Ihrer

get 200
phase AC. etc.. eto.

clutch. SMOOTH. PNEUMATIC LIKE ACTION up and down. A
model for every purpose. WRITE
FOR ILLUSTRATED BULLETIN S.

tSO

There Are Over 25 Applications

BLUE -PRINT 22 x 28 In. and Four -Page
x 12 in. INSTRUCTION SHEETS FREE.
$
reGenerator. as described. Including four and
Blue-priai
placement carbon brushes.
instruct Ions ...
Send $2.00_. deposit balance C.O.D.
Shipping weight 18 lbs.
$1.50 per
Replarealent rat ban bruahrs Imughl separate
Set of Instructions bought separate $1.00.0
net of four.
MONEY -BACK CI-ARAN-TEE.
8b'a

i

I

successful use for the ofrecording of messages up to a distanceH. BÉUKES,IZUIX,
P. O. Box 19, Reitz Street,
Africa.
Somerset West, C. P., South
hare details
work,
Editor.)
of that

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY
Illinois

Daily Weather Maps
By Radio

Has the New All Star
Transmitter Kit

5t0 West Washington Blyd..

Dept. SW 436,

AMPER/T£ am

AMPERI TE
`

Send for details and prices.

.

n

S61

rtaritb

eROADwsn

=

etw coo.

MICROPHONE

MACHINE
ECONOMY CODE
!.earn role easily.

-$12
ur
at
>

rnienn and economically.

Itlstruetogranll prinComplete et tilt choler
of 5 lapes, and Blok of
Instructions. Delivered postU.S. A. semi
Poll

Famous
ciple.

Chicago,

"CHI -RAD"

for

rnu le.
UST S4100 with coup.
ling. MODEL RS.H for
pech, but can olso
be used ter music. UST
532.00 with couptnq.
Write la Bulletin H.

Positive, nonsliding, ball-bearing clutch! Will never wear out

your
Windmill. from available Waterpower. from Foot
Automobile. from your Motorcycle. from your Bicycle.
'Transmitters.
pedals m Handerank for transimnable Radin
In
do sou wa
Ptrmtg l'laalllahla. \dwrrtising Signal:
'operate AC Radio lsets from 32aV.r DC farm ;ightsystems:
from

RB -H.

speech and

ÌjQ111POSlTIVF-Rno-

phase and

South Africaand

HU
ELM TROUBLE

OPERATE DIRECTLY INTO
BUT NOT HIGH
GRID

E::me

All the Way from

LEYELYELO[ITY

THIS MICROPHONE IS HIGH
ENOUGH IN IMPEDANCE TO

110 V. AC

George Vesely Has
"Liver' Station in

Editor.)

Oakland, Calif.

S

Operates WITHOUT PRE -AMP
HIGH IMPEDANCE-2000 OHMS

"!-

my
used
Many of your hookups areresults.
The
station and give excellent
the
because
"QSL" cards are kept in fileHoping I see
walls cannot be defaced.
my station in "S.W.C." soon.
Y, W
GEORGE VESELY,
S
K St.,
18th
1520
Chicago, Ill.
here
wish;
your
(Well, George, you get
station.-she is. Looks like a "live wire"

Dept.

Ninth St.

Sig n.d CO,PC

Watt.

200

RECEIVER!

YOUR

-

Add THOUSANDS of Miles
to Your Present Range

6.50
n, your log.
g. 1l'rice $16.50

IS

to
COMMERCIAL TUNING RANGE.no 15
skips,
3750 Meters Continuous Tuning.
no dead spots. Special Coil and Tap Switch
design permits this extension in wave coverage without adding losses.
TIME SIGNALS. Long and Short Wave
Time Signal coverage. Gets the Navy time
and
signals from 2400 to 2700 meter stations,
time signals from all over the world on short
saves.
WEATHER REPORTS. High efficiency from
2000 to 2400 meters for weather broadcasts
(code). Airplane beacon weather reports
(voice) 900 to 1500 meters.
A knockSHIP -TO -SHORE TELEGRAPH. wave
teleout on 600 and 700 meters. Short
world.
over
the
all
graph from
POLICE CALLS.
AMATEUR PHONES
it
Covers them all. Band Spreader makes
easy to pick them out in the crowded bands.
UpSUPER.
A COMPANION FOR YOUR
to -date amateur stations are putting in Model
to as a companion to the big super -het. The
flexibility of this receiver makes possible the
emergency coverage of ALL WAVES.

W6ERT'S HAM STATION

Twenty meter phone Mexico City,
Santa Domingo, Eastern Canada, all of the
U. S. Districts and Hawaii.
Forty meters CW, all continents several
times.
Seventy meter phone, all U.S. Districts,
Canada, Mexico, Hawaii. Alaska.
Eighty meters CW, all U.S. Districts,
Ha-

Operators

Radio

',Galva ni

912

Lakeside Place

Build

forrtull

INSTRUCTOORAPH
COMPANY.
e t. W. 4111.

YOUR OWN
Charger

Slow Speed Wind

We show
from old auto generator. building
for
you how. Make money

buildings and play
others. Light your complete
(Continued front page 715)
in your old S. W. receiver for a
radio. Dime brings generatorplans and
Trade
different
two
on
be sent to the ships
FREE
new One at Chi -Rad's
refunded.
n uatrefnSxtiisfaa
logarnteed
to transmisfrequencies, one adapted
liberal terms.
MCO.
Ughts
othMANUFACTURING
^t
the
and
miles,
LEJAY
1500
about
to
up
sion
1417 W. Lake St.,
greater
over
transmission
to
APPARATUS
suited
RADIO
er
CHICAGO
thus
distances. The ship operatorsofwill
COMPANY, Inc.
most efbe able to select the frequency
AlHeadquarters
for "Hams" for 15 years
position.
their
for
ficient reception
Have you the six best short wave radio
W'9PST
IX'9RAconsist
first
at
will
service
though the
III.
books? See our ad on page 760.
Chicago,
the facsimile
415 S. Dearborn St.
largely of weather maps,
in the reapparatus will also be tested
ception of type matter and pictures.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
c

www.americanradiohistory.com
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HV -475 Transmitter Power Supply

ALTIIOL WI designed as a companion
unit for Eilen 11F -35 SW transmitter,
83
LTSOKEs
C PULTES
this compact and well designed power pack
may be used with any type transmitter
475
having similar power requirements.
VOLTS
aMF
Inspection of the circuit diagram reveals
the use of the popular type 83 mercury
vapor full -wave rectifier in a well filtered
circuit. A power transformer supplying
2.5
,5
1200 volts C.T. at 200 M.A., 2% volts
at
7 amp., 5 volts at 3 amp., and
7% volts at
CT
C.T.
3 amp. is used.
1
A switch in
primary
('
oboi
on
circuit permits the unit to betheturned
on
and off. The output of the mercury vapor
6066.866"\
PT.
rectifier is fed into a two section filter
5w
-rl-' C
network having an exceedingly high ripple
attenuation. In order to have ample insurance against condenser breakdown, two Diagram above shows connections of the
11V -475 transmitter power supply.
8 mf. electrolytic filter condensers are used
in series at each of the usual condenser
locations. The resulting 60 henries of inThis article prepared front data supplied
ductance and 12 mf. capacity. results in a by courtesy of Eilen Radio
Laboratories.
filter capable of giving up to 200 nl.a. of
pure direct current to the transmitter. No
ripple whatever is noticeable on the transmitter's carrier when used with
this unit.
The entire unit is mounted in a heavy.
black shrivel finished metal chassis
cabinet. Cabinet dimensions are such and
as
to fit directly under 1IF -35 transmitter,
presenting an unusually neat and
businesslike appearance.

;IItam()I

IISI

It's Easy to Build the
ALL -STAR TRANSMITTER

ANYONE

with screw driver, pliers and
iron, and only a kitchen table to stork n.
efficient ALL-STAR TRANS \I ITT}:R.

the

bu.

tali

Photographs and Diagrams
Make Assembly Easy
Drilled chassis and detailed Instructions.

photographs, enable you lo build w'Ilhmn including
laborious
drilling or nrellirting. Instruction Sheet gl,es
-step procedure. With 21 photographs and eight stepdiaCmnplete constructional data and diagram.
;1 pnotpald. or FRE;r,
nith foundation units.

List of Parts

Specified Parts Stocked by Jobber
parts approved
)..

v

i

sober.

-t
N1ÌMPG.
culll'.II bRI.l

ELEC. MFG.
CO. -CORN

t

Ii

See

E.

INST.

F. JOHNSON CO.

2- Filter

111.1E11

('O.-MINUTE

('ROWE NAME

Your Jobber or Write

OVILD VP

ROWN

w

ALL
TAR
TRANSMITTER

1200 V. sec. C.T.

chokes.

trans-

Dubilier.

The power- supply is mounted in a neat
and substantial cabinet, provided with a
switch as shown.

Steel Tape Now Records Voice
For Re- broadcast

ALL -STAR
HEADQUARTERS
222 W. Adams St.,

-High voltage

Thordarson.
6- former.
Condensers -8 mf. Cornell

CO-HA NI-

El.L-DI

TIRIPLETT EI.E('.

NIFG. Co.

l'L.tTF.

1

by the designers are stocked
and made by these prnWr-nnenu(ae-

d

V iv.

Chicap

rl

nLnr uì

t

...n

pn9, 7111

part of the program.
the actual recording time to a fraction of
The method by which the steel
the recording time when low speed is apALL -STAR TRANSMITTER
ings are made is shown in Fig. A. recordIn
acThat is the main reason why the
cordance with current fluctuations caused plied.
British Broadcasting Company records
(Build It Yourself!)
Ly a microphone, similar strong
onor
weak
ly
the
NOR'! Any amateur
magnetic impressions are recorded on the music "news bulletins" on steel -tape, but
pliers am'.
soldering iron. an
exclusively
, .
on
wax
.l
records.
1r.able to work
steel wire or tape. How this method acon. can build
A great advantage of the steel -tape reSTAIR TRA NS
M17TEIt -which combineefficient
works may be seen from following cording
ite engi- tually
is the fact that one and the same
neerinng skill of seven Lading sponsr- niannr:ulnrers.
description.
steel
-tape can be used again and
again
40 to 500 Watts -No Waste!
If a piece of steel wire or steel tape for recordings.
Usually sifter the tape has
passes in front of the recording magnet been played back,
it
is led in
of a
which in turn is connected with
mi- powerful "extinguishing" or front
"wipe -off"
Foundation units drilled and machined, reader
crophone amplifier) the molecules the
for
of
the
magnet
which
"erases"
assembly.
the
previous
resteel will be disarranged because of the cordings, or in
other words bring the
Send us your orders
magnetic flux emanating from the record- molecules back into
their natural posiing magnet, which moves the tiny iron tion. Such
"erased" steel -tape can be
molecules more or less out of their na- used at onceanfor
HARRISON
new recordings. without
tural
position.
When
such
a piece of steel any decrease in reproduction quality.
RADIO CO.
wire
with
''disarranged
molecules,"
West Broadway.
TRANSMITTER 12 New
magnetic voice and music recordings, or
is
York City
moved in front of the "pickup" magnet,
MICROPNONE
PICKUP
DSPEAKER
electromagnetic "disturbances" are proMAGNET
Y
duced in the pickup magnet, which are an
HEADQUARTERS For
exact replica of the original "disturbAMPLIFIER
ances" produced by the microphone curThe Sensational
MIL
IATTERY
rent in the recording magnet. Since it is
easy to convert electromagnetic flux variations into electrical impulses by winding a
coil around the pickup magnet, the reproTRANSMITTER
duction process is quite simply solved.
STEEL
TAPE
The minute electrical impulses as furnished by the pickup magnet coil are sent
BATT
RECORDING
through an amplifier. which in turn is
MAGNET
/
EVTINGU15N
connected
5w
with
a
-Wave Receivers
loudspeaker; or if radiMAGNET
FIG A
ation to the broadcasting listeners is deWe carry a complete One of parts for all the new
Short Wave Receivers.
sired, over a preamplifier to the transmitter. Since a steel tape recording can be Diagram showing how "recording" and
played back as often as desired without 'extinguishing" magnets are arranged
M Et H Sporting Goods Co. wearing
°tit, and the recording time is
with respect to moving steel tape.
sot MARKET ST.
PHILADELPHIA
theoretically unlimited, through the use
=7N Adanda-Ace., Atlantis City, N. J.
of a long enough wire, the advantages of
this recording method seems to surpass $20.00 Prize Monthly for Best Set
any other sound recording method devised.
THE editors are looking for "new" re1
However, as it is often the case in sciceiving circuits
to 5 tubes preence, there are some important disad- ferably. A $20.00 -from
ELIMINATE
monthly prize will he
vantages involved. Only the frequencies awarded to the best
-wave receiver
7t ü/t the
between 50 and 2000 cycles may be repro- submitted. The closingshort
date for each conduced if the speed of the steel tape is one test is 75 days preceding
of issue
NEW MILLER meter per second (about 3.29 feet per sec- (March 15 for the June issue.date
etc.). In the
ond). The frequency response curve may event of a tie, an equal prize will
be given
LINE FILTER be enlarged by increasing the speed but to each contestant so
tieing. Address all
J. W. MILLER COMPANY
then
the
steel
-tape
consumption
goes up entries to: Editor,
5917 to M... s.. L,. o
WAVE CRAFT,
in a tremendous degree, thus shortening 99 Hudson St., NewSHORT
York City.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
g
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Receiver
to 10 Meter
front pane
729)

(Continued
try five!
tance) and want a new thrill,
shows
The set pictured with this article
given
an extremely simple layout that has
past six
very good results. During the with
months your authors, in common variousmany
deother hams, have been trying work. Coltector circuits for five -meter the so- called
pitta, straight Ultra -audion,
-some
electron- circuit, and several others,
"put
with the weirdest of circuits, were
have been
through the mill." Of all that
described has
tried to date, the set to becombination
of
shown the highest usable
selectivity and sensitivity.
The diagram for this super -regenerative
set will seem quite unorthodox, Asbutwillthen
be
so are most circuits for five.
the
seen, a metal tube, 6C5, is used for tube
glass
detector. A type '42 Pentodenot
wish to
is used as audio. If you do
'76 for
type
a
use
purchase metal tubes,
almost as
the detector. You will find itwant
to use
good as the 6C5. Should you
2'2 volt tubes, use a '56 as the detector
and a 2A5 as the audio tube.
to
The layout of the chassis, from left arright, is: detector tube, coil condenser
and
rangement mounted on bakeliteof strip,
the audio
audio tube. Directly in front
tube is the audio transformer.
On the panel, the controls from left to
tunright are: super- regeneration control,
ing dial, and volume control. The switch
below the tuning dial is connected in the
"B" plus lead and is used to render the
receiver inoperative during a transmitting

make of twisted pair feeder, makes a very
efficient antenna. Always be sure to get
the antenna vertical. A vertical "sky hook" catches more of the quasi -opticala
waves roaming through the air, than
horizontal antenna does. Needless to say,
the higher the better! Some very fine
results have been obtained by a radio amateur who flies his antenna from a kite three
hundred feet in the air!
Coupling the antenna to the set is the
next most important step in getting the
most out of a five -meter set. The method
of coupling a doublet type of antenna is
largely a matter of experimentation.
Sometimes the "pie" winding gives best
results; at others the regular coil arrangement. If a single wire vertical antenna is
used, couple it to the grid through a very
small "postage- stamp" type variable condenser.
There is one point which cannot be overstressed. That is short leads in the detecit,
tor circuit. If you can possibly do the
solder the plate of the tube directly on
condenser.
Besides the regular grounds to chassis,
use a common ground point to which all
returns to ground are made. Ground the
.006 plate block condenser right at the
cathode connection on the tube.
Just one more thing and we're through
with the set itself. If you use an expensive pair of earphones, the output coupling circuit diagrammed will be "insurance" against burning them out. If you
use a magnetic speaker, as you probably
period.
two will, due to the loud signal the set puts
Under the chassis there are only
out, the output arrangement isn't needed.
fixed condensers and one fixed resistor,
The power -supply used with the set is a
is
plus the wiring. The layout of the set
unit supplying 6.3 volts for filament
simple
even
that
easy
so
wiring
the
and
so simple
and 250 volts for the plate. No trouble was
writing about it makes it seem involved.
experienced with hum, but should there be
The best thing to say is that if the wiring
another filter condenser and an extra
diagram is followed carefully, you can't any,
choke will fix it up. Another method of
miss.
hum, should it arise, is groundNow for several pointers about the set eliminating
ing one side of the filament through a
itself. Let's start at the antenna and
paper condenser. Try both sides of
work through the set. A good antenna is .1 mf.
u.h. the filament circuit, and one side will show
quite an important factor for the bestfour
a decided decrease in hum level.
two
frequency work. A doublet with
operation the set is extremely simple.
foot legs, fed in the center with a good SetInthe
super- regeneration control just past
the point where a loud hissing noise is
heard, and tune slowly over the dial. When
you tune in a station, the hiss will either
disappear completely or fade into the background, depending on the strength of the
signal being received. The volume control
is used in normal fashion, and you'll need
it, because local stations "blast" the
speaker!
This article has been prepared from data
supplied by courtesy of Eagle Radio Co.

Parts List

Eagle Minuteman 2t4 to 10 Meter Receiver
Minuteman black- crackled chassis and panel- Eagle.
Vernier 3 inch dial -Z.
Variable midget .000025. Hammarlund Star.
Condenser .00005 mt. mica.
Condenser .006 mt. pigtail.
Condenser .5 mf. 400 volt.
Condenser 10 mt. 35 volt.
Resistor -range 10 to 20 megohm (fixed).
Resistor 1000 ohm. 2 watt.
Potentiometer 60,000 ohm.
ohm.
1- Potentiometer 500,000
I -High frequency choke.

1111Eagle Minuteman "power -supply"

(nit

Fifth

Prize

Sixth to Fifteenth Prizes each

1

5.00
3.00
2.00

Read full details of $50.00 prize

contest for "best letter" explaining what Ten Things in Short
Waves interest you most Today,
page 588, February issue.

1331-5
11

10.00

-Wafer
-Wafer
-Wafer

socket. 8- prong.
socket, 6- prong.
socket. 4 -prong for power supply.
Toggle switch S.P.S.T.
Insulated tip jacks.
Interchangeable coils 2':.. 5, and 10 meters
-Eagle.
Spiral -wound ant. coupling coil -Eagle.
2 -Black bakelite knobs.
Ant -gnd and speaker terminals.
inch magnetic speaker.
1
Extension coupling with 3 inch shaft.
1

$20.00

1.00

-Audio transformer.

1

$50.00 CASH PRIZE
CONTEST
First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Fourth Prize

11I111-

Parts List
Eagle Minuteman Power Supply
-Power supply chassis -Eagle Radio.
1Power transformer.
mill. choke -Eagle.
1 -30 hy. 100

proudly

RCA

presents the
ACR-1 75

$119

NEETT- f.o.b.

factory

This new RCA amateur receiver incorporates every desirable feature of de-

sign, construction and operation,

including several remarkable new
developments. Translate the follow-

ing into performance advantages in

your station:
5 to 600 meters, continuous
Ultra -selective crystal filter
3. "Magic Eye" tuning and signal strength indicator
4. Actual signal input read directly in microvolts
align5. Iron Core i. f. Transformers (permanent
ment, high gain)
6. Metal Tubes
7. 11 tubes, 2 i. f. stages
8. Increased sensitivity
9. Greater selectivity with or without crystal
10. Improved signal -to -noise ratio
11. Improved a. v. c.
12. Greater band spread
13. Separate dynamic speaker
14. Pre- selection
15. Band change by switch
16. Individual coils for each band
17. Unusual stability
in
18. Iron -core heterodyne oscillator calibrated

t.

2.

cycles
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Audio tone control
Unique stand -by pilot light
Handsome. rugged metal cabinet
Improved velvet drive tuning control -no back
lash
Direct -reading, calibrated dial
Single- control tuning
Convenient and accurate logging
Two- speed, positive dial drive
All controls on front panel
Controls conveniently located low on panel
Headphone jack
Built-in power supply
Power transformer operates on 25 to 60 cycles
And the price, complete with tubes, crystal,
speaker -only 3119.50 net, f. o. b. factory
Available for immediate delivery

AMATEUR RADIO SECTION

1

switch S.P.S.T.
1prong plug and cable.
-4Toggle
Double 8 mfd. 460 volt
1can).
1Condenser .1 mf. 400 V.
Hardware. solder, etc.
1

Please mention

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

RCA

CAMDEN, N. J.

electrolytic (in
A

Service of the Radio Corporation

when writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

Manufacturing Co., Inc.
o' America
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RADIO INSTRUCTION
You Can Become

a

Fast, Capable

RADIO OPERATOR at Home
With the Famous CANDLER

Scientific Sound System
That trained
Champion

McElroy
Whose
Speed is
69wpm

FREE-1936 BOOK OF FACTS for Beginners,
Radio ops and Amateurs. Contains Mcflroy's
own story. how he learned code and heel me
champion, also story of

jean Hudson, W3BAK, 9
year old World's Champion in Class F.."
Fastest Amateurs and

Com'1 ops were CANDLER trained.
You caul
learn Code RIGHT with
the SYSTEM that taught
the Champions.
A card

will bring this valuable
BOOK to you.
ligation.
Dept.

No ob-

\

`

t'
CA NONDLER
BOOB

d)' ACTt

Radle Oreea.ecs

Radio Amateur Course

ASHEVILLE, N. C.

BEGINNER OR OLD TIMER
, r,ot4,

h,

,
ì!h VI.tr ICI:Y (d
oiliest.
"speed key" hull: .11 -N 1111[ MIOU):I. pi 44
.05 a how
priced GOOD key; MAC 001'11.1-.1T011.
$3.95
AC/1144 1.000 eyrie practice: "Mac"
Items sold with
positive looney bark guarantee.

CODE TEACHER.
The NEW Master Teleplex

For

Amp. Tubes
R.F. Anm.
46b, 10. single
50 \ \'

Ñ!
01

a inllpu
in
p ull
S00's In push -pun
211 -03.t- 838 -0391t

100 W
150

\\'

to 200 W

For Inputs exceeds
log

200

w

10's in Class B
800's In ''lass Ii

Hal to

Buy

Mae Ksy soul me

RADIO ENGINEERING
RCA Institutes offers an intensive course of high
standard embracing all phases of Radio. Practical training
ich modern equipment at
New York and ' Chicago schools. Also specialized courses and home study Courses
"No obligation' plan. Catalog.
Ìrader
wit.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.
76 Varient St., New York.
1154 Merchandise Mart,
r,.,.,..dad

,,,

Nad,o

/uro,.roon S,u« /Rog

Chicago

QUICK WAY tomakemoneyin
Modern receivers are
men with
RADIO demanding
modern training for
.entre work.

New training method
and assise equipment offer Starts
you earning almost at once. Up to $3
an hour easy In a short time. Write
today for FREE book of details.
Radio Training Association el Amerce.
Dept. S.W.C.-64
4325 Ra_awoad Aga.,
_Chicago

RADIO COURSES
RADIO OPERATING:

Prepare for Gov't
RADIO SERVICING:
Including Short \ \'ave
AMATEUR CODE
New Course in ELECTRONICS:
License Exam.

n;rr and Evening Classes. Booklet ''pen Remuc,e

New6 W.York YMCA Schools
64th

RADI
O
ENGINEERING,
Street, New York City

broadcasting, aviation and pollee radio, gerricing. ma.
vine radio telegraphy and telephony. Morse telegraphy
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T1 in diagram 9 should be coupled to the
driver stage of any modulator.
instance, it would be coupled to the For
45's in
push -pull of figure 8.
Below is a list of modulators which
he used with various types of power may
amplifiers. These are all, of course, for plate
modulation.
In

CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
S -4

The Perfect'

(Continued from page 731)
the output of the modulator to the input
circuit of the modulated amplifier. Such a
modulator will modulate any transmitter
having a plate input of 50 watts. For
higher power inputs, naturally greater
modulator power is necessary.
In Fig. 8 we have the type 830B'3 or
push -pull as drivers.
These tubes will
modulate up to a 200 -watt power input.
The output of such an amplifier is around
100 watts. The speech amplifier in Figure
7 will serve for the average double
-button
carbon microphone or a crystal microphone.
For lower -level microphones, naturally
greater amplification is necessary. and in
Fig. 9 we have shown three stages of
resistance coupled triodes.
In dealing with high -gain speech amplifiers of this sort, sufficient circuit isolation
or de- coupling must be employed in order
to eliminate feed -back and audio frequency
oscillation.

S12

Company,
Dept. SW -4
Lakeside Place, Chicago, 111.
Earn While Learning at Home!

40 Watt Transmitter
Becomes 400 Watter

TELEVISION. PHOTO
ELECTRIC CELLS
PUBLIC ADDRESS
PH ILCO

CROSLEY

week and
o'r.. p;o5r.weeekxan
5.5Ìa[
ZENITH

(Continued from page 728)

wised rut

REAL

mitter for radio telephony, a pair of 838's
are used as class B audio modulators. These
are driven by a pair of type 42 tubes connected as class A amplifiers, which, in turn,
is driven

RJOBS

REAL PAY

GRUNOW

needed. Lear
, k.erams. R-1--1 WAI.
ndorse,i try SO bio

and 46

err,. Write fur hi, t,,,. ether
humanity knob FREE. metre,

RADIO AND TELEVISION INSTITUTE,Ine.

2130 Lawrence Are.,Dept.214,

endorse

CHICAGO,ILL,

R -T

-I

by a pair of 76's in push -pull.
The speech amplification is taken care
of
by a 6C6 resistance coupled into another
6C6. These drive the push-pull 76's pre-

viously mentioned.
Needless to say, low -level microphones
may be used with this equipment. The
power supplies for the low- voltage stages
use type 83 rectifiers, while the high -voltage power supply for the 500 -watt final
amplifier uses 866's.
This transmitter will operate
amateur bands with a single on any two
For
instance: For operation on crystal.
80 and 40
meters an So -meter crystal would be
used.
For operation on 20 a 40 -meter crystal
is
used.
The panels and rack are furnished in
neat black crackel finish, and the entire
transmitter surely presents a business
-like
appearance.
This article has been prepared from data
supplied by courtesy of Thordarson
Electric Mfg.
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Short Wave Scouts
(Continued from page 720)
Nations -9.59 mc. -Radio Nations, Geneva,
HJ1ABG-6.04 me.- Emisora Atlantico. Barran- Radio
Switzerland.
quilla, Colombia.
Radio Nations -7.79 mc.-Radio Nations, GeneR. Colonial-15.24 mc.-Radio Colonial, Paris.
va, Switzerland.
R. Colonial-11.89 mc. -Radio Colonial. Paris.
SchenecXEBT -6.00 mc. -El Buen Tono, Mexico City.
Electric,
W2XAF-9.53 mc.- General
Mexico.
tady.
Berlin. Germany.
WSXK -15.21 me.- Westinghouse Elect., Pitts- DJC -6.02 me.W3XAU
-6.06 mc.- Philadelphia, Pa.
burgh. Pa.
San Petro
W8XK -11.87 mc.- Westinghouse Elect., Pitts- HIH-6.79 mc.-Voz del Higuamo,
burgh, Pa.

CO9JQ -8.66

mc.- Camaguey,

Cuba.

HP5J -9.59 mc. -La Voz de Panama, Panama
City, Panama.
YV2RC -6.11 mc.-Broad. Caracas, Caracas,
Venezuela.
EAQ -9.86 mc.- Transradio Espanola, Madrid.
Spain.
2R0 -11.81 mc.- E.I.A.R., Rome, Italy.
DJD -11.77 mc.- Berlin, Germany.
DJA -9.56 mc.- Berlin, Germany.
DJN -9.54 mc.- Berlin, Germany.
YV6RV -6.52 mc. -Voz de Carabobo, Valencia.
Venezuela.
HC2RL, 6.65 mc.-Quinta Piedad, Guayaquil, Ecuador.
HIZ-6.31 mc.-Voz de los Muchachos. Sto. Domingo, D. R.
HCJB -8.21 me. -Voz de los Andes, Quito, Ecuador.
Cali, CoRADIO CALI -14.00 mc. -Radio Cali. on
short
lombia. This station L no more
waves, changed to be. band.
de
Santiago
de
Tel.,
Int.
-Comp.
CEC -10.67 mc.

Chile.
HIX -5.98 mc. -Sec. del Trabajo, Santo Domingo.

YV3RC-6.15 mc.-Radiodif, Venezuela, Caracas,
Venezuela.
HJ5ABC -6.15 mc. -Voz de Colombia, Cali.
Colombia.
H.13ABH -6.01 mc.-Voz de la Victor, Bogota,
Colombia.
San Juan de
YV5AM-7.10 mc. -Ecos del Llano, station
being
los Morros, Venezuela. This
has disGomez
of
Gen.
nephew
a
property of
appeared.
H.I1ABD -7.28 mc. -Ondas de la Heroica, Cartagena, Colombia.
HJ1ABE -6.11 mc.- Laboratorios Fuentes, Cartagena, Colombia.
COCD -6.13 mc. -La Voz del Aire. Havana. Cuba.

HP5B -6.03 mc.- Estacion Miramar, Panama
City.
TI5HH -5.50 mc.-Voz de San Ramon, San Ramon. Costa Rica.
HJ4ABE -5.95 mc. -Voz de Antioquia, Medellin,
Colombia.
DJQ -10.29 mc.- Berlin, Germany.
2R0 -9.63 mc. E.I.A.R., Rome. ItalyElect, PittsWSXK -6.14 mc.- Westinghouse
burgh. Pa.
N.J.
W3XAL-17.78 mc.- N.B.C., Boundbrook,
C.1RX -11.72 mc.-Can. Radio Comm., Winnipeg, Canada.

Macoris, D. R.
PCJ -15.22 mc.- Phillips Radio, Huizen, Holland.
PHI -17.77 mc.- Phillips Radio, Eindhoven, Holland.
DJB -15.20 mc.- Berlin, Germany.
DJE -17.76 mc.- Berlin, Germany.
H14D -6.48 mc. -Voz de Quisqueya, Sto. Domingo, D. R.

RNE -12.00 mc. -Radio Central. Mosel:. Ibarw.
HJ4ABC -6.45 mc. -Ecos del Combeima,
Colombia.
6.99 mc.- A.V.R.O.S., Paramaribo, SurP211-6.99
inam.
W2XAD-15.33 mc. -Gen. Electric. Schnectady.
PRF5. 9.50 mc. -Co. Radio Int. do Brazil, Rio
Janeiro.
HJ2ABD -5.98 mc.-Radio Bucaramanga. Bucaramanga, Col.
HIL-6.50 mc.- Radiodif. HIL, Sto. Domingo.
D. R.

HJ2ABC -5.93 mc. -Voz de Cucuta, Cucuta.
Colombia.
Radio Col. -11.71 mc. -Radio Colonial, Parr.
France.
YNVA -S.60 me. -Ruben Dario, Managua. Nic-

aragua.

HJ4ABG-7.14 mc.- Experimental de Medellin.
Colombia.
HI3C-6.90 mc. -Voz de Rio Dulce, La Romane.
D. R.
TG2X -5.94 mc.- Polieia Nacional, Guatemala
City, C. A.
D. R.
HIIJ -6.86 mc. -San Pedro Macnris.
HAS3 -15.57 mc.- Radiolabor. Budapest. Hungary.
CJRO -6.15 me.-Can. Rad. Comm., Winnipeg,
Canada.
PeOAX4G -6.23 mc.- Tallera. Grellaud, Lima,

ru.

CRCX -6.09 mc. -Can. Radio Comm.. Bowman
ville, Ontario.
HJIABK -7.07 mc.- Radiodif. HJIABK Barran-

quilla, Col.
TISWS -7.55 mc. -Ecos del Pacifico. Punta Arenas, C. R.
W9XF -6.10 mc.- N.R.C.. Chicago, Ill. Caracas,
YV2RC -5.80 mc.- Broad. Caracas.
Venezuela.
YVBRB -5.8S mc. -Voz de Lara, Barquisimeto,
Venezuela.
WIXAL -11.79 me. -Univ. of the Air, Boston,
Mass.
Listener: ANDREITA O. CLOQUELL.
Arecibo, Puerto Rico.

-Meter Transceiver
The Mono -Tube 5from
723)
(Continued

page

AMATEUR EQUIP
f you a re tut a eta leer you owe it
to yourself to get YOUR FREE:
copy of the greatest exclusive llant
Catalog ever printed! This is nu
ordinary catalog. It's made to
order for YOU! It has been compiled by amateurs for amateurs:
I

Within its 68 pages is crammed
the greatest array of short -wave
equipment and ham stuffever
assembled by one organization.
MEETS EVERY NEED
You'll find x'mitters up to l40 watts C. W.-

eiv
from 2
watts phone. There are receivers
15 tubes. transceivers. 2t/2 and S meter
equipment, tubes, racks, kits. monitors.
selectors, power units, cathode ray oscilpp
loscopes, parts and accessories of every
description.

to

NATIONALLY KNOWN
LINES

is
Practically every leading manufacturer
dcvelopepresented here with their latest L-11;
A1
-T
menta. Naines that spell Q- U- R. C. A..
National, Mani mat-Rind. Lafayette.
'robe. Cardwell. 'Fnitest, Bliley. Raytheon
U. 7'. C., Thordarson, Cornell-Ilubilier,
Weston, Beadrite. are just a few of the many
representative lines carried.

PRACTICAL HAM DATA

foul
But this is more than a catalog for you'll
a big sea l ion devoted to diagrams. coil windr on
hani
answers
atit,I
ing data. questions
;ng and tntrism itii ng problems and
needed
information
other
prat Oral, usable
e
by every have.

This transmitter
with No. 16 sending to receiving.
coils L -1 and L -2 are wound
to operate on a plate
designed
been
has
four
have
coils
both
wire;
enamel copper
volts; if any more were
stick or drill potential of 45require
turns wound on 74 dowel)
an increase in grid
used it would
SUPPLY LIMITED
form. When removed from the3/64form,
inch modulation.
your Free
But you'll have to hurry to getand
spread out the winding to leave a the coils,
there's
mount
for
the supply is limited
copy.
space between each. To
Batteries
Mound to be a avalanche of requests. S..
the other to
solder one terminal to the grid,while
to
coupon
attaching
copy
by
ask for your
the inthe plate terminal of socket,
Mike and filament current is supplied
your Q S L rani - -or postcard if your ticket
terminals
all
the
to
cell;
soldered
flashlight
are
Eveready
it
now:
leads
do
950
-but
coil
No.
yetner
from
hasn't come through
which are shown grounded in the
of the .001 mf. fixed condenser connected
Parts for the neto LAMB NOISE SILENCER
from L -1 leads
diagram are connected directly to
directly across and spaced u. inch
circuit
in stock at fewest IFIIOLES.4LE pricca.
and L -2; this mounting aids in maintain- the aluminum chassis to cut down on wirfor
is
required
ing rigidity.
ing. A very short antenna
Wholesale Radio Service Company. Inc.,
No. 15
ultra short -wave transmission; twosolid
Mounting Details
100 Sixth Avenue, Dept. S. W. 46,
the
one
wire
copper
of
lengths
inch
New York, New York.
The transformer and tube socket are other flexible are connected by means of
elimSend me Free Ham Catalog No. 60.
mounted on the chassis with studs totuning
pinjacks.
two
inate body capacity. The smallof bake is
transformer
input
microphone
The
condenser is mounted on a strip
Name.
windsub - made from a thousand ohm receiver
lite, which in turn is held above thespaced
winding
is composed of
primary
The
ing.
kept
and
screws
panel by machine
Address
lz 200 turns of No. 40 enamel copper wire,
,42 inch from L -1 and L -2 also spaced
said winding.
inch from panel and cabinet. Bakelite or wound over the
City
To put the set in operation, throw the
hard- rubber shaft extensions must he switch
the
close
position,
receiving
to
the
tunto
the
used to connect the condenser
filament switch and a loud sh -sh -sh is
RADIO ERVI(E
ing dial.
WHOLESALE
proper spot on
Radio frequency choke coils C -1 and C -2 heard. After locating ofthea nearby
NEWYGRR.N.Y.
5
meter
inner leads are soldered as near as possible the dial for reception
10 SIXTH AVE.
the dial setting is left alone
to the terminals of the main blocking con- transmitter,
GA.
both sending and receiving. To operCHICAGO. ILL. ATLANTA.
denser, B -1. A separate single -pole, single - for
901 W. JACKSON BLVD. 431 W Pria BTBEC ST.NW
or any other radio transmitter
throw toggle switch is used in the filament ate this require
NEWARK.N.J.
BRONX .W.Y.
an amateur radio operaand mike circuit; a double -pole, double- you will
219 CLNTWALAVE.
592 EroaoHAM AD.
throw switch is used to change over from tor's license.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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II. G. l'isin's 2-Tube Metal Tube

AIß ti('Ol T

Ai,I""W'ije,',
(CO,+ti,ItlCd f rom page 727)
Only Se( C; both the grid and plate circuits are former is required. This first stage is
of ills kind tuned. A combination of battery and grid - resistance coupled to the next stage which
leak bias
is also employed in

this stage to

uf
the tubes when excitation is rethe world protect
moved. Neutralization of the amplifier is
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hp rial Lang Ware Unit W. toil.
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Earphone tdinale,
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1.45
5

accomplished by means of a specially -designed adjustable capacitor. Re-adjustment of this capacitor is seldom required when shifting to an adjacent band.
This final amplifier is capable of delivering 40 watts to the antenna. Associated
with the plug -in plate coil is a variable
antenna -coupling coil. The antenna -coupling adjustment need be made but once for
each band, so long as the same antenna is
used. The grid and plate current readings should be taken during all adjustment.

Power Supply

The Power Supply employs an 83 Mer-

cury -Vapor Rectifier Tube, plate transformer, filter choke, oil impregnated filter
*tw,,e. ust ñl.Ii
capacitor, and a filament heating transformer for all tubes. Across the output
M. G. CISIN, Chief Engineer
of the filter circuit is provided a voltage
ALLIED ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
divider
to act as a bleeder and to supply
Dept. S -24
98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
reduced voltage for the oscillator tube.
All transformers, chokes. capacitors and
resistors have ample ratings.
Provision is made for convenient connections on the rear apron of the chassis.
These
include: (a) terminals for A.C.
LIVEST MAGAZINE power source,
key leads and crystal oscilEdited by HUGO GERNSBACK
lator standby switch, battery bias, plate
modulation, and safety interlock; (b)
RADIO -CRAFT I. devoted to genconvenience outlets to connect A.C. power
eral Radio In all Its phases, to
to the modulator unit, so that it will be
Radin Servicing and to the advanced set builder and Radio Techcontrolled by the power switch on the R.F.
Klnka show simple ways
nician.
unit. The front panel controls consist of
out of dllnrull problems. The latest radin equipment Is Illustrated
the following: (a) tuning for oscillator,
and desrribed.
8
buffer- doubler, final amplifier; (b) meter
switch and D.C. milliammeter with shunts
Months for
RADIO -CRAFT is fully illustrated
to read various currents mentioned above;
with photographs. diagrams and
sketches.
Each
issue
ontains
over
(c) main supply switch which simultanaP1
150 illustrations. Sample copy -151.
eously energizes all filaments, plate transformer switch and auxiliary final- amplifier plate -voltage switch to be used for
99C Hudson Street
New York, N. Y.
preliminary tuning and for slaking neutralizing adjustments; (d) green pilot
light which illuminates when filaments are
on; (e) screw- driver opening for neutralization adjustment.
Tuml
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not
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The Antenna Unit

The antenna unit is designed for use
with a resonant transmission line, single
wire non -resonant line, current or voltage fed antenna. Two variable capacitors controlled from the front panel are used for
either series or parallel tuning of the
feeders or antenna. A switch is mounted
on the rear of the panel for changing the
capacitor connections. Antenna or feeder
current is measured by a 0 -2.5 ampere
thermocouple meter. Antenna connections
can be conveniently made to two ceramic
bushings at the top center of the front
panel.

The cabinet housing the complete transmitter, has a durable black crinkle finish.
A full -sized rear door permits accessibilThe Modulator Unit
ity to the equipment for adjustments. A
The modulator section contains the safety interlock is attached to the door,
high-gain speech amplifier, driver, modu- removing all high voltage from the cirlator, and power -supply circuits. The in- cuits when the door is opened. The units,
put stage uses a 57 to work directly from being of standard rack design, are then
a crystal, or any other high- impedance mi- easily removed.
crophone. When low -impedance microThis article has been prepared from data
phones (such as ribbon, magnetic, or car- supplied by courtesy of the Amateur
bon types) are' used, a coupling trans- Section of the RCA Manufacturing Radio
Co.

TRADE MARKS

All Inventions submitted held confidential and

likewise employs a 57. The driver, using
pair of 45 tubes in push -pull, are fed by
resistance coupling from the speech amplifier. The power developed by the 45
tubes serves to drive the 801 modulator
tubes in a Class "B" circuit. The sec ondary winding of the Class "B" output
transformer is designed for a 4000 -ohm
load, such as presented by the final amplifier under normal operating conditions.
A 0 -200 milliampere meter in the modulator plate circuit facilitates modulator
adjustments and is useful as a guide for
speech level. The amplifier gain control
is made readily accessible on the lower
front panel. A microphone jack is
provided for convenient connection of also
the
microphone.
The built -in power supply system for
this unit consists of an RCA -83 rectifier
tube, plate transformer, reactor, voltage
divider which serves as a bleeder and
voltage drop for supply to speech amplifier, filter reactor for speech amplifier
power supply, and oil- impregnated and
wet -electrolytic filter capacitors. Filament supply is from a separate transformer. Connector cables are integral
with this unit to plug into the convenience
outlets on the R-F Unit to obtain A.C.
power.
a

rather sensitive to night error, especially

page 713)

when used to obtain directional reading
from short-wave stations. Other practical
considerations, such as the inability of an
ordinary homing device to do more than

correctly indicate the direction of the transmitting station when it lies directly ahead
or behind, showed the desirability of further refinements in the old methods, and
led to new discoveries and the development
of a truly practical radio direction finder for
aircraft.
The "Radioguide" Focusses on Any

BOW

J.
30\
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Station!

The new Simon "Radioguide" described in
these pages is capable of giving a true bearing on long, medium, and many short-wave
stations -down to less than 50 meters, which
includes all airway services. The ultra short-wave signals, 10 meters and less, do
not lend themselves well to exact radio direction finding over long distances, because
of the nature of the propagation of their
waves (which approach the properties of
light waves over short distances, and in
long -range reception come reflected from
the Heaviside layer, with the consequent
distortion of their directivity).
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STARB'D.

RADIO GUIDE

Close -up view of the special calibrated
dial of the Simon "course" indicator, over
which two needles move so as to show the
angle at which the plane is flying.

Station Direction and "Angle of Drift"
Indicated
The most significant feature of the new
Radioguide is its ability to measure, in degrees, the exact direction of the transmitting station when off the airplane's

when writing advertisers
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station (ahead or behind) is obtained by

course. The same feature permits the pilot
to measure the angle of drift of his airplane
(see Fig. 1), without seeing the ground or
knowing the wind conditions! This enables
him to fly "blind" a true Great Circle course
(the shortest distance between two points
on a sphere like our Earth). It tells the
pilot whether he is flying towards or away
from the transmitting station, and gives
him an indication of the distance travelled.
If he chooses, the pilot may listen to the
signal and at the same time observe the
direction from which the signal comes. The
reading of the pointers on the dial of his
course indicating instrument remains steady
on either modulated or unmodulated waves.

turning the "sense switch ", which swings
the pointers to the appropriate scale: approaching or receding.

Determining the "Drift Angle"

The pilot obtains the drift angle by ob-

"Blind Landings" Also Possible With
the New Instrument
Furthermore, with the loops mounted in
the airplane horizontally instead of vertically, he can make "blind" landings in the
middle of the airport, approaching the field
at the correct gliding angle from any direction and from any altitude.

Principle of Instrument Is Simple
Despite its versatility, the Radioguide is
extremely simple in principle. It employs
two small loops installed within the airplane
at an angle of sixty degrees to each other
and to the transverse axis of the airplane.
When the airplane is heading directly at the
transmitting station, both loops receive the
station signals equally; but if the airplane
veers away from this course, there is an
increase in the signal strength in one of the
loops, and a corresponding decrease in the
other. The ratio in the signal strength in
the two loops is constant, whatever the
distance from the station or the strength of
the incoming signal.
Fig. 2 shows a schematic wiring diagram
of the instrument. Each of the two loops
feeds its own side of a special twin -channel
radio receiver, and the final amplification
stage of each channel operates one of the
two crossed pointers of the "course" indicating instrument, deflecting it in proportion to the strength of signal received. The
intersection of the pointers shows on the
instrument dial whether the airplane is oncourse, or what is the true bearing of the
transmitting station, in degrees o$ -beam or
of -how. (see Fig. 3.)
As the airplane approaches the transmitting station, the strength of the signal
increases, causing the pointers to be deflected more. Since this increase is inversely
proportionate to the distance from the station, the outer scale of the instrument is
calibrated to show the ratio of the distance
travelled as a factor of the initial distance.
Thus, if the pilot sets the pointers at "1"
on the "approaching" scale when he begins
his flight, by the time he is half -way over,
the pointers will rise to show ".5 ". Inasmuch as an airplane flight is usually but a
few hours in duration, minor variations in
signal strength do not affect the value of
the indication to any great extent.
The truc- direction of the transmitting
Similar to needles on a millivoltmeter, with its associated magnet and mo, log oil mechanism.

serving any divergence between his compass
(or directional gyro) and the Radioguide
course, over a short period of time. If there
For describing athletic events,
is wind, the airplane will fly in a long curve,
parades, crowds, etc., from press
drifting with the wind, yet always pointing
boxes, balconies. the tops of
sound cars, etc., and for comtowards the station. Fig. 1 shows such a
mercial interstation, police and
condition, and how the Radioguide enables
amateur transmission work.
the pilot to fly a direct course by pointing
Priced low. Fits the hand perhis ship into the wind, until both the comfectly. Wide frequency response
courses
remain
the
Radioguide
pass and the
and typical Brush sound cell
operation. No button current
same, giving him the drift -angle in degrees.
or polarizing voltage and no
The manner of operation of the Radio input transformer is required.
guide is easily seen from Fig. 2. The pilot
Size only 3% inches x 1% x %
tunes in his station, and equalizes the gain
inches. Weight 3 oz. Output
in the two channels, with the balance switch
level minus 66 D. B. Shipped
closed, making both loops operate as one.
complete with 15 feet of cable.
posito
operating
He then turns the switch
Can be furnished on special
order with locking type plug
tion, and the apparatus is functioning diand socket for stand connection.
rectionally: each loop now deflects its own
-Data Sheet No. 8. Free.
pointer in proportion to the strength of Details
Send for one.
signal it receives. When the airplane reaches
the station and passes through the "cone
of silence" directly above the transmitting
antennas, both pointers drop to zero: simultaneously, if the ship passes directly over
the exact center of the antenna, or with a
noticeable time lag between the drop of the
two pointers, telling the pilot to which side
big help
of the exact center he is passing
in making approaches for "blind" landings.
-meet every headphone re"Blind Landings"
quirement. Response 60 to
Experiments are now under way to per10,000 cycles. No magnets to
fect "blind" landing technique with the
cause diaphragm chatter.
Simon Radioguide. For making instrument
Speciallydesigned cases min.
landings, the loops are mounted in the airimize breakage. Light in
in
a
horizontal
plane,
instead
of
weight-Only 6 oz. complete
plane
with headband and cords.
vertical. An underground horizontal loop
A quality product at a low
antenna in the middle of the airport sends
price.
out horizontally polarized radio waves, and
No. 0. Free.sSend tfor one.
the instrument measures the angle between
the horizontal path of level flight and the
gliding path best suited for making the
landing. When this angle is shown on the
instrument, the pilot knows that he is near
enough to begin his glide (see Fig. 4).
NSAD CHOIES
MICROPHONES MI. STANDS TWSnnS
Truly, the Radioguide is a complete radio
navigation instrument, and a marked advance over the radio direction finders of
the recent past.
6 TUBE
Invention and progress go hand in hand.
Radio made commercial aviation possible,
guiding invisible airplanes to their invisible ALL -WAVE f,
destinations -yet these wonders of radio
which we daily witness are but forerunners PATHFINDER
of still greater accomplishments. There are
many needed new inventions, in aircraft
WITH
radio alone, which must surely come: a reliable radio direction finder for ultra- short- METAL TUBES
waves; an accurate radio distance meter not
II" i11, glass tapes if specified
affected by variations in signal strength; a
truly simple and practical system of land- Uses 1-6A8, 2 -6107, 1-6)7. 1-6F6, -5Z4. Ining "blind" by radio; a radio robot to pilot dividual Coils for each Band. Positive Contact
with Monel metal contacts.
air liners along crowded airways without Band Selector Switch,
-selector Stage on all Bands. Crowe Micro
human aid-these are the coming inventions Pre
Covers com lete specDial.
Band
Spread
Master
of the growing generation. And many trum from 16 to 550 meters.
others, which we, with our limited knowlComplete parts, including dial, not
edge, cannot yet even imagine. .
wired, less tubes, less speaker

-a

LOUD WEARERS

1

New Regen.- Super -Regen. Receiver
(Continnt

n

2150

.

$5.65
Set of 6 RCA Metal Tubes
$3.19
Set of 6 RCA (;lass Tubes
S" Rohl Dynamic Speaker $2.95 cstra.
CIRCUIT
MAIL ORDERS FILLED -FREE

)rum prig(' 728)

THORj

super -regenerative detector, for which
purpose it is admirably suited, giving
smooth, stable super-regenerative reception
to well below five meters. Both detectors
feed into a 43 pentode power output tube
while a 25Z5 rectifier, well filtered with
two 25 mf. condensers and a filter choke,
provides plate current for all tubes as well
as field excitation.

and interference on the 200 to 550 meter
broadcast band and give very poor results
on the short waves. The 2.5 millihenry
e0 Re
choke which is commonly used here, is
York, N. Y.
much too large for the purpose. About 167 Greenwich St., Dept. S -4, New
175 micro -henries is a good all- around value. This combines substantial R.F. amplification with excellent selectivity. Tighter
or looser coupling can then be obtained by
varying the 100 mmf. semi -variable conwill bring more DX. Recognized by
Effective R.F. Amplification
until the desired degree of selecardent amateurs, and short wave lisThe untuned stage of R.F. amplification denser
teners as the best.
not only provides real "gain" on weak, dis- tivity is found.
tant stations, but stabilizes the following
Write for information.
Band- Switching Down to 15 Meters
detector tube, allowing smooth regeneraRADIO MANUFACTURING CO.
Five separate coils are used in the band tion over all five bands with no "dead - switching
1770 W. Berceau Ave. Chicago
assembly, tuning from 555 down
spots." The success of this type of R.F.
15
meters.
to
This
gives
reasonable
a
on
a
great
extent
amplification depends to
the coupling used between the R.F. and amount of electrical band -spread which, WATCH FOR THE MAY "HAM"
detector tubes. Too large a choke in the when combined with the mechanical reducNUMBER
R.F. plate circuit will cause broad tuning tion drive of the large airplane dial, proPlease mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers
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Stop !-

vides excellent non -critical tuning control.
PHI (Holland) on their 16 meter wave
tunes in as precisely and with as smooth,
gradual regenerative control as GSA (England) or DJC (Germany) on their 49 meter
wave.

GREATEST

Dual Regeneration Controls
been said that a regenerative
receiver is only as good as its regeneration
control. Certainly they are abominations
when the regenerative adjustment is not
good-and an awful lot of them are not!

Look !!
lOc BOOKS

It has

HOW TO BUILD

b

GERNSBACKS EDUCATIONAL LIBRARY. N22

The R -S -R makes use of a double feedback control in a so- called electron -coupled,
regenerative detector circuit. One of these
controls is a 2,000 ohm potentiometer between the cathode of the detector and the
tap on the tuning inductance. This is
strictly a radio- frequency control, limiting
the signal energy which is fed back from
the plate to the grid circuit. The other
regenerative control is the 50,000 ohm potentiometer in the plate and screen -grid
circuit. This control acts indirectly on the
regeneration by changing the impedance of
the tube very gradually (it acts on both
plate and screen), and thus can be used
as a vernier regenerative control. It also
serves as a volume control on strong stations. Either of these controls have only
a very small effect on the tuning adjustment and their combined action is remarkably smooth and stable.

OERLE

SHORT WAVE SETS
EVERYTHING

about ALL
the famous

DOER LE

RECEIVERS

Super-Regeneration Below

RADIO PUBLICATIONS

15

HOW TO MAKE THE

M ALLPWAVE
I

and 2 TUBE RECEIVERS

A.C.
AND BATTERY
,-

;-LOUDSPEAKER
SETS

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
101 HUDSON ST..

Meters

NEW YORK CITY
separate 6C5 tube is used as a superregenerative detector in a simple, but very
has been
eontlnuoua demand right
stable self -quenching circuit. Super- regen- r HERE
for
low -priced body for the radio
eration can be used on all bands from 15 1 along
experimenter, radio an, radio Sente. Man,
wishes to build 1- and 2 -tube all down to below 5 meters, by merely turning etc.. who
sets powerful enough to overate
loudthe switch knob, which is located just be- were
speaker. Bets of this type are always Intensely
with all clued of people who not only
low the speaker on the front panel. Super - popular
wish to amuse themselves to see how good
sot
regeneration starts immediately and the they can build with a single or two tube,- but
such sets are important for medal
tuning range covered depends only on the frequently
purposes. particularly where
little eel
set is
single self- supporting coil, which is plugged required and where
premium.
the thousands of reader who wish to build
into the two pin -jacks in the small Bake- For
such sets, this book has been
er. especially publite panel on the sub -base. These high - lished.
frequency coils are wound from No. 14 HOW TO MAKE THE MOST POPULAR
tinned copper wire and can be easily wound ALL-WAVE land 2 -TUBE RECEIVERS
This
for any frequency band in a couple of min- sotne
of which as
edIt Paexcellent
ssue Of
utes. The ten meter coil consists of 13 RADIO -CRAFT,hveappea
and have been highly successful.
These
sets
are
not
but have been
turns sá" in diameter, while the five meter carefully engineered. They toys
not experiment.
coil is only seven turns of the same di- To mention only a few of thearesets
the following
will give you an idea.
ameter.
The Megadyne l -Tube Pentode Loudspeaker
The separate 15 mmf. variable condenser Set. by Hugo Gernsbark.
Electrifying The
How To Make a
-Tube Loudwhich is used for tuning on these high Megadyne.
speaker Set. by W. P. Chesney.
How To
frequencies. is controlled by the arrow knob Stake a Simple -Tube All -Wave Electric
Set.
by W. Green.
How To Build A Four-In-Two
at low center on the panel.
All -Wave Electric Set. by J.

A

HUDSON ST

NSW YORK CITY

av

thousands of readers hams built
the now famous DOERLE Short Wan
I ITERALLY
Radio Receivers.
So Insistent has been
the demand for these receivers that all available literature. Including back number. of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT, have long been exhausted.
For the thousands of readers who wish to
build any, or all of the many approved DOERLE
Shoot Nave acts, this book Ku been specially
rested.

HOW TO MAKE FOUR DOERLE
SHORT WAVE SETS

EVERYTHING that bu ever been
on these famous receivers.
Four of
the most popular seta are described herein.
These are the famous sets that appeared in the
following issues of SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
A 2 -Tube Receiver that Reaches the 12,500
Mile Mark. by Walter C. Doerle (Dec.. 1931 Jan., 1932).
A 3 -Tube 'Signal Gripper. by
Contains

printed

Walter G. Doerle (November 1932).
Doerle
2- Tuber' Adapted to A. C. Operation." (July
1933).
The Doerle 3 -Tube Signal -Grinner'
Electrified." (August 1933) and The Doerb
Goes Band- Spread,,,, (bay. 1934).
1)ue to a special arrangement with SHORT
WAVE CRAFT. we now present
complete
as well
a compact 32 -page book with stiff
covers. printed on an extra heavy grade of
paper with numerous Illustrations.
Nothing
has been
left out. Not only are ell the
DOERLE sets in this hook. but an excellent
power park If you with to electrify any of the
DOLRLE seta. Is also deem-Med. A wealth
or detall is presented In this book despite Its
ridiculously low price -and. believe it or not,
It contains over 15.000 words of legible new
type. Everything has been brought up to date;
It Isn't merely a reprint of what was
originally, but any Improvements on theprinted
original sets that were made by readers and various
laboratories have been Incorporated in this most
up -to -due hook.
And at the extraordinary price of 10e you
cannot possibly go wrong. Despite its low cat,
our usual guonntee gas with thle book as well.
IF YOU DO NOT THINK THAT THIS
BOOK IS WORTH THE MONEY ASKED
FOR IT, RETURN IT WITHIN TWENTY FOUR HOURS AND YOUR MONEY WILL
HE INSTANTLY REFUNDED.
There has never been such
wealth of data published in a
low -priced radio book of this
type in the history of the radio
publishing business.
Take advantage of the special offer we are tusking and
n..a

the

coupons
n

below.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
101 Hudson Street
New York, N. Y.
RADIO PUBLICATIONS
101

Hudson Street

(No.

I)

8W.4.39

New York. N. Y.
Please send Immediately your

book HOW TO MAKE
FOUR DOERLE SHORT WAVE SETS. for which I enclose 10e (coin or U. 8. stamps acceptable).
be sent prepaid to me.

e

1

1

Hiss Reduction Control
It has always been the writer's contention that a properly built super-regenera-

THE MOST POPULAR ALL -WAVE 1- AND 2 -TU11B
RECEIVERS." for which I enclose 10e (coin or U. S.

Parts List for R -S -R Receivers

Ramps. acceptable).

1- Special

Address

City.......-..._.._. _.._......_..___.._....._.._... Bata......_...__._..-

the

tive receiver should be no noisier than a
superheterodyne at these high frequencies,
for equal sensitivity. True it has a very
decided hiss when no station is being received, but so has a sensitive superheterodyne. When a station is tuned in they both
quiet down and if there is man -made interference such as automobile ignition disturbance, etc., in the neighborhood (and book as well!
IF YOU DO NOT THINK THAT THIS
where can we get away from autos ?) then ROOK
WORTH THE MONEY ASKED
the super -regenerative receiver becomes FOR IT.IS RETURN
IT WITHIN TWENTYquieter than the superhet.
FOUR (HOURS AND 1'O1'ß MONEY WILL
In the R -S -R, positive hiss control is BE INSTANTLY REFUNDED.
provided by the same 50,000 ohm potenThere has never been such a
of data published In
tiometer that gives vernier regeneration wealth
priced red to book of this
and volume control on the lower frequency lowtype in the history of the radio
bands. This contrbl allows the hiss be- publishing business.
advantage of the spetween stations to be reduced to a minimum cialTake
offer we
making and
so that even a fairly weak signal makes it use the column are
below.
disappear entirely. Incidentally this ad- RADIO PUBLICATIONS
justment is the most sensitive for distant
101 Hudson Street
reception. It is an interesting fact that
New York, N. Y.
the first 10 meter phone station heard from
New York City, on the first model of the
R-S -R built, was an amateur in Denver,
PUBLICATIONS
(No. 2)
SW-4-36
Colorado, and he came through on the loud- RADIO
101 Hudson Street
speaker in good shape (being conservatively New
York, N. Y.
minded we gave him an R7).
Please trend Immediately your book "HOW TO MAKE

Book Is to

Name

T. Bernale.% and
others. Not only are all of these sets described
in this hook. but it contains all of the illustratlous, hookups, etc.
book. in fact. con tains everything. Nothing at all has been left
out. A wealth of Important detail la presented
In this book that will make you wonder how
we can do it at the price.
And believe it or not. the book contains over
15.000 words of new legible type. The book Is
thoroughly ntalcrn and unto -date. It isn't
Just a reprint of what was printed before. All
the latest Improvements have been Incorporated
Into the sets.
Remember that this hook sell. at the extraordinary low price of ten cents; you can not
possibly go wrong in buying It. Despite its
lay cost, our usual guarantee god with this

Black Crackle finish panel and subbase drilled to proper specifications (Reno).
1 -Raco Band -Switch and coil -assembly pre-assembled and wired 15 -555 meters.
1

-Pilot

140

bracket.

mmf.

variable

condenser

Book Is to be sent prepaid to me.

Name

Addrose__._._._...._...._..._...._._...._._...._.__

and
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-Pilot
-Raco

15

mmf. variable condenser and bracket.

5" dynamic speaker and escutcheon.

1- S.P.D.T. switch.2,000 ohms.
1- Centralab Put.
1- Centralab Pot. 50,000 ohms

and switch.

2-Arrow knobs.
-.05 mf. fixed condenser.
3 -.002 mf. fixed condensers.
-.004 mf. fixed condenser.
1 -.01 mf. fixed condenser.
1

1

Tuning The
S -W

-.0001 mf. fixed condenser.

1

-.0005 mf. fixed condenser.

1- .00025

mf. fixed condenser.

-.1

mf. fixed condenser.
1 -Semi Variable 100 mmf. condenser.
1- Electrolytic condenser 25 -25 -10 mf.
1 -600 ohm fixed resistor.
1- 25,000 ohm fixed resistor.
1- 100,000 ohm fixed resistor.
1 -1 megohm fixed resistor.
2 -500 000 ohm fixed resistors.
1 -2 megohm fixed resistor.
1 -300 ohm fixed resistor.
1- 10,000 ohm fixed resistor.
2 -Grid caps.
1 -Roll hook -up wire.
I -Set hardware.
4- Numbered 10plates.
meter plug-in coils.
1 -Set 5 and
4

--Raco R.F. Choke 175 micro -henries.
2 -Raco R.F. Chokes 25 micro-henries.
1- Filter Choke 15H -60 MA. (Kenyon).
1 -Raco 4" Dial and escutcheon.
1 -Raco U. H. F. pin jack coil mounting.
1- Ant.Grd. Binding Post Strip.
1-Resistor power cord and plug (153 ohms).
1- Closed circuit phone jack.
5 -Metal tube sockets.
3 -Round plain knobs.
1

1
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I.F.

For by- passing

Amplifier in

...

TUBULAR
ELECTROLYTICS

Super-Hets

(Continued front puye 724)
Handy, inexpensive units combining
The various ratings of parts are shown monic of 175 K.C. which is 700 K.C., and high capacity and desired working voltfor constructing this test oscillator which when the oscillator whistle is heard on age with extreme compactness and low
will improve the simplicity of tuning any the broadcast receiver at 700 K.C. the cal - cost. Available in 25, 50, 100, 150, 200,
type of I.F. Amplifier circuit. The coils ibration is made on the oscillator dial for 300 and 525 volt D.C. ratings. Capacare mude on insulated forms or tubing 175 K.C. For the tuning to 175 K.C. the
and should be a 3" diameter and 21/2" oscillator condenser will be adjusted to ities of 2 to 50 mfd. Just the thing for
long. The winding is of the bank wound the range which brings the condenser to by -pass functions. And so typical of
AEROVOX versatility in the condenser
type and consists of 190 turns of 34 Ga. maximum capacity:.
In using the oscillator for adjusting the and resistor fields.
D.C.C. wire wound as illustrated. The
frecorrectly
to
the
tap for the cathode in the AC circuit is I.F. transformers
nd f or new 1936 Clog
ata
covering
made at 70 turns from start of winding. quency the small Condenser C in Fig. 2, DATA Se
of condensers and resistors.
This Also sample a copyypes
The wavechange tap which connects to the forms the coupling to the receiver.
monthly
of
Research
Worker.
switchpoint Si is made at 150 turns. The may be of any rating that we may have as
finish of the winding then connects to the it need not be any exact capacity. One
switchpoint S2. The winding of such a of 250 MMF will be excellent as it is used
coil is considered rather difficult to make. merely to connect the oscillator radio freThe illustration shows the method used. quency current to the receiver.
The lead from the coupling condenser
We wind on the tubing 60 turns as the
first layer. This should be wound as is connected to the antenna post of the
after disconnecting the antenna.
tightly as possible and any solution for receiver,
CORPORATION
the grid of 72 Washington
holding wires solidly in place may be ap- Or it may be made direct to grid.
St.
Brooklyn, N.Y.
plied to the first layer of wire. This the first RF tube or Detector
For amplifiers having transformers of
should be allowed to dry and then winding of the second layer is started by the single, dual, or triple tuned types the
bringing the wire to the position as shown adjustments are approximately the same
in the illustration. Each additional layer With the test oscillator in operation and the
"COSMAN 4" 5 -Band 4 -Tube Receiver
is wound in the same manner, starting a receiver switch turned on, adjust all I.F.
new layer when we have the number of tuning controls until a whistle is heard
... .. ..... __
...
turns on each layer as shown. The entire in the receiver. We now startit withbe the
of
first transformer and assuming to
coil may then be coated with coil dope.
In making the oscillator for battery the dual tuned type we adjust the trimmer
type tubes the coil is constructed the condenser on the plate coil for loudest
same and the tap at 70 turns connects to signal. The trimmer on the second transpositive lead of the filament circuit, while former plate coil is adjusted in the same
the wavechange taps connect to the manner. If we have more than two trans
receiver, adjust each plate
switchpoints as in the AC type. Voltage formers in the condenser
loudest
sigfor
is coil trimmer
for the tube which is of the 30 type
first trans from a 3 volt cell for filament and a 221,'a nal. We then start on the
and adjust this
trimmer
The
former
grid
coil
small
type.
volt B battery in the
The year's outstanding inexpensive short -wave reloudest signal. The trimmer on the
Provides Bawl Spread tuning or any sig.
entire oscillator can very easily be con- for
sip rises Iwo t the new Metal tithes: Built -In
is
adjusted
second
grid
the
The
corntransformer
cabinet.
in
an
aluminum
tamed
Dynamic Speaker 15 -550 meter tuning range
-Nand switch roll assend,ly-110 plus -in soli.
plete size of the cabinet will be governed same and each of the grid coil trimmers
4^ Airplane Dial: Ilamnurlund Tuning condenser
by the size of condenser used and if the is adjusted in this manner for any num-in power supply and numerous other feaBuilt
in
the
receiver.
cabinet
of
ber
transformers
tures found only in higher priced receivers. Uses
batteries are to be enclosed in the
four tubes: 2- rE7's: -43 and 1 -2555. A.C. -D.C.
Should the transformer be of single
thus making this battery oscillator of
Operation.
tuned type the adjusting is quite simple
portable type. same as the AC model.
Complete kit of parts and Instruetlons.C10.50
Not wired. teas tubes and cabinet
The coil in the single layer type is as we need only tune each transformer
Wired and tested. Extra
52.50
easier to construct and for this the same trimmer until we hear the loudest signal
4 Matched Sylvania tubes
2.25
All Metal Crystallized Cabinet for "Gasnumber of turns are required and the in the receiver.
4^
man
2.23
is
adjusted
simtuned
type
The triple
tubing should be to the size 3" diameter
Send For Our New 1936 Catalogue
and 4.5" long. The wire used is the same ilar to the dual tuned type. However, we
TRY -MO RADIO CO., INC.
and the entire coil should also be lacquered. must first adjust the filter coil to the freNEW YORK CITY
85 CORTLANDT ST.
When the oscillator is constructed it quency of the oscillator. This coil is the
Distributor: Powertene Electric Corp.. 179 Greenwich St., N.Y.C.
one which connects to the chassis in the
must be calibrated before it can be used
to adjust the I.F. Amplifiers. This is receiver as shown in illustration. Tuning
quite simple. With the oscillator in op- of the other two controls on each trans eration bring it near to a broadcast re- former is then the same as for, a dual
ceiver from which calibrations will be type.
Having the transformers now correctly
made. If we are calibrating for 456 K.C.
turn the switch S to switchpoint Si. We tuned we cannot assume that the receiver
must tune the broadcast receiver to a sta- is perfect. We can, many times, increase
tion which is on a harmonic of 456 K.C. the satisfaction of using a Super- Hetero- CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
This should be on the second harmonic dyne by correcting our screen and cathode
So -..
your jobber today
about this prufessiunnl
which is 912 K.C. The tuning condenser voltages.
which is priced
orooplien,
minimum
be
near
will
oscillator
on the
within the reach of oll
capacity setting for this calibration. Adamateurs - the it 1114
until a
tl del -tiered for its gnn1just the oscillator tuning dial receiver
irp, dependability.
perwhistle is heard on the broadcast
Attention!
Girl
Operators,
formative and ruggedness.
oscillator
on
the
at 912 K.C. The point
N'hy
not
"!!
Listen
"YL's"
and
"XYL's
for
the
calibrated
be
dial should then
Licensed under Brush Desend the Editor a good photo of your -Rid"
For calibrating the 175 K.C.
456 K.C.
velopment Co. patents
-and don't forget yourself. A separate
adsetting of the oscillator we must now and
with
a "clear"
photo of yourself will do.
S2
ASIATIC MICROPHONE LAU.,1e4.
just the switch S to switchpoint456
photo of that station! $5.00 for beat "YL"
K.C.
YOUNGSTOWN, 01410
photo.-Editor. See pate 649 March issue
then proceed as we did for the
howreceiver,
detail..
far
calibration. The broadcast
«'s
quaky
Crystal Doyle
harfourth
the
to
ever, must be tuned
advertisers
when
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The New Price of
makes

are Radiated
15c How Waves
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short-wave fan magazine
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It contains the largest listing of York and Chicago
on
5 -meter band,
short wave stations in the world. suggested by George W.the
Shuart, W2AMN,
is that the ionized reflecting layer happened to be at an abnormally low height
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and in consequence

these short -wave sigSHORT WAVE STATIONS nals were reflected as
shown in Fig. 17,
so as to reach Chicago, whereas ordinarily
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Fig. 18 shows the radiated wave pattern
or directional effect of two loops placed
at an angle and variations of this directive system are used by airport stations, which send out radio beam signals to
direct planes on their course. Fig. 19
shows the directive effect and radiation for
a single loop aerial. Fig. 20 illustrates a
new form of antenna, strongly recommended for short -wave reception purposes
by the British Broadcasting Corp. It is
known as the Bruce antenna and is of
triangular shape. Its maximum activity
is in the direction indicated and the dimensions for various wavelengths are given
in the accompanying table.
TABLE
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Short Wave Coil Data
for Every Conceivable
Short Wave Receiver
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SHORTWAVE SET BUILDERS
MUST HAVE THIS BOOK
IT is now possible for the experimenter and short wave
enthusiast to obtain the most
exhaustive data on short wave
coil winding information that
has ever appeared in print.

As every experimenter who has
ever tried to build a short wave set
knows only too well by experience,
the difference between a good and
a Poor receiver is usually found in
often
the short wave coils. Very
you have to hunt through copies of
magazines, books, etc., to find the
information you require.
Between the two covers of this
book you now find every possible bit
of information on coil winding that
has appeared in print during the past
two years. Only the most modern
"dope" has been published here.
No duplication. Illustrations galore, giving not only full instruc-

tions how to wind coils, but dimensions, sizes, of wire, curves, how to
plot them, by means of which any
coil for any particular short wave
to
set can be figured in advance, as
number of turns, size of wire, spacing, etc.
There has never been such data
published in such easy accessible
form as this.

97 HUDSON

NEW YORK, N.Y.

4-36

Street.

New York. N. Y.
Wave Coil Book, for
I'Ivnse send Inmled ialols. sour Short1.. S. stamps or money
which I enclose 23e herrc)th !coin.
be
sent
to
prepaid to me.
order acceptable). Book Is

Address

City and State
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1.256"

Fidelity

with the Hiof the Model 1750 -the
Reproducer with the New

140
164
209

In short-wave transmission, the ground
component of the wave attenuates or reduces to practically zero at a relatively
anshort distance from the transmitting comtenna, while the space or sky -wave unponent procedes onward and upward evitil it is reflected, or as present -dayhighly
dence indicates, refracted from the
ionized layers of the Ionosphere, found 40
miles or more above the earth's surface.
It used to be thought that a submarine
for instance, lying submerged in possibly
100 feet of water, picked up radio signals,
and
thanks to the ground wave component
waves,
this may still be true on the longer
the
but it is now conjectured that with
up by
shorter waves, any signals picked due
to
a submerged submarine must be
direct transmission of the downconling reflected wave through the water.
Speaking of wave transmission phenoof
mena, a very interesting case is that anthe Rogers underground or buriedby the
tennas, which were used extensively
government during the war. In some cases
these aerials were composed of insulated
wires placed within iron pipes and buried
22.
about three feet underground; see Fig. was
The maximum long distance reception
of
axis
obtained in a direction along the
the buried antennas and in some cases,
built,
several sets of these antennas werethat
a
like the spokes of a wheel, so
doublet facing, for example, in a certain
the
geographical direction could be used, into
various sets of aerials being switched
circuit by means of a suitable switch.
These aerials were useful on the longer
has
waves, but little research apparently
been done with them on the short waves.
sevthose
On the long waves, especially
eral thousand meters in length, the ground
wave component probably is the one that
causes a current to be set up in the buried
antennas, but on short waves, at considerable distances presumably reception must
be effected by the sky- waves, which come
down and strike the earth and penetrate
it, at least for some distance, similar to the
action taking place with the submarine, as
illustrated in Fig. 21.
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important and timely radio publication.

Illustrations,
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Ir» Operator.' to

IS the best and Inca up'to.dlrte hook on
the subject. It is .slited Surd prepared by the
editors of SHORT WAVE CRAIT, and contain..
a Wealth of material on the 11111lAl erg and o1Mratton. out only of typical short -wave receivers.
but shnrbwave converters as well. Dozens of
shortwaves sets are found In this book. which
contains hundreds of illustrations; actual photographs of sets built, hookups and diagrams
Report.
Thin Crook is sold only at a ridiculously loud'
price because it is our Slim to put this vale
able work into the 11n1h10 of ever, short-wave
enthusiast.
W. knew that If you are at ail Interested In short
waves you will not wish to do without this book. It

150
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HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE
SHORT -WAVE RECEIVERS

is

50c

Illustrations. 72 Pages,
Stiff, flexible covers
100

OVERSEAS
READERS!
These

SW -4.36

which you are to send

books can be abtai reed from
the following houses:

How to Become an Amateur Radio
soc each
Operator ..
Ten Most Popular Short -Wave ReWork
How to Make a
Them ..
d
each
The Short Wave Beginner' Book
25c each

GREAT BRITAIN
Gorringe's
9a. Green Street.

Square

FRANCE
Editions Radio

Nam

Addrea
City

42

State
(Bend remittance in form of cheek or m ney order. If letter manatee (sash or unused O. S. Pastor.
Stamp.. register it.)
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Whygamble?INVEST in a
genuine

DOERLE
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De Luxe 3 -Tuber
(Continued front page 759)
bands we can have high-C with one set of
coils and low -C with another set of coils.

Metal Tubes Employed
In order to make the set simple and up-

HEY, HAMS!
Mt! Good, powerful
oscillators. X eut. Aeruracy to better than .03 %. Fully
guaranteed!
160 or 80 meter band-- ..............- ..- .._.._
$1.50
2.25
40 meter band
lens,, stock. within 10 Re.)
.90
-- Valpey dustpsoo( plug -In holder....
Really one of
Neu HILL all bran adjustable holder.
$1.65
the best holders nsadet
160 Ice SL meter AT CUT Crystals. Very low drift! $2.75

RECEIVER
15

to

200

Meters

One of the moat popular mem-

bers of the Doerle Set family.
Employs but two tubes, yet
gives the performance of a set
having three tubes. Uses a

type SO as regenerative detector and a type 19 twin triode

(actually

2

tubes in

one) as

$769
Less

Tubes.

Cabinet, and
Batteries

two stages of resistance -coupThe world - famous reputation
led audio.
of the entire Doerle line, is behind this remarkable set. Requires two No. 6 dry celle
and two 45 volt "R" batteries for operation.
All parts and workmanship fully guaranteed.
Employs a set of four 5 -prong ribbed plug in coils. These coils are interchangeable with
the new 6 -prong bandspread coils. Ship. wt.,
10 lbs. List Price $15.76.
5009 -IC [Merle 2 -tubs Battery Resolver
not wired, but including Coils. ten

No.

Kit.

1

Batteries and cabinet. YOUR PRICE `v.

Tubes.

6

$1.00
Set of 2 Matched Tubes
.w
Metal Cabinet for above
Set of 4 Bandspread Coils
2.33
No. 5006 -K Doerle 3 -tube Battery Receiver Kit. not wired
but with S Colla and Metal Cabinet, less
Tubes and Batteries. Ship wt.. 10 Ibo. List
Price -$23.75

$12.48

YOUR PRICE

Set of 3 Matched Tubes
We will wire and test any of these kite at an
sharp.

of

$1.50

ddltlonl

51.50.

to I Bandsprnd Dial for the 3 -tub. est 41.75 mitre
Bend Sc stump for Free new catalog. and radio
125

treatise

101 -A

RADIO TRADING CO.
N.
Hudson St.

Short
Wave

League

Members
In order that fellow members
able to recognize each other
designed this button, which
and which will give you a

Y. C.

IDENTIFY
THEMSELVES
WITH THE
ORGANIZATION
of the LEAGUE may bo
when they meet, we how
I. sold only to members

professional

appearance.

If

you are a member of the LEAGUE. you
cannot afford to be without this insignia of
your membership.
It is nld only to those
belonging to the LEAGUE and when you see
It on another, you can be certain that he Is
a member. See Page 762.

Lapel Button, made in bronze, gold
35c
filled, not plated, prepaid
OQ
Lapel Button, like one described above,
S2'
but in solid gold, prepaid

new Volpe).

r'. lals

l

are

to -date metal tubes were used, although
regular glass tubes may be used providing
proper shielding is used with them. The
circuit of the receiver is much the same as
the well known SW3. In the T.R.F. stage
(Herren grid teraioo of the 852). Nominal
we have a 6K7 pentode. This is inductively MIMIC 881) watts.
Regular
No neutralisation needed!
100
coupled to the regenerative detector. In rating
$35.00
:rite
order that the detector tube may always be
$14.75
Special sale price
a' II known ruhe similar to the .10.
run below the overloading point, a suitable Duoac 205-..
20
watts.
Reg.
price
41.10.
gain control is incorporated in the cathode Rated plate diss ipation
89e
circuit of the R.F. stage. This is a 25,000 Special
Ituorae 545. 50 watt amplifier and modulator. Regular
ohm variable resistor which, even when all price
ii,n'loon's
$7.95
the resistance is in the circuit, is not sufspecial price
ficient to cut down the stronger signals. Punter 242. (Similar in all respects to the standard 2111
$7.95
To make it more effective we have arranged Regular price $17.50. Sale :tire
872. 7.300 volt. 2.5 amp mercury vapor rectifier.
to apply a positive potential to the cathode Bomar
5 volt. 10 amps. Reg. price $16.10. Special $7.95
?Ranier(
ns the resistance in the cathode circuit is
duty 866 mercury vapor rectifiers. A BUY Al'
increased. A 100,000 ohm fixed resistor Heavy
911e
ONLY
connected between one side of the volume Good 46'$. FYI for Xmitteng. Three for
$1.00
this
purplus
serves
and
the
"B"
control
for 50 Stearn. Thordarson. Delivers
pose. Even on a moderate strength signal Filament atefonner
4 mops. with heavy duty control rhnestat.
volts
the volume control must be set to minimum 10
$1.10
Complete
volume in order to prevent overloading of .IEFFP.RHON 2t4 volt. 12 Amp. CT for 866's. 7.500 volt
$1.16
the detector, so sensitive and efficient is the Insulation! Excellent value at
ndensets.
General Radio type 2.47 .00025 odd variable
R.F. stage.
68e
ONLY

TUBES

.

Brass plates.

2 -TUBE BATTERY

FB VALUES!

MORE

HR R SUM
ST.UA. The

Good spacing for Ynsittere.

Feed -back Method and Audio Stage
SEND YOUR MAIL ORDER TODAY! -OR
VISIT OUR NEW LARGE STORE!I
It was a "toss up" really, whether we
should have the feed -back coil (tickler)
(Ste our Receiver Cataing Advertisement on page 742)
connected in the plate circuit of the detecCRD PUTS UR NAME ON OUR FREE MAIL.
tor tube, or in the cathode circuit. Merely UR QSL
ING LIST FOR OUR "ILt3I BILI.ETINS"
for simplicity's sake we decided upon the
SEND IT TODAY. OW
cathode method, which allows the output
circuit of the detector tube to be relatively
free of R.F. And we believe greater gain
is obtained in this manner.
Coupling between the detector and the
audio stage is accomplished with resistors
and a capacitor. This combination may be 12 West Broadway -C4 -New York City
replaced with a high impedance audio choke
coil for a slight increase in audio volume.
For the audio stage we selected a triode, THE NEW
the 6C5. A pentode may be used in its EXPLORER
place with even a further increase in audio
Makes Any Radio an All- Purpose Amplifying System!
volume. In this case we would need some .4 complete w.n'atnre r elia transa,bI,
¢ tine.
ea
udio- sect,
mitter
sort of output coupling device so that the
ecill. circuit.
modular
new .
plate current of the A.F. amplifier would
nh Mort wave set , microphone.
or phonograph peekup attaehed m
not pass directly through the phones and 5
{
input. it draadcads
so shorten the useful life of them. Then
powerful tunable broaden. hand tD n.l
resole. breadel,d
again if we use a pentode we should incor- to moat
he
.,` the
-f,,.r niill neat
porate an audio volume control in the pen- emit
and reception
e ntire
` .warty.
tode stage -with the triode it. was not
t

"Rebroadcaster"
l

t

,

1 or more tubes to the IInput,
Attack your short wave set mina
-on the broad-and bring in I0.stn stations n..., heard before
volume! En, ie .o" castt receiver loud -Speaker trap tremendOUS
and brn.l,te
",l,cad.a
eh.r .
i
a
Vi
'
s , .0 we'ar,
s
n.n Su d fip
Fnr'.ti.,e
ff
trilb
a iÌ
r
all.,
Addre- nd^ iphco .Vn

deemed necessary.

. ..

Power Supply

...I .M oÌ s

For those who do not possess a suitable
power-supply for this receiver, a diagram
of one is given. It should furnish 6.3 volts
for the heaters and 250 volts for the plates
of the tubes.
Returning to the diagram we see that

padding in the R.F. stage is provided by
tuning the interwound coil. This is the
winding which, on the detector coil, is used
in the plate of the R.F. tube for coupling.
This coil naturally imposes a load on the
detector grid circuit and thus detunes it.
We do exactly the same thing in the R.F.
circuit. We tune the third winding and
thus impose upon it the same load as on
the detector coil and in this manner obtain
very nearly perfect "tracking" between the
detector and R.F. stages when they are
tuned together.
Plenty of by -pass condensers are used to
insure maximum stability, which is obtained only when all traces of R.F. are kept
at or near the zero point.
One very important part of the construction of any receiver is the layout or placement of parts. We used an SW3 cabinet
and placed the parts of each stage where
undesired coupling would be at a minimum.
The dial and condenser assembly is placed
in the center. The R.F. stage is placed to
the left of the cabinet and the detector is
on the right. In the center, to the rear,
we have the audio amplifier tube. Between
the two high frequency stages we have two
aluminum shields. Why use two when one
would have separated them? Well, one was
(Continued on page 763)
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UNIVERSAL
Combination

FLOOR STAND
A rugged three -piece. telescoping, combination banquet
and floor stand-Compactlight weight -smooth in operation- Finished in fully polished nickel plate- Equipped
with cadmium plated, adjustable and detachable copy holder, mounted on a flexible steel amsA Mean, workmanlike job. designed
and manufactured to Universal standards of quality-List Price. complete
Stith it springs. $10.00.

Universal Microphone Co., Ltd.
424 Warren Lane
Inglewood. Calif., U.S.A.
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SHORT WAVE ESSENTIALS
FOR MEMBERS OF THE SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
Application for Membership
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
4 -36
99.101 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.
1, Me undersigned. herewith desire to apply for membership in the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. In Joining the
LEAGUE I understand that I am not assessed for membership and that there are no dues and no fees of any
kind. I pledge myself to abide by all the rules and regulations of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. which rules
yoI consider myself belonging eto tithe following class (put
an X in corrects
e): Short Were Experimenter
Short Wave Fan O Radio Engineer
Student
I own the following radio equipment:

Transmitting

-

Call Iwtten......_._._...__........_...__....-_..._

Name
Address

Cityand

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LETTERHEADS
A beautiful letterhead has been designed for members'
correspondence. It Is
the official letterhead for all members.
The letterhead is Invaluable when it
becomes necessary to deal with the radio Industry,
mail
order
radio manufacturers and the like: as many houses have offered to give houses,
members who write
on the LEAGUE'S letterhead a preferential
discount.
The
letterhead
Is also
absolutely essential when writing for verification to radio
abroad. It automatically gives you a professional standing. stations either here or
CgkC
A -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE letterheads, per 100
ff77VV
OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LISTENER MAGAZINE
The finest magazine of its kind ever published-totally
different in get -up and
contents from any other. Contains the largest listing
of short wave stations in
the world, Up-to -the- minute, including "Police." "Television"
and short -wave
sttdlons, as well as a special list of the star short -wave
stations with their frequencies and call letters. Also contains photos and
descriptions of short -wave
broadcasting stations in various ports uf the world with
photos of short wave
studio artists -How to locate "weak" distance stations,
"short-w:lve listener"-Question and Answer Departmentandforother hints for the
Silver Cup Trophy for best photo of render: listening "Posts." the "listener"
,s
etc
B- Official Short Wave Listener
RADIO MAP OF THE WORLD AND STATION FINDER
The finest device of Its kind published. 'l'he world's
on heavy bard is
divided into 23 sections, while the rotary disc shows younap
the exact
time in any foreign country. Invaluable in lugging foreign immediately
stations. Also Alves
call letters assigned to all nations. Sixe I1"22 ".
C -Radio Map of the World and Station Finder..
_Prepaid 5C
GLOBE OF THE WORLD
This highly important essential is an ornament for every Alen
or study. It is a
`lobe, 6 In. in diameter, printed in fifteen colors, glazed in
be washed. This globe helps you to intelligently log yourauch a way that it can
foreign stations. The
base is of solid walnut. and the .semi- meridian of
a nickel -like metal.
Entire
device substantially made, and will give
attractive appearance to every
station, emphasizing the long -distance work an
of the operator.
D-Globe of the World
Prepaid 89C
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LAPEL BUTTON
This beautiful button is made in hard enamel in four
colors, red. white. blue
nod gold.
It measures three quarters of an inch in diameter.
By wearing this
button, other members will recognize you
and
Made in bronze, gold filled, not plated. Must itbewill give you a professional air.
seen to be appreciated.
CC
E -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button
Prepaid
ER -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button, like the one
described
above but

State ..........._..._..._.. .._..........._.......-

...-

Country
t anelose 10e for peftage and handling for my Member.
faip CertNleai..

A FEW WORDS AS TO THE PURPOSE OF

THE LEAGUE
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE was founded
in 1930. Honorary Directors are as follows:
Dr. Lee de Forest. John L. Reinert:, D.
E. Replogle, Hollis Baird, E. T. Somerset,
Baron Manfred von Ardenne. Hugo Gerns-

back. Executive S
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE is a scientific membership organization for the promotion of the short wave art. There are
no dues, no fees, no initiations, in connection with the LEAGUE. No one makes any
money from it; no one derives any salary.
The only income which the LEAGUE has is
from its short wave essentials. A pamphlet
setting forth the LEAGUE'S numerous aspirations and purposes will be sent to anyone on receipt of a 3c stamp to cover
postage.

in solid gold

Prepaid

G -SHORT

certificate with

as

a

the LEAGUE'S
sent to you, providing the in
stamps or coin is sent for nulling charges.
Members are entitled to preferential disa

seal

will

be

bers.

sá...
c

,egs

counts when buying radio merchandise from
numerous firms who have agreed to allow lower
prices to all SHORT WAVE LEAGUE mem-

beautiful

CERTIFICATE

you are enrolled

B-15e per copy

WAVE LEAGUE seals... ..._...._..__..__.........._per 25, Prepaid
SHORT WAVE MAP OF THE WORLD
This beautiful map, measuring 1526 in. and printed
in 18 colora is indispensable when

EXCEPTOTION OF ITEM B.
Send all orders for short wave essentials to SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE.
99 -101 Hudson Street, New York City.
If you do nut wish to mutilate the mazagine, you may copy either or both coupons

MEMBERSHIP

neon ins

PLEASE NOTE THAT

ARE
MEMBERS OF THE LEA UE -VNOTESSENTIALS
TO NON- MEMBERSOWITH

on a sheet

of paper.

<`
,y ...-

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

99 -101 Hudson St., New

C-25e *eels

York, N. Y.
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F-25e each

Illustration of engraved free membership certificate
SNORT WAVE ESSENTIALS LISTED HERE SOLD
ONLY TO SNORT WAVE LEAGUE MEMBERS
They cannot be bought by anyone sinless
lie has already enrolled as one of the members of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE or signs
the blank on this page (which automatically
enrolls him as a member. always provided that
lie is a short wave experimenter, a short wave
tan, radio engineer. radio student. etc.).
Inasmuch as the LEAGUE is International.
it makes no difference whether you are a
citizen of the United States or any other
country. The LEAGUE is open to all.

100

e'
Wa00

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE SEALS
These seals or stickers are execnteil
three colors and measure 1% in. in
diameter, and are gun d on one side. in '!'hey
used by members to adix to
stationery, letterheads, envelopes postal cards are
the like.
The Seal signifies
that you are a member of the SHORT WAVEnod
LEAGUE.
Sold in 25 lots or
multiples only.

aouiber,

As

A-50e per

..-- -. --

hung in sight or placed "under
on the table or wall of
the short wave enthusiast. It contains a wealththeofglass"
information such as distancent
to all parta of the world, political nature of the country
in which a broadcast
station is locnteil. etc.. and from the manner in which the map
is blocked off gives
the time in different parts of the world at a glance.
F -SHORT WAVE Map of the World
Prepaid 25C

FREE

..

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. 411-101 Hud... Street. Ne. York. S. Y.
Gentlemen:
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already an
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"Do You Know
the Answer ?"
How

to

(Continued front page 761)

Go About Looking
for a Job?

How to Better Your Position?
How to Plan Your Career?
The answer to these and many other questions, such as: How to earn money in
spare time jobs, what occupation to choose,
inside stories of how the other fellow has
done it, statistics, facts, will he found in
the new monthly magazine

& CAREERS
JOBS
For Sale at all Newsstands NOW.
Leading articles by vocational experts,
personnel directors, leaders of industry tell
you how to tackle your problems and how
to increase your chances of success.
IF YOU WANT TO LEARN WHY MOST
FELLOWS FAIL, WHERE OTHERS SUCCEED, READ

tried and while it appeared to serve, tests
demonstrated that it had very little effect
insofar as R.F. shielding is concerned; two
were absolutely necessary! The regeneration control is on the left of the dial and
the R.F. padding or trimmer condenser is
to the left. The R.F. volume control is
placed on the left side of the cabinet; there

for it on the front panel.
doublet or a plain single wire
may be used for the antenna. If a single
wire is used, one around 75 feet will be
found to be most efficient when operation
is desired over the entire short -wave specwas no space

Either

a

trum.

Parts List for De Luxe Receiver
1

-PW2

dial and condenser combination, Na-

tional.

condenser, National.
4 -.1 mf. fixed condenser, Cornell -Dubilier.
3 -.0001 mf. mica condensers, Cornell -Dubilier.
-Dubilier.
1 -.006 mf. mica condenser, Cornell
-Dubilier.
1 -1 mf. by -pass condenser, Cornell
-Dubilier.
Cornell
mf. by -pass condenser,
1
1 -300 ohm l!, -watt resistor, I.R.C.
3-1/4 meg. 1/2-watt resistors. I.R.C.
meg. 1 ,-watt resistor, I.R.C.
1
1-20.000 -ohm 1,4 -watt resistor, I.R.C.Type.
All Resistors of the Insulated
25,000ohm potentiometer, Electrad.
1

all Newsstands 25c a copy.
If your dealer cannot supply you,
send a quarter and we will forward
On

a copy al once.

JOBS & CAREERS
Ill.
520 N. Michigan Avenue. SW4, Chicago,

-100 mmf. variable

-4
-2

-6K7 tube R.C.A.
I -6.17 tube. R.C.A.
metal tube. R.C.A.
1 -6C5

rate,scientific,
simple to use,
impressive to

ustomers.

$84.50 net,
complete

To make it possible for service men to use
the same instrument used in factories for
peaking I. F. transformers, checking distortion, etc., we offer the RCA Cathode Ray

Osc illograph. Entirely self-contained, includ-

ing power supplies. With RCA Test Oscillator and RCA Frequency Modulator you
can offer complete factory service; or use it
as a modulation indicator for your amateur
transmitter, etc. See it at your
RCA Parts Distributor's.

OSCILLOGRAPH

1

KNFI
KNFJ
KNFK
KNFL
KNFM
KNFN
KNFO
KNFP
KNFQ
KNFR
KNFS
KNFT

SCIENCE AND
MECHANICS

KNFU
KNFV
KNFW

KNFX
EVERYDAY SCI- KNFY
ENCE AND ME- KNFZ
CHANICS is the fin- KNGA
est scientific-tech- KNGB
KNGC
nical mechanical
KNGD
construction maga- KNGE
zine in the 'field. UrKNGF
to -the- minute with KNGH
KNGJ
sciflashes
of
news
entific events. Dozens KNGK
of constructional ar- KNGM
KNGN
ticles and many pop- KNGO
ular experiments. KNGP
KNGQ
Ideas from which
KNGR
you can make things
KNGT
to sell.
KNGU
Edited by
KNGV
HUGO GERNSBACK KNGW
Over ISO illustrations
KNGX
KNGY
A Host of Interesting Subjects Covered
KNGZ
and
InvenWood, nrkhig -- Photography- Magic- Patents
KNHA
this -honk Itevlervs -Meld- working- ChentistrY -Eng1- KNHB
Experiments
-I
lousehold
Aral
-Eleet
KNHC
cering- ti irtoscopy
KNHD
lldph- Astrmwnty -Prize Contests- and other subjerts.
KNHE
Cet voue cop» todarg
KNHF
the
on an newsstands
KNHG
COPY Everyday Science and Mechanics KNHM
99 -C Nucleon St.,

potentiometer, Electrad.

3 -Octal isolantite sockets, National.
2 -special 6-prong coil sockets, National.
1 -2.5 mh. R.F.C., National.
Two Each of National Nos. 61, 62, 63, and 64,
"General Coverage" Coils (National "Band
Spread" coils can be used. which will provide
extraordinary spreading of the stations over
the dial ; more than the average listener will
require.)
1 -6W3 cabinet, National.

(font ira

EVnil-DAY

-

New York, N. Y.

Oscillo.

Ray

KSW
KVP

VDM

Please mention

ed

frog. page

AMERICAN
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE

736)

>I1. Vernon, Wash.

II}

Parts Division, RCA Mfg. Co., Inc.
Camden, N. J. An RCA Subsidiary

RCA

Police Radio Alarm
Stations

Internationally popular
for its many scientific
and technical articles-

-

RCACathode

graph, accu.

11- 50,000

THE VOCATIONAL DIGES

To Give
FACTORY-TYPE
SERVICE

(Licensed)
ke.

I'umoua, Cal.
Bellingham, Wash.
Shuksan, Wash.
Compton, Cal.
Waterloo, Iowa
Storni Lake, Iowa
Everett. Wash.
Skykomish, Wash.

2414
1712
2490
2490
2490
1682
1682
2414
2490

Mobile in State of Wash.

2490 kc.

ke.
ke.
kc.

Attractive Design
Standard accessories.
Engineered for flexibility.

kr.
kr.
kc.
ke.

kc.

Request catalogue from your sob her or direct front factory.

AMERICAN MICROPHONE CO.
4

Alpowa Camp, Wash.
Ilwaeo, Wash.
Hells Crossing Camp, Wash.
Sams Pass Camp, Wash.
1 "akima. K.
Vancouver, Wash.
Walla Walla, Wash.
Cleburne, 'l'ex.
Sacramento, Cal.
Dodge City, Kans.
la Centro, Cal.
Duncan, Okla.
Rapid City, S. Dak.
Norfolk. Nebr.
Portable. Okla.
Shreveport, Pa.
Wenatchee, Wash
Spokane, Wash.
Muskogee. Okla.
Yakima, Wash.

2490 kc.

2490 ke.
2490 ke.
2490 kr.
2490 kc.
2490 ke.
2490 ke.
1712 kt.
2422 kc.
2474 ke.
2490 kc.
2450 ke.
2450 kc.
2490 kc.
2450 ke.
2430 ke.

Salina, Kans.

Brownwotal, Tex.
Portable. Loa Angeles
Lodi, Calif.
Ephrata, Wash.
Mobile, Wash.
(r,,ti hay, Win.
Ado, Okla.
Redwood Falls, Minn.
Fort Smith, Ark.
Denton. Tex.
Prescott, Ark.
Fargo, N. Dak.
Berkeley, Cal.
Dallas, Tez.
Halifax, N.S.
SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

ke.
ke.
kc.
kc.

2414
0490
2490
2382
2450
1658
2406
1712
2430
2442
1658
1712
1690

kt.
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ke.
kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
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kc.

Ici

n ils.

Southport Avenue, Chicago,

I

kr.

If'rite today for full

the hallicratters
Ill.

ke.

I

FOR THIS MONTH
$1. ($1.25 Canada and foreign) and we
-WAVE
CRAFT for Eight
send
you
SHORT
will
months. DO 17' NOR'.
Send

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
99.101

Hudson Street

writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

Sr.

ie1.

ITocll .

k
1712 ke.

kt.
kt.

Les Angeles. Calif.

The SUPER SKYRIDER

24110 Ice.

2490
2450
2414
2422
2458

California Corporation

1915 South Western Avenue.

New York
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VYR

DATAPRINTS
Just the
CONSTRUCTION
Information
You Need

To Build

Electrical
Apparatus
TESLA OR OUDIN COILS
Oataprint containing data fer constructing
this 3 11. spark Ondin -Teti soli. Requires
K.W. 20.000 volt transformer as "exciter':
sae list below. Include ends.. data. .

$.75

I

Inch spark, data for building. Including contdenser data; requires Va K. W. 15.000 volt

s

ransfoemer; see lint below...._
0.50
Violetta type, high frequency coil data: 110
volt A.C. or D.C. type; 1" spark; used for
"violet ray" treatments and "Experiment:'.. 0.50
flow to operate Oudm colt from a vacuum tube
oscillator
0.50
3 inch spark Tesla coil; operates ce lord ig-

nition roll

inch spark Ondin coil; 110 volt A.C.

2

t'otl"

Trlekr with Tesla and Ondin Colle___..__..

20

kw.

I

"alak-

0.50
0.50

0.50

--

TRANSFORMER DATA
transformer data, 110 -volt.
Rultable for operating 5 ft

20.000 -volt

00 -cycle

primary.

Ondin mil
15,000 -volt
Va k.w.
60 -cycle primary.
Inch Ondin cell

transform. data.

110 -volt,
Suitable for operating 5-

0.50

0.50

Electrlo Welding Transi. (2 K.W. 110 Vt. Prim
18 Vt. See. Other Sec. Vt data given.)
0.50
Induction Colis-1 to 12 inch spark data.
0.50
ARTIFICIAL FEVER A
0.75
(Low, Medium & High Power Data Given)

SLIDE
RULE
MIDGET

Metal 4' Dia.
Price $1.50.
Caws 50c

entra

This ente solver any problem In multiplication. dM010p, addition. subtraction, and proportion; it IVs.
give, roots and powers of number,, mines. eoslnN,
tangents and cotangente of all angles; also logs of
Add, and subtracts fractions. Approved
bumbers.
,alleges.
y
10' Dia. 27' Seale "Se ulal" Rule. $2.75.
Multiplia end Dividen, but bas ne "Trig" Seale.

-

TELEGRAPHONE
Records
Volee
or
"Code" Opnds on steel wire by mad lietlem.
Codo sen be morded "fast"
and
translated
"slow."
Construetlon
data

(epoclel)

50.00

MAGNET COIL DATA
Powerful battery electro- magnet; lifte 40 Ibo
10.50
110 Volt D,C. magnet to lift 25 lbs
0.30
110 Volt D.C., 300 Ib., Litt electromagnet
0.50
110 Volt D.C. solenoid; lifts 2 Ib. through 1 la
0.5S
110 Volt D.C. solenoid, lifts 6 Ib. through 1 In. 0.50
12 Volt D.C. solenoid, lifts 2 Ib, through 1 In. 0.50
A. C. Solenoid. powerful.
110 -volt. 60- cycle
0.50
MOTOR -1/10 H.P., 110 volt A.C., 60 cycle
+unable for driving 12" fan. etc. i -Dais
0.50
60 or 1.200 cycle Synchronous motor Data
0.50
I

MISCELLANEOUS DATAPRINTS
Electric Furnace Regulator

Treasure Locator
Water Turbines
20 motor circuits-hook -ups...__..._..__..._...._.
20 practical telephune hook -up
l00 mechanical movements for Invente........_
Polarised Belay- 17ltra Sensitive

$0.50
0.50
0.50
0.35

0.35
0.50
0.50

Electro-medlcal roil (bockine coil)
0.50
Water- Wheels -How to Build and Light your
hole
0.50
20 Electric Bell circuits
0.50
Public Address System
0.50
Electric chime rinser; at, eay elort
0 50

-__

20

"Elestrlal Tricks" for

LODGES

PARTIES

and
$0.50

How to Fry Eggs on Cake of lee Klectrically..80 50
'Rewinding" Small Motor Armature.
0.80

"ENGINEERING SERVICE
(20%

of

en orden for $3.00

BY MAIL"
er more. Ne C.O.D.)

The DATAPRINT COMPANY
Leek
aaa522

RAMSEY, N.

1,

SLnu real, C'en.
Winnipeg, Man.
Belle Island, Mich.
Boston, Mass.

V YW

WCK
WE Y

WKDT
WKDU
WMDZ
WMJ
WMO
WMP
WNFP
WPDA
WPDB

Detroit, Mich.
Cineiunati, Ohio
Indianapolis, Ind.
Buffalo, N.Y.
Highland Park, Mich.
Framingham, Mass.

WPDC
WPDD
WPDE
WPDF
WPDG
WPDH
WPDI
WPDK
WPDL
WPDM
WPDN
WPDD
WPDP
WPDS
WPDT
WPDD
WPDV
WPDW
WPDX
WPDY
WPDZ
WPEA
WPEB
WPEC
WPED
WPEE
WPEF
WPEG
WPEH
WPEI
WPEK
WPEL
WPEM
WPEP
WPES
WPET
WPEV
WPEW
WPFA
WPFC
WPFE
WPFG
WPFH
WPFI
WPFJ

WPFK
WPFL
WPFM
WPFN
WPFO
WPFP
WPFQ
WPFR
WPFS

WPFT
WPFU
WPFV
WPFW
WPFX
WPF Y
WPFZ
WPGA
WPGB
WPGC
WPGD
WPGF
WPGG
WPGH
WPGI
WPGJ
WPGK
WPGL
WPGN
WPGO
WPGP
WPGQ
WPGS
WPGT
WPGU
WPGV
WPGW
WPGX
WPGZ
WPHA
WPHB
WPHC
WPHD
WPHE
WPHF
WPHG
WPHI
WPHJ
WPHK
WPHL

2396 kc.
2414 kc.
1630 kc.
1630 kr.
1706 kc.

Lansing. Stich.
Dayton, Ohio

2442
2466
2458
2442
2430
2450
2442
2430
2382
2458
2474
2430
2490

E. Providence, R.I.
New Orleans, La.
W. Bridgewater, Mass.
Woonsocket, R.I.
Kenosha, Wis.
Saginaw, Mich.

Lexington, Ky.
Portable (ir, Maas.)
Northampton, Mass.
Newton, Stass.
Muskegon, Mich.
Reading, Pa.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Baltimore, Md.
Columbus, Ga.
Hammond, End.
Hackensack, N.J.
Gary, Ind.
Birmingham, Ala.
New Bedford Mass.
Knoxville, Tenn.

Clarksburg, W.Va.
Swarthmore, Pa.
Johnson City, Tenn,
Asheville, N.C.
Lakeland, Fla.
Portland, Me.
Pawtucket, R.I.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Palm Beach, Fla.
Yonkers, N.Y.
Miami, Fla.
Bay City, Mich.
Port Huron, Mich.
S. Schenectady,

N.Y.

Rockford. IB.
Providence, R.I.
Findlay, Ohio
Albany, N.T.
Portsmouth, Ohio
Utica, N.T.
Cranston, R.I.
Binghamton, N.Y.
South Bend, Ind.
Huntington, N.Y.
Muncie, Ind.
Columbus, Ohio
Mineola, N.Y.
New Castle, Pa.

Richmond, Va.
Medford, Mass.
Charleston, W.Va.
Fairmont, W.Va.
Wilmington, Ohio
Portable in Ohio
WAVE CRAFT

ke.
kc.
kc,
kt..
kc.

kr.
kr,

Dcc.. 1934.

If you do not specify copies we will use
our own judgment in sending assorted
numbers to 511 your order. Note we cannot exchange

kc.
ke.

kr,
kc,
kc.
kc.
kc.

the copies for ones that
have been sent to you.
Practically every copy of SHORT

WAVE ('RAFT contains important information that you should have. Here is

kr.

chance to get those copies.
As we have only a small supply of back
numbers on hand, this offer will be
drawn as soon as they have been withsold.
We accept U.S. stamps. U.S. coin,
money order. Rush your order today. or
a

2414 ke.

2490
2382
2442
2466

kc.
kc.

SHORT

kc,
kc.

99 -101

1712 kc.

2450

PREPAID

;

'cc.

2458 kc.
2422 kc.
2414 kc.

W-%

Hudson Street

\'E CRAFT
New York. N. T.

kc.

2450 kr.
1712 kc.
1712 kr.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
4 -36
99 -101 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
enclose herewith
which
ar to send me sir back number copies
of
HORT

2430 kc.

WAVE CRAFT

2450

kc.

1666 kc.

2466 kc.
2450 kr.
2442 It,
1706 Ise.
1666 kc.
1666 kr.
1712 kr.

2442
2442
2442
2414
2414
1712
2430
2470
2382
1712
2474
2490
2474
2470
2474
2442
2422
2466
2466
2442
2442
?,442

2466
2466
1658
1712
1596

kc,

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
ko.
kc,
kc.

as

follows

kc.
kc.
kc
kc.
kc.

kc.
kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.
kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.
kc.

1596 kc.

2490 kc.
2482 ko.
1712 kc.
1712 kc.
2382 kr.
2466 kr.
2474 kc.
2466 kc.

2422 kc.
1596 kc.

2458 kc.
1634 ke.
2450 kc.
1712 kc.

2490 kc.
2490 kr.
1596 kr
1682 kc.

_.._.....__

Name

-

Address

I'd»

State

NEW
for AIIIATI:URS1100K
and

A

EXPERIMENTERS
ENTIRELY NEW!

A

kc.

2414
2430
2414 kr.
2466 kies
2442 ke.
2490 kc.
2490 kr.
2442 kc.

Mobile, Ala.
Worcester, Mass.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Fitchburg, Mass.

Culver, Ind.

1712

2458

Coheaset, Mass.
Boston, Mass.

Nashua, N.H.
Massillon, Ohio
Steubenville, Ohio

kc.

1712

Copies of
SHORT WAVE
CRAFT

For a limited time only, and as long as
they last, we will send you six back numbers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT assorted,
your choice, for 70 cents.
The usual price for six copies would be
$1.50 and most pub:ishen charge a higher
price for back numbers over one year old.
We can supply all copies except the
following: June -July, Aug.-Sept.,
Oct.
Nov., 1930; Dec. -Jan., 1931 ; Dec. -Jan.,
May, June, Sept., Nov 1932 Jan.. Feb.,
March, May, June, July, 1933; Nov.,

kc.
kc.
kc.

1666

2422
2414
1712
1712

Auburn, N.V.
Akron, Ohio
Philadelphia, t'a.
St. Paul, Minn.
Kokomo, Ind.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Charlotte, N.C.
Washington, D.C.
Detroit, Stich.
Atlanta, Ga.
Fort Wayne. Ind.
Syracuse, X.Y.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Memphis, Tenn.
Arlington, Mass.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
New York, N.Y.
Somerville, Stase.

G

2442 kc.
2422 kr.
2414 Ire.

Niagara Falls, N.T.
Tulare, Cul.
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, Ill.

Louisville, Ky.
Flint, Mich.
Youngstown, Ohio
Richmond, Ind.
Columbus, Ohio
Milwaukee, Wis.

Please mention SHORT

1706 kc.

THE

RADIO

great

RADIO
HANDBOOK
FOR AMATEURS
AND EXPERIMENTERS

Izaionsim

staff.
pages

Handbook
by
technical radio
More than 300

prepared

and over 400

II-

lustrations.
And then, there are

64

pages

ceiver

of

new

re-

data. wIllr delaits for building any
kind of short -wage re-

ceiver from
one -tuber
to
12 -tune
crystal
superheterodyne.
46
Pages of latest 5 -meter
data. Including the design of four new. 5meter superheterodynea.
Also data on building
one -tube
beginner's
transceivers. 32 pages
of new Antenna data,

directional antenna. etc.

of Radiopages
telephone data, Including controlled Carrier
Modulation. Tel s how to design. build
and operate any kind of
C.W. or phone
transmitter from 10 watts to a kilowatt.
Many chapters on radio theory, trans.
and choke
design. all the new
POSTPAI P former
i
-C tube information. Audio and other
sound system design farts. Many tables, chan, curves.
etc. Most complete and authoritative book of ras kind.
JUST OUT! The greatest book of the year.
Order today! Send remittance of One Dollar, check or
money order accepted. Register letter if you send cash
or unused U.S. postage .stamps.
64

$ 00

RADIO PUBLICATIONS

101 Hudson Street

New York

A MEMBER OF THE
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
Without a Supply of the
Official Letterheads?
Take advantage of this opportunity
to handle your LEAGUE correspondence
in a business-like manner.
See Page 762 for order blank.

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

99-101 Hudson

when writing advertisers

St.,

New York, N.Y.
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WPHM
WPHN
WPHO
WPHP
WPHQ
WPHS
WPHT
WPHU
WPHV
WPHM
WPHZ
W PSP
W QFA
W QFB

WQFC
W QFD
W QFE
WQFF
WQFG
W QFH
W QFI
W QFJ
W QFK
W QFM
WQFN
W QFO

WQFP
WQFQ
WQFR
WQFS
WQFT
WQFU
WQFV
WRBH
WRDQ
WRDR
WRDS

WIXAO

Orlando, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Zanesville, Ohio
Jackson, Mich.
Parkersburg, W.Va.
Culver, Ind.
Cambridge, Ohio

Jasper, Ind.
Bristol, Va.
Elizabethton, Tenn.
Oil City, Pa.
Harrisburg, Pa.
New Haven, Conn.
Macon, Ga.
Gainesville, Fla.
Columbia City, Ind.
Seymour, Ind.
Moneasen, Pa.
Roanoke, Va.
Lynchburg, Va.
Petersburg, Va.
Oneonta, N. Y.
Clearwater, Fla.
Wilkes- Barre, Pa.
Winter Haven, Fla.
Lancaster, Ohio
Springfield, Ill.

Lafayette, Ind.
Portable, N. Y.

Hibbing, Minn.
Portable, Ohio
Sharon, Pa.
Augusta, Ga.
Cleveland, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Grosse Pt. Village, Mich.
E. Lansing, Mich.
Boston, Mass.

2442
2488
2430
2466
2490
1834
1598
1834
2450
2474
2482
1874
2466
2414
2406

ke.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

1534

kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.

1634 kc.

2482
2450
2450
2450
2414
2466
2442
2442
2430
1610
2442
1658
2382
1598
2482
2414
2458
2474
2414
1042
1712

kc.
kc.
kc.
lie.
kc
kc.
lie.
kc.
ke.
ke.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.
kc.
kc
km.

kc.

kc.

Short Wave Scout
News

765

CLASSIFIED

or
Advertisements are inserted at 5c per word to strictly amateurs, or 10e a word to manufacturers
all orders. Copy
dealers. Each word in a name and address is counted. Cash should accompany
for the May issue should reach us not later than March 5.
and correspondence courses. Students
licensed this month: W2JAN, W.JBO,
R`2.IC1' R^2JUJ \V2J1)Il.
W2J11S, \l' G%. W'2JGX, W2A:Y,
\P2JI E.
R'2.111V,
N ^2J II F.
\\ \ \, V' .jKL, New York Wireless
School. 1123 Broadway. New
LL.utN RADIO. $1.0014:Ií LESSON.
All ubjects. Revolutionary successful
individual method. Equipment loaned
and rented. University Expert Instrucd $1.00
tors. Infornat ion free, or
Missouri siTechnical
for first lesson.
School. 3:07-R North_ 25th. SI. louis.
RADIO ENGINEERING, BROAD casting. aviation and police radio. Servicing. Marine and ylorse Telegraphy
taught thoroughly. All expenses low.
Catalog free. Dodge's Institute. Colt

BOOKS
FREE
ARMY-NAVY GIVES
radio operators' training for service on
aircraft. ships. Salary. expenses paid.
Information pamphlet. how to apply.
20e. ('antinenta6 Box 344. Dept. 4.
lndianapolla, Ind.
GENERATORS

S('RAI'

TI'I[N

tJl

MONEY.

INTO

Auto0Ower Shona you horn easily and
econo,lrally auto generators can be

convened Into A.C. or D.C. generators
and D.C. moron. 2 to 1000 volts: for
sound, radio. power. light. or welding.
No previous experience necessary-complete Information all in new bark, with
simple Instructions and illustrations.
Endorsed by thousands. Only MOO
Autopower. Inc., 414 S.
postpaid.
Moyne Are.. Chicago.
"HAM" OFFERS AND WANTS
MOTOR-GENERATOR. BARGAIN
110 ID.l'., Output 600 Volts. 8:10 \lids.
Good sturdy job. Complete with Automatte Saner. $25 takes It. ]fencer.
503 West I81th Street. New York.
WANTED COPY OF 1.0I8IE.'S
"Signalling Through Spare Without
ll'Ire,. State price and condition.
II. W. Seear, °' Short Wave Craft.
99 Hudson St., New York City.
SELLING STATION 250 WAIT
transmitter complete. including l,oacr
supply. tubes. 17 jewel meten. ere..
$75. Ea '9EPY, Fred Kramer. 211
So. 21 Ave.. Maywood. Ill.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE MODel ISIS never used $9.00 or trade, want

geometer.

fork_

W9ARA.

Butler. Missouri.
INSTRUCTION
('OMLICENSE.Y,
AM:1TE1'it
piete training. £1.50 weekly. Resident

Dec. 7, 1935

December 9, 1935

LSX -Monte Grande, Argentina, S.A., 10:
350 Ice. Fair.
TIDG -San Jose, Costa Rica, 6,410 Ise.
Good.

_

January

10, 1936

17,810 Ice. Fair.
ADOLPH B. RICE,

PCV-Kootjwick, Holland,

3432 Hanover Ave.,

Richmond, Va.,
U.S.A.

"South Americans "-Report from
A. Centanino
VP3MR in Georgetown, Guiana, is on 7.08
meg., at 4:40 to 8:40 P.M.. They are not heard
very well an account of code interference.
HK1Z on 13.99 meg. between 3:00 and 4:00

(Continued on page 767)

TR

"

l'e

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS
DELI \ T: I T
I NI N I I: n I. t T F.
Shipped Prepaid on ten day trial:
PH-166 $95.70, Bret log 12s £93.0t,
All NaOounl.
Silver fis £109.50.
Itt'A.
(tall lerafters.
lienunerhmd,
Collins receivers and transmitters.
Write.
Briny
Code machines rented
Radin Shop, Butler. Missouri.
DISTANCE
18
INSTRUCTIONS
Crystal Sets-record 2100 miles: "Radlobnllder" year: 25e. laboratories,
151 -C Liberty, San Francisco.
TELEVISION
KIT £1.5)51.
TELEVISOR $6.00.
Arthur Pohl, 2134 Palms. Detroit,
I

Mich.

NEW

l

NG l4`

BARGAIN RADIO TREATISE
64 Illustrated Pages -Two Colors
For Radio Servicemen, Dealers, Experimenters and Short-Wave Fans.
Get this FREE Radio Treatise and data book
today. Merely send a 2c stamp for postage
together with your name and address. No
waiting; book by return mail.
Contains valuable radio information, diagrams, useful formulae, short-wave hook -ups and
coil- winding data, hints on receiver circuit analysis, calculation of shunts and multipliers, etc.
Aside from this, you will find a large array
of interesting radio merchandise such as European, American and Short -Wave receivers;
Public Address apparatus from 6 up to 40
watts; new all -metal tube equipment; the famous Doerle Receivers, etc. etc.

U._._,1

HUDSON STREET
NEW VORN CITY

December 12, 1935
TGS- Guatamala City, Guatamala, 5,713
Fair.
kc.
December 14, 1935

CTIGO -Parede. Portugal, 12,000 lie. Good.
HIZ -Santo Domingo, D.R., 6,316 Ice. Good.

!

SHORT WAVE COMPONENTS
IRON CORE I. F. 'ril.tNSFOIt\I177 or 150 K.C. 85c ends United
Coll Co., 2220 So. Kedzle, Chiraxu.
Ills.
I'1,11; -IN COILS. warn.: FOR
Noel. 728 Birch. Scranton.
PI Oogue'.
z

FREE 1936
N °31

A.M. Good.
KAY-Manila, P.i'., 14,980 kc. 9:10 A.M.
Fair. QRM code.

Rest

113

s

RADIO
QTIS E
CATALOG

6:25 P.M. Fair.
XEFT -Vera Cruze, Mexico, 9,600 Ise.
6:45 P.M. Good.
6:50
CT1AA- Lisbon, Portugal, 9,625 Ice.SaturP.M. Fair. Tuesdays, Thursdays,
days, 4:30 to 7 P.M.. this station at
times is very strong and clear.
December 8, 1935
ENE -Moscow, U.S.S.R., 12,000 kc. 8:45
A.M. Very good.
HAS3- Budapest, Hungary, 15,370 kc. !1
kc.

A.

TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT
NEW CATALOG JUST OFF THE
press. Monitors. forer packs of every
size, Modulators. phone transmitters.
power transformers, condensers and
everything for the Amateur Station.
Get your copy now. Stamp appreciated.
General Engineering Corporation. Charlotte, Michigan.
CRYSTALS, 80 ANT! 160 MUTER
QSL- CAR OS-SW L
hands 95e
4 stork of 1.000 crystals
New
SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S USI, insures you prompt delivery.
Attractive.
Reply Getters. type shielded holder 80e. Fits flee or
Cards.
Samples Stamtisl. 1V- 8- E-S -N. 1827 Rene prong socket. Specify type. White
Radio Laloratory, Sandpoint. Idaho.
Cone. Toledo. Ohio.

1936

YVC-Maracay, Venezuela, S.A., 13,345 kc.
Works U.S. Good.
HJ4ABA- Medellin, Colombia, S.A., 11,710

ATTRAC-

i

CALCULATE RESIST.[NCKS -Voltages. runent.
serles. parallel.
watts. Valuable fomulas, fully explained. Copy 15e 11. A. Mueller.
217 -A Washington Blvd.. Oak Park.
Illinois.
MISCELLANEOUS
WIN'S LAW CALCULATOR
Lightning Slide Rule; solves all problems of Voltage, Current and Resist
ante, lover. Wire Sizes. etc. Range: I.
micro -amp. to 1000 amps.: 1 micro-volt
to 10.000 volts: 1 micro-ohm to 10 megohms; 1 micro-watt to 10 megawattts
wire sizes 0 to 36 B. & 8. gauge. Introductory price $1.00 prepaid. The
Dataprint Co.. Box 322, Ramsey. N.J.
l'(11í S.1LE: I.. C. SMITH TYPEwriter In good condition. Dealen are
asking $45.00 for this model. Will
saeritice for cash $22.50 F.O.R. N.Y.
D.K_ r. Popular Book Corp.. 99 Hadson St.. New York.
PATENTS & INVENTIONS
PATENTS. REASONABLE TERMS.
Book and advice free. L. F. Randolph.
Dept. 714, Washington, D. C.

(Continued from page 737)
few months, although I have been able to
catch a few stations. But I must say that
the 20 meter amateur band has been very
good; I have heard 14 countries and 26

states.
Report of Commercial Stations

NEAT.

Custoals,Uden. Dept.
57th. New fork City.

-

sidr, N.T.
SKYRIDERS CHEAP -SELL. OR
trade -Can use cameras. lenses. binoculars. etc. Yells -Smith Radio Corp..
26 N. Wells St., Chicago.
I'St:O ALL STAII JR. COMPLETE

CARDS.

RADIO ENGINEERING
EXACT COPIES OF APPARATUS
described In this magazine or any other
radio equipment -- custom built with
parts bought at lowest prices anywhere!
Expert workmanship. Results guaranQuotat ions cheerfully g Yen.
teed.

St.. Valparaiso, Ind.

Neice. 3725.64 St.. \\'oowd-

with tubes like new £17.50.

QSL

tire, reasonably priced. samples tree.
Miller, Printer. Ambler. Pa.

OFFICIAL DOERLE
SHORT -WAVE RECEIVERS

WRITE TODAY-Enclose 2c stamp in letter
for postage. Radio Treatise sent by return
mail. IT'S ABSOLUTELY FREE.

RADIO TRADING CO.

: iáiór

See pages 761 and 766 for our other "ads." IOTA Hudson St.

Mall a á your order
t
DENSER In 4

SPECIAL

X L VARIO

FOR THIS MONTH
Send $1.00 ($1.25 Canada and foreign)
and we will send you SHORT WAVE
CRAFT for Eight months.

"DO IT NOW."

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

90 -101

Please mention

Hudson Street

New York

SHORT WAVE CRAFT when
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X. L. RADIO LABORATORIES

1224 Belmont Ave., Chicago, USA.
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TUBE DELCIXE
A.C. SHORT-WAVE RECE {VER
atares CONTINUOUS BANDSPREAD

R/Bands,/ 1

*

USES DOUBLET OR STANDARD

*

ANTENNA.
LOW -LOSS PLUG -IN COILS.
RANGE IS to 200 METERS.

*

MAGNAVOX DYNAMIC SPEAKER.

*

BEAUTIFUL CRACKLE CABINET
HEADPHONE RECEPTION IF DESIRED.

*

TONE CONTROL.

*

8

*

MICROMASTER BANDSPREAD

DIAL.

*
*

SENSITIVE

REGENERATIVE

CIRCUIT.

Caine.' through the use of a very ingenhte
dial having it ratio of 125 to i and two
pointers.
Fnrthermon'. two knobs nn'
Pmvlde.l. nia k ng to tsslble fast and slow
timing. No longer are the foreign broad cast stations rrowdecl on two or three
wale divhluns of the dial.
They are
now spread out over a goodly portion of
the dial
thereby greatly simplifying
tinting.
i

'27

Nation -Wide Testimonials

PRAISE THIS SET!
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Itowmanville, Ontario. Canada: CTIAAI.isbnn, Portugal; NIPS-Rio De Janeiro,

Brasil:
MIAMI Rarranquilla, 1rd..
S.A.; PRADO- Riobamba. Ecuador. S
14(7-Berlin. Germany: XEItT
w'Ilp, Mesuro; YY.SItylO- Mararalbo. V,
,uela, S.A.; C11.10- Winnipeg. Can, I.;
W2XF -New York. N.Y.: \VSXK-- l'tttsburgh, l'a.: IIPSR- l'anan'a City. Panama:

ETA-Paris,

France; GSC- GSL- DavenE.\/l- Madrid. Spain. anti
('(Si)- Havana. (tuba, aulne In every night
on the loud speaker regardless of weather
nulitious. This is the third and hest reiier I have corned in the shun time I have
Lugland.

i

Interested

in

Short

A.F.
perfectly matched dynamic speaker -all thew. features
rontrlbutr to the great lower rad tine performance
of this receiver. A special antenna-trimming scheme
permits perfect alignment of loth antenne and detector tuning circuits wMoot :rlTettiug the setting
of the tinting

CONTINUOUS BANDSPREAD

Continuons bandspremd on the entire
range from 15 to 200 meters is ob-
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The use of plug -in coils is still the most efficient
method of changing from one band to another.
this !merle receiver. S coils
d to cover the range of front IS to 200 meten
in
ix: 20. 40. NO and 160 teeter hands. These roils
3- winding 6 -prong type and are used 2 at a time.
ribbed bakeltte forms and designed especially for
receiver, they are highly efficient.
y they are used in

EXQUISITE WORKMANSHIP

mounted
fined in
large. hamlximelyelinish ed pblack crackle
cabinet. The dial and speaker grill are practically the same
diameter and are uyon meal ly centered on the front panel of
the cabinet thereby ma- smiting a professional and dignified
npearau e.
enastiio s are made for using headphones if desired with
switch t cut out the dynamic speaker. A tone control is
provided which not only saries the tone but helps materially
to redue back ground hiss.
and

nnl

FAMOUS FOR DX RECEPTION

Hundred of testimonials In nur files attest to the superlative
perfonto ce of this world- famous receiver. Several of these testimonials are printed on this page. Set measures 17 .''xIr
hi It. Net weight 23 lbs., shipping weight 35 lbs. Designed for 110 -120 volt. 50 -60 cycle. A.1'. operation.
N . 5000 -Doerle 5 -Tube De
A.C. Short-Ware
R ceirer complete with 5 matched turres and ti coils.
(' mpletety wired and tested tNOT BOLD IgrN l

ti'

FORD.
S

$27a54

price
2 broadcast colds S1.75 additional.
Add 52.50
for 110 volt 25 cycle model or 220 yon 60 cycle model.
t
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FREE
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EMERALD IT. DELRRT'GOE,
Rose -Mary Dahlia Gardens.
Martins Ferry. Ohio.
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t'.- rdtted stage's. regenerative detector, three
Mage,, with powerful '41 pentode untput anti

1

wally nn a Rack and Panel Xaeitter, by
C.. W. Sloan. in your March. April and
)lap i. t ur of this year.
L. A. 1tAYyIOND
631 Blvd. Cretrazie East.
YilieraY. Montreal. Que..
Gentlemen:
Here sa a list of Short-wave stations I
have received in a short time with my
"Dnerle A('5." with a tery poor aerial for
,bort-wave
work.
EAU -M A 1) R I D.
TAIN: WI
Springfield.
Mass.:
ss!X. \F -Schenectady. N.Y.: COI!- 11ava-

l'uba; COI' -- 'lavais.

Regardless of what type aerial you have. this receiver makes provisions for °sing it.
Father the
standard inverted -I, ts'Is' or noise. free doublet typa
may be utilized. This meats that this receiver can
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teal better than team' Super Ilets.
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Short-Wore ¡Meeker. Ifpcpou are interested in
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ivbm to this rewurknble set with no obligation to
bop It unless you are absolutely satisfied with its
Ierformumex. Use the coupon below for fast service.
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RADIO TRADING CO., 101A HUDSON ST., NEW YORK
Gent lemon:

t -:1

;

dollars
cents, for your new Merle 5 -tube
Deluxe Short-Wave receiver
a five day free trial basis.
If, at the
end of five days after receipt of radio, I am not perfectly satisfied. I will
rite you for return shipping instructions. Upon receipt of the radio. you
will refund mee the full purchase price. I agree to pay express charges
one way, and you the other.
C.O.D. SHIPMENT. I enclose
dollars
cents detrosit,
balance of
dollars
cents C.O.D.
I enclose

PRINT

Name
Address

ra
Tows n

State

RADIO TRADING CO., 101A Hudson St., New York City
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P.M., this is an amateur, but he has been broad-

casting irregularly at the given time.
HJ2ABD in Bucaramanga, is on 5.98 meg.,
7:30 to 10:30 P.M. They have 500 watt power.
HJIABC in Quibdo, is on 6:00 meg., Wednesdays and Sundays at 9 to 11 P.M.
Central Americans
TI2M in San Jose is on 6.70 meg., at 10:15

to 11:00 P.M.
TI6PH in Sun Jose, is on 5.82 meg., 8:00 to
11:00 P.M.
HRP1, San Pedro Sula, Honduras, is on 6.35
meg. at 6:30 to 9:00 Y.M.
XECR, Mexico City, is on 7.38 meg.. Sundays
at 6:00 to 7:00 P.M.
West Indies

HIL. Santo Domingo. D.R., is on 6.50 meg.,
6:00 to 7:00 P.M.
HIZ, Santo Domingo, D.R., is on 6.31 meg.
Daily at 5:50 P.M. They also work amateurs at
other times.
HIX. Santo Domingo, D.R.. is on 50.17 meters
or 5.98 meg. Sundays 7:40 to 10:40 A.M., Tuesdays and Fridays 4:40 to 5:40 P.M.
HI5N on about 6.13 meg. was heard between
6:00 and 8:00 P.M. They are known as "La
Voz del Almocen."
HIH on 6.81 meg. is on daily 7:30 to 9:00 P.M.
They are generally always covered up by C. W.
(code).
HIIA on 6.19 meg. comes in fine on their time
(7:40 to S:40 P.M.).
Box
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CORTLANDT ST., New York City
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McElroy, T. R.
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AMATEUR BAND
CONSISTENT RC(CPTION

DESIGNED BY

Breakers, The
Brush Development Co., The
Bud Radio, Inc.

First National Television, Inc.
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Official Report from South Amboy, N.J.
12/27- CO9JQ- 8,665, 8:12 P.M.. Camaguey,
Cuba. Fair to Good.
12

/27- WQD -WEA -2:65

program to Argentina.

NEW LOW PRICE

AM FIE

12 /31 -HVJ- 15,120 -10:32 A.M., Vatican City. Very good. steady.
12/31 -HRN -5,875 -9:10 P.M., Tegucigalpa,
Honduras. Very good.
1 /1- YVIORSC- 5,720 -10:04 P.M., San Cristobal, Colombia. Good. steady.
1
VE9HX- 6.110 -6:00 P.M., Halifax. N.S.
Broadcasts daily from 10:30 A.M. to I:30 P.M.,
except Saturdays and Sundays, and from 5:00 to
11:00 P.M. daily, Fridays from 1:00 to 8:00
P.M., Saturdays and Sundays from 2:00 to 11:00
P.M.
Berlin, Germa1 /2 -DZB- 10.042 -2:40 P.M.,
ny. broadcasts from 2:00 to 4:00 P.M.
1 /3 -HJA -5.900 -8:45 P.M., Bogota.
Colombia. Fair to good, steady.
P.M.. Daventry, Eng1 /4 -GSL-6.110 -10:47
land. Poor, heavy static and interference.
/11 -VK3ME -9.518 -6:55 A.M., Melbourne.

REGULATORS
Amperite replacements toi ACDC sets now LIST $1.25. Amperite
3 -40 can replace AC -DC set regulators 50zí, 300, and SB. Also new
low price on replacements for
2 -Volt Battery Sets, List $1.40

/2-

1

Fair.
1!11 -GSF- 15,140 -7 :46 A.M.. Daventry, England. Good.
I /l1 -KEE -7.715 -10:23 P.M., Bolinas, Calif.
Very good, relaying NBC prig.
Caracas.
1/11 -YV4RC -6,375 -10:50 P.M.,
Venezuela. Good.
1/12 -GSI- 15.260-1:11 P.M., Daventry, Eng-

land. Poor.
1/12 -KEJ- 9.010-9:40 P.M., Bolinas, Calif.
Fair. heavy fading.
1 /13-ZFB- 10.055 -3:36 P.M., Hamilton. Bermuda. Talking to WNC, very good.
1 /13 -HI1A -6,185 -9:18 P.M., Santiago, D.R.
Good.

/14 -VK3LR -9.580 -7:03 A.M., Melbourne.
Australia. Poor to fair.
1/14-GSG-17,790-7 :34 A.M., Daventry. England. Good.
P.M., Berlin, Ger1 /14- DJE- 17,760 -8:08
many. Very good.
1 /15- HIH -6,814 -6:45 A.M.. San Pedro, D.R.
Good. heard several times at this hour.
1!18 -HJU -9.060 -9:54 P.M., Buenaventura.
Colombia. Good.
1/18 -HCJB -8,214 -10:19 P.M., Quito, EcuaI

dor. Good. some code interference.
P.M., Santo Domin1 /l8 -HIIS -6.400 -10:36
go, D.R. Good.
FLF.TCHER
365 John

W. HARTMAN,

Street,
South Amboy, N.J.

Please mention

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

Write for CHART CV.
,A MPER /TE CO.

561 BROADWAY NEW YORK

SPECIAL
SUBSCRIPTION
OFFER !
You can save on a

year's subscription to the

OFFICIAL

SHORT WAVE LISTENER
MAGAZINE
Send
and

us 75e ($1.00 in Canada and foreign countries)
to your
we will send it for one year

hone.

Official

SHORT

WAVE

99 -101 HUDSON STREET

-right

LISTENER Magazine
NEW YORK. N.Y.

We Make to Your Specifications
Metal Cabinets, Chassis, Shield Cans to fit
Chassis, Panels- Aluminum or steel.
Send us your drawing for estimates.

KORROL MFG. CO. Inc.,
232 Greenwich St.,

when writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com

RITE

CURRENT AND VOLTAGE

P.M., relaying NBC

Dept. S -4
New York City
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The only SHORT -WAVE RADIO MANUALS
in the radio field-and every fan" needs them!
has been tremendous progress made in short -waves during the
THERE
Past few years, and only in the OFFICIAL SHORT -WAVE RADIO

and construction. servicing all -wave receivers
tube changes, or new
scientific discoveries in the short -wave field, all or
are published chronologically in the OFFICIAL SHORT -WAVE RADIO MANUALS.
The OFFICIAL SHORT -WAVE RADIO MANUALS are edited by Hugo
Gernsback, Editor of SHORT WAVE ('RAFT and H. W. Secor, Managing
Editor.

MANUALS you will find a true picture of the important developments.
No other book today tells in accurate detail about the changes that have
come from time to time. Whether the advancement has been in set design
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1934 Official Short -Wave Radio Manual
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Valuable Features

large section featuring the most important Short -Nave Receivers and how tu construct
them.
Short -Wave Transmitters in all their phases.
A complete Ultra Short -Wave Section featuring construction of 1, 3. 5 and 10 meter receivers.
A complete Short -Wave Beginner's section.
These vary from 1 to 7 tube receivers.
A section devoted exclusively to coil winding with all information about it.
A section on Commercial Short -Wave Receivers. Every important commercial receiver.
including all -wave sets, is represented. Full servicing data is included which makes it
invaluable for Service Men.
A section devoted to A.C. Short-Wave Power Packs and how to build them.
A section for the Short -Wave Experimenter and short -wave kinks -- hundreds of them.
A section on the important new art of Short -Wave Therapy (treatment of diseases by short
waves).
A section devoted to Short -wave Converters and their construction. Full servicing data on
all commercial models is included.
A special section on Short -Wave Antennae and noise eliminating procedures.
A section un Short -Wave Superheterodyne'. This section tells how to build them. including many commercial models of receivers. The latter with complete service data.
A section on Amateur 'Phone Transmitters and how to build them.
A Short -Wave Physics section on theoretical short -wave data for the advanced experimenter and radio student.
A most interesting section on Super- Regeneration in Short -Wave Receivers.
A

(Over 2

Big Pages-Over

1.111111

Illustrations

Flexible. Luosteldeaf Lwulhtertetlde Binder
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
SWC -436
99 -101 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.
Gentlemen: I enclose herewith my remittance for whirl send
nostsse prepaid. o copy of the OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO
MANUAL as Indicated below.
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL-ST. 50
1935 OFFICIAI, SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL- $'-'...0
Both Manuals- $4.50
1

1

1

1

1

1

MAIL
COUPON
TODAY

Special Combination Offer!
To give every short -wave enthusiast the opportunity to add
both SHORT -WAVE RADIO MANUALS to his library
(Volume 1 and 2) both books. if bought together. can be
purchased at a saving. Each Manual sells
regularly for
$2.50. If both are bought, NOW. the price is $4.50.
YOU CAN SAVE FIFTY CENTS BY BUYING THE TWO

MANUALS.

Name
Address

city

State

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
99-101

Please mention

Hudson Street

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

when writing advertisers

R.\Itl.t: ItItOP. ( O., 1RINTF.RS

www.americanradiohistory.com

New York, N. Y.

t

National offers a thoroughly engineered part for nearly every radio purcatapose. The entire line cannot be compressed into our twenty -page
logue, much less a single page. But look over the group above. Transthe
mitting condensers from the little 1000 volt TMS in the foreground to
for every
12,000 volt TMA at the rear. Low loss ceramic coil forms
acorns
amateur band. Low loss sockets for nearly every tube type, from
will
to power pentodes. Flexible couplings from the little TX -12, which
voltwork around a corner, to the big fellows for heavy condensers, high
the anages, and low- losses. Strain insulators, spreaders, lead -ins for
takes.
tenna: stand -offs, chokes, dials for the rig. National has what it

NATIONAL
SHERMAN STREET

61

COMPANY
MASS.
M
A L D E N.

%«ái...MIDWISI RADIO
Di

a

MARI/MUSH"

14I

be

IIVE WAVE BAND,
WORLD WIDE SII

9 T° 2400

y9,0

MRS

DEAL /DIRECT WITH LABORATORIES

SAVE
V-E

50%

TO

NCE again, Midwest demonstrates its leadership
by offering the world's most powerful Super DeLuxe
14 -METAL Tube 5 -band radio. It is a master achievement..
.
today's most highly perfected, precisely built, laboratory
set. It is a radio -musical instrument that will thrill adjusted
you
its
marvelous super performance...glorious new acousti -tone.: with
.crystal -clear
"concert" realism...and magnificent foreign reception. Before
you buy any
radio, write for FREE 40 -page 1936 catalog. Learn about the successful
Laboratory-To -You policy that saves you 30% to 507o...that givesyou 30 days Midwest
trial.
This super radio will out- perform $100 and $200 sets on a side by side FREE
test. It is so
powerful, so amazingly selective, so delicately sensitive that it brings
in distant foreign
stations with full loud speaker volume, on channels adjacent to powerful
locals. The 14
tube; permit of advanced circuits, make it possible to use the tremendous
r.
and
to
exert the sustained maximum output of the powerful new reserve
pr.,
tubes.

50

SENSATIONAL ADVANCEMENTS

Scores of marvelous

'ASV

/MINT
TRIMS
Tad Warms Enthuses Over Faralp Reap**
-After comparing many radios, t tan truthfully

say that my Midwest out -performs othersets costing almo., twice ai mien. In all my eaperiena. I
never heard uch lifelike

Midwest features, many of them exclusive,
explain Midwest glorious tone realism, super
performance
and thrilling world - wide 5 . band reception. They
reproduction.
hly Midwest
prove wh y
nationally known orchestra leaders like Fred Waring, George
surnasacs an my espec,a,iooe,
Olsen,
Jack Denny, etc., use a Midwest in preference to more
receiver
costly makes obtainableoyinioo, is the lines, rTelioo
T
weans.
Five tuning ranges make it easyy to parade the
before you. You can switch instantly frdm American ro the world
Send for PREE
to Canadian, police, amateur, commercial, airplane andprosrams .
-page four-color catalog.
broad. It pictures the 40
complete line of beautiful
casts .
to the finest and most fascinating programs ship Europe,
1936
Midwest Acousti -Tone V- Spread
Africa, - Asia, Australia South America . . . 12,000 from
miles away.
soles and chassis..

Acousti -Tone V-

Spread Design (p. tent No.9g750)
The V -Front Dispersing Vanes established a new radio style overnight.
They spread the beautiful lace -work of the "highs" throughout the
room
in a scientific manner...directing the High Fidelity waves
uniformly to
the ear. Now, -get complete range of audible frequencies...achieving
glorious newacousti- tone...assuring life-like crystal -clear "concert "realism.
No middlemen's profits to pay. You buy at wholesale prices, direct from
L.aboratories...saving 305ó to 50%. You can order your 1936 Midwest
radio from the new 40 -page catalog with as much certainty of
satisfaction
as if you were to come yourself to our great laboratories.
You save
30% to 50%... you get 30 days' FREE trial...as little as $5.00
puts a Midwest radio in your home. Your are triply protected with adown
OneTear Guarantee, Foreign Reception Guarantee. Abney -La. k Guarantee.

MIDWEST RADIO CORP.
DEPT. 14L

CINCINNATI. OHIO

Established 1920

in n their natural colon.

-f -97ee 30DAY TRIAL OFFER
wu/40PAGE FOURCOLOR7ireeCATALOG
MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
Dept. ILL, Cincinnati, Ohio
Without obligation on my part, send
me your new FREE catalog and
complete details of your liberal 30-day
FREE trial Oder, T lit ii NOT an order
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